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ABSTRACT
ENERGY MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS
EMPLOYED AT THE HUMAN-MATERIAL INTERFACE
OF TRADITIONAL AND MINIMALIST SHOD RUNNING
by Nadine Marianna Lippa
May 2016
From recreational to elite athletes, greater than 50% of runners sustain overuse
injuries each year, prompting substantial research efforts to identify causes of—and
solutions to—the high injury rate. Different shoe types and material property degradation
have been related to injury. Two popular footwear types are traditional shoes with thick
graded soles and minimalist running footwear with thinner foam and/or non-graded soles.
Notwithstanding 45 years of significant modifications to shoe design features, gained
knowledge in kinesiology, and advanced technologies in polymer science, runner injury
rates have not decreased and EVA foam has remained the primary running shoe midsole
material since the 1970s. The purpose of this dissertation is to improve comprehensive
understanding of energy management during multi-scale degradation of EVA foam and
biomechanical responses of human runners.
The grand challenge of this research was to navigate, adapt, and weave together
polymer and kinesiology techniques to: (i) quantify midsole foam macroscopic,
microscopic, and molecular-level degradation, and (ii) characterize human responses to
the dynamic material properties of contemporary footwear. In the pursuit of humanmaterial interactions, we first investigated fundamental energy management mechanisms.
In Chapter II, we determined that humans innately reduced their impact preparatory
ii

mechanisms when foam thickness was increased from 0 – 50 mm. In Chapter III, we
compared and defined molecular-level EVA foam degradation by thermal, UV, and
mechanical exposures. The latter three chapters substantiated (Chapter IV) and utilized
(Chapter IV-VI) a biofidelic footwear midsole mechanical ageing protocol informed by
human running input variables. We determined that: (i) the foam midsole managed 90%
of the shoe’s energy and inaccurate sample geometries overestimated energy absorption
by 20% (Chapter IV), (ii) traditional and minimalist shoe energy management differences
were due to thickness, wherein 66% thicker foams absorbed 83% more energy but
degraded at a 49% faster rate (Chapter V), and (iii) subject-specific biomechanics were
altered by unique degradation patterns induced from wearing and mechanically ageing
traditional and minimalist shoes (Chapter VI). Overall, this dissertation improved
multidisciplinary protocols, contributed data informed by end-use conditions, and
incorporated body and shoe variables simultaneously, which is critical to future studies
correlating energy management to running injuries.

iii
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CHAPTER I
RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Introduction
Energy is a property which can be transferred, converted, or absorbed, but cannot
be created or destroyed.1 Energy is a unifying concept identified by its singular SI unit,
the Joule (J). However, elaborate multidisciplinary approaches are necessary to follow
energy transfer throughout an event such as running. For example, food has energetic
potential, which is transferred to the body upon consumption, converted into stored
sources of energy using metabolic processes, and used by human muscle cells to generate
movement.2 Over many impact cycles, mechanical energy is subsequently converted to
heat, absorbed by deformation of the shoe, and transferred to the body. The purpose of
footwear is to provide comfort and protect from injuries resulting from excessive energy
transfer to the body.3-6
Energy management and injury mitigation of modern footwear are elegantly
simple concepts at surface level, yet incredibly complex at depth and not sufficiently
understood. The wide array of footwear types advocated by experts to protect the body
from injury, including traditional shoes with graded soles, thin-soled minimalist shoes,
thick-soled maximalist shoes, and unshod (i.e., barefoot) running,7-10 indicate a
fundamental lack of agreement among researchers, manufacturers, and the public.

The

apparent disconnect was further demonstrated by recent lawsuits against Reebok®,11 New
Balance®,12 and Vibram®13 for scientifically unjustified product claims. Notwithstanding
extensive research efforts to improve running footwear through investigation of human
biomechanics3, 14-19 or the polymeric materials used in footwear,20-24 literature is scant
1

with studies investigating the inherent interactions between kinesiology and polymer
science. Investigating how the energy generated while running is managed at the humanmaterial interface is a fundamental and necessary endeavor.
Running and Overuse Injuries
A primary objective for the Centers for Disease Control’s (CDC) Healthy People
2020 initiative is to increase the proportion of people who engage in physical activity.25
Recreational running has become the sport of choice for people pursuing active lifestyles,
as evidenced by the prevalence of local 5K events and increasing participation in halfmarathon and marathon distance races.26 The popularity of running can be attributed to
several factors regarding its simplicity and convenience, including the lack of necessary
investment or equipment—apart from shoes—and no required facility or field. However,
engaging in and maintaining a recreational running regimen is challenged by the reported
25-65% risk of overuse injury,15, 27, 28 described to occur as a consequence of repetitive
loads over many cycles.14, 29, 30 Injury results when the culmination of impacts exceeds
the body’s preferred window of loading (Figure 1).3, 31, 32 High intensity loads cause
acute injuries, while repetitive cycles are typically related to overuse injuries. Common
overuse injuries occur predominantly in the knee (42.1%), foot/ankle (12.8%), and
hip/pelvis (10.9%), manifesting as patellofemoral pain syndrome (knee pain), iliotibial
(IT) band friction syndrome, plantar fasciitis (heel pain), meniscal injuries, medial tibial
stress syndrome (shin splints), patellar tendinitis, stress fractures, and hamstring injuries.5,
6

Increased prevalence or risk of overuse injury has been attributed to many factors

including biomechanics,33, 34 running shoes,6, 21 and others.5, 6, 16, 29, 33-36 In addition to the
damage posited to be caused by the impact itself, the fatigue and soft tissue vibrations
2

associated with landing have also been investigated as culprits of injury (see Chapter II).
Despite efforts to improve running footwear via polymer science37-46 or kinesiology,9, 47-49
a successful correlation to injury has not been established.

Figure 1. Schematic plot depicting how mechanical energy and frequency theoretically
result in three outcomes for the human body. The preferred window of loading (shaded)
results in a positive musculoskeletal response (e.g., rebuilding). Below the dashed line,
atrophy results from underuse. Above the solid line injury threshold, injuries result.
Quantification of the running footwear to overuse injury relationship is challenged
by the fact that shoe and runner change simultaneously. Throughout modern running shoe
innovation, injury rates have not decreased over time,5, 6, 15, 28 which could be attributed to
several reasons: (i) a gained interest in the sport,26 (ii) increased numbers of injuries
reported, or (iii) possibly the technology primarily designed to enhance running comfort
is providing neutral or even detrimental consequences.49, 50 Further research is warranted
to understand how shoes interact with human parameters.
Developments in Running Footwear
Contemporary and forthcoming running footwear technologies are borne from the
convergence of polymer science and kinesiology, yet historically, unbalanced knowledge
in these fields has informed choices and recommendations now interpreted with
ambivalence. For example, the first popularized cushioned shoes were notoriously
3

created in 1971 by Nike® founder Bill Bowerman with liquid rubber and his wife’s waffle
iron.51, 52 However, Bowerman—whose primary vocation was coaching track and field—
lacked knowledge about chemical hazards and worked in unventilated quarters with
acrylamide glue containing n-hexane and toluene for 23 years, which led him to develop
severe and irreversible nerve damage.52 A few years later, the Brooks® and Nike debuted
graded midsoles (i.e., elevated heel) made of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), a cushioned
foam material developed by a chemical engineer of Monarch Rubber Company named
David Schwaber.53, 54 The rubber outsoles, graded midsoles, and EVA foam
commercialized in the 1970s have remained in use to date, enduring popularization of
other components such as air pockets and gels that periodically came in and out of
vogue.21 Innovations provided more comfortable running shoes, yet strong correlations
were not substantiated between immediate comfort and long-term injuries.50, 55
EVA foam remained a mainstay in the footwear market through the 2000s when a
new minimalist five finger shoe design—invented by Robert Fliri and introduced by the
Italian footwear company Vibram in 2005—contradicted the traditional goal of more
cushioning.56 Momentum grew with the 2009 release of Born to Run,51 whereby
recreational and elite athletes alike were urged to eschew thick, graded midsoles and
return to more ‘natural’ approaches relying on the intrinsic foot muscles, kinematics, and
sub-metatarsal and heel fat pads for cushioning.47, 57-59 Major footwear companies
followed suit, releasing alternative minimalist shoes.8 However, with solid research
lacking, the efficacy of either shoe type in preventing or treating injury was unknown.
Unfortunately, many early adopters of barefoot or minimalist running sustained
injuries which have been more recently attributed to hasty transitions without developing
4

the appropriate foot strength or gait retraining.47, 59 As a result, mainstream
recommendations became more neutral, major manufacturers largely abandoned
approaches to remove cushioning, and smaller, specialized companies reclaimed the
minimalist shoe market.60, 61 However, research studies on traditional and minimalist
shoes continued to produce valuable insights.
Impact Exposures
The number and intensity of impacts per mile depend on the runner’s stride
length,37 speed,45, 62 weight, and preferred kinematics. Assuming a 1 meter stride
length,37 the insult to each foot is 500 impacts per kilometer, whereas stride lengths of 1.2
and 0.8 m result in 417 and 625 impacts, respectively. Stride frequency from several
studies of male runners ranged from 1.3 – 1.6 Hz for running at 3.5 – 5.0 m/s.45
Impact is characterized by measuring the ground reaction force (GRF), or force
exerted by the ground on a body in contact with it, using a force sensor or force plate
device. At rest, GRF (or Fz) is equivalent to a runner’s weight, but monitoring GRF over
time provides an impulse curve that estimates force and loading rate.63 GRF of a
heelstrike-type running gait plotted versus time yields a bimodal impulse curve, with
typical peak forces around 2 – 3x body weight (i.e., 1.3 – 2.0 kN for a 150 lb runner).14
The first peak is the impact of the heel with the ground, often referred to as a passive or
heelstrike peak, while the second peak is the force used to push off from the ground, or
the active peak.34 The loading rate associated with running is the slope of the linear
portion leading to the first peak. High loading rates and peak forces have been associated
with increased risks of injury.64, 65 The bimodal heelstrike impulse curve becomes
unimodal when progressing toward a forefoot strike.49, 59, 66
5

GRFs are distributed spatially, temporally, and in the frequency domain. For
example, the forces of a single heelstrike stride have been deconvoluted into a heel
component versus a forefoot component spatially or by frequency.66 Anterior-posterior
(Fx) and medial-lateral (Fy) forces have been measured similarly.63, 67 Although vertical
GRF (Fz) alone does not describe footstrike in its entirety, it is important for mimicking
running in uniaxial loading tests. The heelstrike event is a high frequency, low force
impact applied predominantly to the heel portion of the shoe, whereas the propulsion
event (i.e., active peak) is a low loading rate, high force impact applied to the forefoot of
the shoe. However, several researchers have applied the peak force of the second active
peak to the heel of the shoe, which does not represent the force distribution observed in
real running.37, 44 Interestingly, the spatial distribution of forces derived from the bimodal
curve have not been discussed in literature testing footwear. Therefore, an improved
‘biofidelic’ protocol will be discussed and developed in Chapter IV.
When running shoes with foam midsoles are worn, foam mechanics suggest that
the measured peak GRF should be attenuated by: (1) a decrease in foam stiffness,66 or (2)
an increase in foam thickness.46 However, humans employ movement strategies to
‘soften’ landings, i.e., to decrease the peak force and increase duration of impact.3, 18, 19
Additionally, humans may reduce these mechanisms, which also increases peak force
when a foam surface is too soft and thick to attain stability46 or in conditions of shoeinduced “comfort” (i.e., low loading rate).55 Therefore, some researchers have reported
peak GRF to increase as foam hardness68 or stiffness66 decreases. The body’s ability to
deviate from expected peak GRF impact mechanics demonstrates important interactions
from the human element through muscular control and kinematics.
6

Energy Management in the Human Body
The study of injury rates alone is an indirect method to measure causes of injury.5
As a result, researchers have sought to use trends in biomechanical energy management
strategies to quantify and correlate normal behavior to injury prevention. However,
besides obvious deviations from ‘normal,’ it is unclear how to designate incorrect
biomechanics. A common research approach is to correlate footwear conditions with a
particular energy management strategy or with the severity of the resulting impact (i.e.,
kinetics via GRF, loading rate).68-70 Two relevant energy management strategies
employed by the body to modulate impact are pre-activation and kinematics (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the interdependent relationship of impact
modulation by muscle pre-activation and runner kinematics.
Pre-activation refers to the preparatory muscle activation that occurs before
impact to avoid excessive soft tissue vibration (see Chapter II). Since the central nervous
system (CNS) governs the body’s active participation in the impact event via preactivation,3, 71 participants in the aforementioned impact studies18, 72 were able to deviate
7

from the expected mechanical motions and modulate impact. Nigg and coworkers
hypothesized that insufficient pre-activation (due to fatigue or footwear) caused excessive
tissue vibration related to injury.3, 71 Midsole hardness was found to affect the degree of
pre-activation since the corresponding loading rates altered the input signal frequencies
received by the CNS.71 However, other EVA foam material properties hypothesized to
dampen energy and affect the input signal have not been sufficiently studied. Therefore,
the influence of foam thickness on pre-activation will be examined in Chapter II.
Human kinematics are difficult to understand because little can be said about a
single motion without simultaneously correlating it to movements of many other body
parts.73 Since whole-body correlations are tedious and time-consuming, the main focus in
running overuse injury-related biomechanics research has been on medial-lateral foot
motion (colloquially known as pronation),16, 34, 74 which is debated,49, 50, 59, 75 and sagittal
plane knee and ankle kinematics. Knee and ankle sagittal-plane joint angles have been
reported to change depending on footwear9, 48, 55 and foot strike type47, 70, 76, 77 (see
Chapter VI). The larger heel thickness of traditional shoes encourages runners to
heelstrike, which causes the bimodal shape of the impact curve.49 The thick heel also
aims to cushion the calcaneus from impact,50, 78 which is helpful because some habitually
shod runners rearfoot strike even while minimally shod or barefoot.9, 10, 48, 49, 78
Conversely, minimalist shoes better permit a forefoot strike, where the metatarsal pad is
the first point of contact, or a midfoot strike where heel and metatarsal pads impact
simultaneously.55 Forefoot/midfoot strike are related to, though not always a required for
barefoot running, which is thought to be indicative of the footstrike pattern that is best
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suited to humans based on evolved characteristics.7, 55 However, this assumption does
not eliminate the possibility of a running injury.
Although differences between traditional and minimalist shoes have been
reported, the protective or injurious nature of each shoe type is debated. As shoes are
often worn for many miles6 and degrade over time,37-45 an important investigation
missing from the literature is how the kinematics of runners wearing each shoe change as
a function of use. Furthermore, since people run differently in minimalist and traditional
shoes, degradation patterns are likely to differ, as well. Lastly, knee and ankle kinematics
and kinetics variables can be manipulated to calculate the work (i.e., energy) done at each
joint as a function of decreased energy absorption in the shoe.73 Biofidelic ageing will be
used to determine the interactions of shoe degradation and kinematics in Chapter VI.
Energy Management via EVA Foam
The connection of footwear energy management to overuse injury necessitates the
consideration of the midsole, which is the main energy damping component of running
shoes (see Chapter IV). EVA foam polymeric mechanisms work together hierarchically
on macroscopic, microscopic, and molecular levels (Figure 3). The current
understanding of footwear degradation has been siloed into research studies including:
(1) macroscopic: mechanical properties derived from cyclic loading of EVA foam,37-45
(2) microscopic: cellular microstructure-property relationships,21, 24, 46 and (3) molecularlevel: monitoring chemical reactions caused by thermal or UV degradation of EVA films
(i.e., not foam).79-84 Creative scientific approaches must be undertaken to determine how
multi-scale mechanisms work in concert to absorb energy with the goal of protecting
athletes from injury.3-6
9

Figure 3. Hierarchy of energy management mechanisms in the shoe midsole at the
macroscopic, microscopic, and molecular dimensional length scales.
On the macroscopic scale, EVA foam performance is evaluated by the
characteristic force-displacement curve, which is dictated by the viscoelastic response
and enables the quantification of energy absorption using mechanical testing techniques
(see Chapter IV-VI).37-45 However, existing methods to evaluate footwear employ forcetime curves that often lack the necessary biofidelity to mimic the human running task.
Biofidelity is important because the characteristic frequency, loading rate, and limited
recovery of a cyclic waveform directly affect the rate at which degradation occurs (see
Chapters IV and VI).85 For example, procedures similar to ASTM F1614 employ
sinusoidal compression37, 39 or repetitive drop tests38, 43, 45, 86 to mimic the runner
generated impact profile. Accelerated frequencies, loading rates, or recovery duration are
overly aggressive. Because footwear test protocols inherently deviate from human
running, the selection of a mechanical ageing (MA) protocol with improved biofidelity is
warranted and will be introduced in Chapter IV.
A potential problem with all footwear solutions is that unlike the human body,
which can repair and adapt to applied forces, shoe material properties deteriorate and
energy absorption decreases over time.21, 24, 42, 46 As such, the rate of degradation and
10

service life of shoes has been a subject of substantial study. Since thick, traditional shoes
have been consistently reported to exhibit rapid property deterioration,45, 87 we posited
that thinner minimalist shoes would degrade at a faster rate. The effect of shoe thickness
and shoe type on degradation rate will be quantified in Chapter V.
Microscopically, the foam cell faces undergo deformation and the constituent gas
is compressed.21, 88 Foam energy dissipation has been described as repetitive cell face
bending, buckling, and densification, resulting in degradation in the form of collapsed or
broken cells and decreased levels of energy absorption.39, 40, 45, 46 Therefore, foam energy
management depends largely on the cellular structure21, 24, 46, 89 which can be controlled
by processing and additives.22, 90-92 Investigations of foam microstructure using
microscopic imaging techniques are prevalent in the literature,46, 93 focusing on cell size,
distribution, and relative density. Footwear companies employ different densities of
foam to promote desirable material properties specific to a shoe’s application.16, 78
However, the effect of microstructure on degradation has not been examined for
commercial minimalist and traditional shoes and will be investigated in Chapter V.
As the shoe is exposed to increasing amounts of stress and strain, densification
occurs and molecular level polymer properties become increasingly important in dictating
behavior.46 Polymer chains move, bend, and/or break depending on the rate and severity
of applied force (see Chapter III).85 Polymer-level analyses in the literature are plentiful
for bulk EVA,20 but little work has been reported on the same fundamental properties of
EVA foams, particularly those of running shoes. Energy dissipating attributes of
commercial EVA include phase morphology of both amorphous and crystalline
domains,90 strain induced crystallization,94 pigments reinforcing the polymer,93 and the
11

degree of crosslinking. EVA degradation is reported to occur by thermal exposure and
ultraviolet (UV) radiation via molecular-level volatilization of acetic acid, yielding
poly(ethylene-co-acetylene).80, 95 The nature of subtle polymer-level properties
participating in energy damping has not been reported for footwear foams, but can
perhaps be understood by researching beyond the traditional approach45, 46, 87 of observing
macroscopic foam properties.96 We performed preliminary work that demonstrated how
cyclic loading of the shoes caused unexpected, quantifiable chemical changes that
differed from UV and thermal degradation.97 The results were unexpected because an
established mechanism for the mechanochemistry of EVA was not found in the literature.
Therefore, the molecular-level energy management mechanisms of EVA foam will be
examined in Chapter III by detection of EVA foam mechanochemistry and comparison
with thermal exposure and UV irradiation to relate the observed differences to previously
reported modes of degradation.
Research Overview
The purpose of this dissertation is to quantify impact energy management through
various human, material, and interfacial mechanisms across traditional and contemporary
minimalist shoe conditions. Fulfilling this purpose contributes to the ultimate goal of
identifying the multifactorial events that cause running-related overuse injury. Despite
the strides taken to understand shoe material property failure or running injury, there are
many gaps in the literature. As a function of the repetitive impacts associated with
running, footwear absorbs energy, deteriorates, and must be replaced. However, the
dynamic relationship between shoe and runner throughout a run or throughout its service
lifetime is not sufficiently understood. A unique benefit of this research is that
12

components are combined from previously disparate fields for a contextual study that
builds upon existing advances from each discipline. To this end, the dissertation will
address five multidisciplinary objectives described in the following chapters (Figure 4):
Objective 1 (Chapter II): determine the effect of increasing foam thickness on
human muscle recruitment strategies and pre-activation duration and/or amplitude
Objective 2 (Chapter III): compare the molecular-level effects of thermal, dampheat UV weathering, and mechanical degradation on commercial EVA foam
Objective 3 (Chapter IV-VI): develop protocols to mimic and quantify relevant
body and shoe parameters with a replicable series of characterization methods
Objective 4 (Chapter IV-V): quantify the effects of the midsole, testing geometry,
foam thickness, and shoe type on energy management and degradation
Objective 5 (Chapter VI): characterize the interactions of subject-specific
biomechanics and biofidelic degradation of traditional and minimalist shoes

Figure 4. Schematic representation and summary of the research approaches employed at
the human-material interface in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER II
PRE-ACTIVATION AS A FUNCTION OF FOAM THICKNESS IN
ACTIVE FEMALES PERFORMING A STEP-DOWN TASK
Abstract
Pre-activation duration and mean amplitude of tibialis anterior (TA), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), and vastus medialis (VM) of 10 active females were measured as
they stepped with a single leg landing down onto polyurethane foam slabs of varying
thickness (0-50 mm). We hypothesized that: (1) a dominant landing muscle recruitment
strategy would emerge, and (2) pre-activation duration and/or amplitude would decrease
with increasing foam thickness. The dominant strategy was LGVMTA, which
showcased the importance of plantarflexion in step-down landing. A secondary strategy
of VMLGTA occurred due to variability of LG contraction onset. LG duration
increased with foam thickness because the foam lengthened impact duration relative to
touchdown force being detected. LG amplitude 50 ms prior to impact decreased with
increasing foam thickness due to foam energy attenuation, which reduced the need for
preparatory muscle activity. Results suggested that foam of 50 mm most effectively
reduced pre-activation activity, which ultimately indicated that foam thickness generated
an effect similar to changing the surface properties (i.e., hardness) of the landing surface.
Further research was warranted regarding loading rates, muscle vibrations, human
running, and adaptations to foam degradation.
Introduction
Sport materials are often comprised of cellular polymeric foam placed under the
athlete or on the foot (i.e., footwear) to mitigate impact. The perception individuals have
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of these surfaces prior to landing is important and has clinical applications related to
gymnast mats,1 postural stability assessment,2, 3 and running footwear.4, 5 The effect of
foam surfaces on gait and posture has been studied by varying material properties,
including hardness, stability, geometry, and thickness.2, 3, 6, 7 However, with respect to
the myriad of surfaces humans interface with, literature-based support for the use of foam
materials to support athletic tasks, including gait-related activities, is equivocal. For
example, compared to a rigid surface, compliant foam was shown to favorably reduce
peak forces in running,7 yet it also reduced proprioception while walking,6 decreased
standing postural stability,2 decreased pre-landing activity due to surface instability
during drop jumps and landings,3 and increased pre-activation in the peroneous longus
during unanticipated inversion.8 An optimum foam thickness for landing and running
tasks has not been established. Therefore, an exploration of how foam thickness
influences the neuromuscular strategies used for running, jumping and landing is
warranted.
Foam must work in concert with the physiological mechanisms humans use to
effectively mitigate injury from impact forces during running. One important strategy
that the CNS uses to protect and support the body during athletic activities is muscle preactivation, or preparatory muscle contractions prior to ground contact. Pre-activation is a
feed-forward control mechanism utilized to protect soft tissues or bone in the lower
extremity (LE) from excessive vibration leading to an undesirable resonance condition
between the impact frequency and the natural frequency of the LE soft tissue.4 During
running, pre-activation functions to increase the natural frequency of the LE soft tissue to
avoid coincidence with the impact frequency (i.e., resonance).9 However, muscle pre26

activation contractions during exercise may be related to muscle fatigue and overuse
injuries of the LE muscles.4, 9
Many variables which modulate impact force subsequently affect pre-activation,
such as kinematics, fatigue, velocity of running/drop height, and midsole material
properties.4, 10 It has been established in the literature that increasing foam hardness4 and
drop height11, 12 resulted in increased pre-activation duration and/or amplitude. However,
no peer-reviewed literature has linked systematic changes in midsole thickness, a
prominent feature in contemporary footwear, to quantifiable changes in pre-activation.
To better understand the influence of foam thickness on pre-activation during running,
we used a simplified model that constrained variables inherent to running, such as
technique, footstrike pattern, fatigue development, and footwear design. The present
study used a controlled step-down task, in which subjects stepped barefoot onto foam
surfaces, as a simplified model to understand how pre-activation was affected by
reducing foam thickness.
The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of foam thickness on
muscle pre-activation during a barefoot step-down task. Specifically, the study aimed to
quantify pre-activation duration and amplitude during single-leg, low knee flexion
landing using surface electromyography (SEMG) of three selected muscles across 5
levels of foam thickness. Tibialis anterior (TA), lateral gastrocnemius (LG), and vastus
medialis (VM) were chosen as representative muscles to test these hypotheses due to
their active use in locomotion for both running and step-down tasks.12 Furthermore,
these LE muscles have been previously found to produce different pre-activation
strategies as a function of falling height and perceived surface stability variables.3, 11-13
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We hypothesized that (a) a distal to proximal muscle contraction preference would
emerge as a primary strategy for decelerating the body during the step down task, and (b)
pre-activation would decrease as thickness increased due to increased attenuation
occurring by the compliant foam.
Methods
Subjects
To block effects due to sex, 10 females participated (24±2.3 yrs, 164±6.3 cm,
65±10.4 kg), self-reporting 30 min of recreational running activity at least 3x/week.
Subjects were excluded for illnesses affecting balance, recent (< 6 mos) LE injury, or
pregnancy. All trials and subsequent analyses were completed on the self-reported (i.e.,
preferred limb to kick ball) dominant limb, which was always the right leg. Subjects read
and signed an informed consent document approved by the review board of the
University of Southern Mississippi (Appendix A). Subsequent to signed consent,
subjects participated in a habituation period. Pre-data collection habituation consisted of
stepping onto the maximum and minimum surface conditions with a review of the verbal
commands to familiarize subjects to the test protocol, thereby minimizing the intrasubject variability.
Testing Procedures
Subjects were randomly presented with a control surface or polyurethane foam
slabs (33 x 56 cm) of various thicknesses (Figure 5). The control surface condition
(surface A) was a step directly onto a rubber switch plate (75 Shore A hardness) placed
directly on the floor. The foam slabs (surfaces B-E) were the following thickness: B= 7,
C=13, D=25, E=50 mm. Thickness levels were chosen to represent the range of available
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midsoles in minimalist (< 10 mm), traditional (10 - 30 mm), and thick-soled (> 30 mm)
running shoes. Foam durometer hardness was measured to be 25 Shore A, which is
slightly softer than typical 30-70 Shore A used for footwear.14 For the foam conditions,
the switch plate was sandwiched between foam and floor. Subjects stepped down a
consistent distance from a platform onto each of the 5 conditions (∆h = 19 cm standard
stair step height). The step-down height (∆h) was measured from the upper edge of the
step-down platform to the top surface of the foam. Taking into account how progression
through test conditions would increase foam thickness and change ∆h, wooden shims
corresponding to each respective foam thickness were placed under the platform to
maintain a constant ∆h and vertical travel distance for the body’s center of mass across
all foam conditions.

Figure 5. Muscles measured included tibialis anterior (a), lateral gastrocnemius (b), and
vastus medialis (not pictured). Step height (∆h) (c) and length (d) were held constant for
all thickness trials. Foam thickness (e) was varied among surface A (no foam/control)
and polyurethane foams of thickness 13-50 mm (surfaces B-E).
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Each subject was randomly assigned to a random permutation of surface
conditions to counterbalance the ordering effects of their testing procedure. The first
surface was presented to subjects who were instructed to place hands on their hips,
extend the right leg, and shift weight forward to step down onto the surface, which was in
plain view. All subjects employed a forefoot landing strategy typical of stepping down.15
The return strategy was not instructed, but subjects tended to step behind themselves with
either leg to get back onto the platform. Participants were habituated to surface
conditions A (control) and E in a separate room before experimentation and intermittently
throughout data collection. When a new surface was presented, subjects were allowed
time to habituate until they were accustomed to the surface (typically 2-5 trials). Data
collection then commenced with 10 uninterrupted steps onto each surface. As a result,
each subject engaged in 50 recorded single leg step-down tasks (5 surfaces x 10
replicates) for a total of 500 steps (50 steps/subject x 10 subjects).
Instrumentation and Signal Processing
Surface electromyographic activity was recorded with circular pre-gelled 10 mm
bipolar Ag–AgCl surface electrodes (EL503; Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). Prior to
electrode placement, the skin was prepared by shaving, abrading, and cleansing the target
area with alcohol. Impedance at the skin-electrode interface was below 5 kΩ for each
muscle and subject. The electrodes were placed in parallel (center-to-center distance 35
mm) between the motor point and the distal tendon of tibialis anterior (TA), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), and vastus medialis (VM), which were oriented longitudinally with
the muscle fibers in accordance with ISEK recommendations. Before the experiment
began, the EMG signal was checked for movement artifacts by passively shaking the leg
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and the wires. Cross-talk was not observed when subjects were directed to selectively
contract each muscle studied.
Muscle activity data was acquired (1000 Hz) via a 3 channel data differential
acquisition system (Biopac MP100, Santa Barbara, CA, USA: amplification 20 V/mV,
low pass 500 Hz, high pass 10 Hz, common mode rejection ratio 110 dB at 60 Hz, input
resistance 2 M) and were sampled into the computer using the MP100 16-bit A/D card.
A 44.6 N threshold foot contact switch plate was used to trigger data collection and
synchronize trials by time of foot contact. To ensure that all relevant muscle activity was
recorded, the data acquisition unit continuously recorded 1 s of data on a loop until the
trigger (i.e., touchdown) was activated, such that each data file reflected muscle activity
recorded 1 s before and 4 s after touchdown. One second of pre-landing activity was
sufficient because typical LE pre-activation duration in running and jumping is less than
500 ms.11, 13, 16 Pre-activation duration was calculated from the visually determined onset
time point to the moment of switch plate triggered touchdown.
SEMG signals were ensemble averaged across the 10 trials for each subject per
condition to obtain one composite representative trial, and then rectified and smoothed
using a root mean square (RMS) algorithm with a 15 ms smoothing constant to aid in
onset determination (Acqknowledge version 3.9.1, Biopac, Santa Barbara, CA, USA).12
Signal to noise ratio was approximately 25 dB, which was sufficient signal strength to
determine onset visually.17 All processed electromyograms were evaluated for muscle
activity onset by two expert examiners who viewed both raw and smoothed waveforms
simultaneously to assign onset. Visual determination has been referenced as the ‘gold
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standard’ of measurement18 and in the few cases when the two examiners disagreed on an
onset time (16/150 onsets), onset reassignment was resolved via conference.
Statistical Analyses
Using the muscle onset and switch plate triggered landing time, three dependent
variables were computed: mean pre-activation duration (D; ms), mean pre-activation
RMS amplitude (MA; mV), and mean RMS amplitude 50 ms prior to touchdown (MA50;
mV). Pre-activation MA was utilized to determine whether the entire pre-activation
event (i.e., from onset to touchdown) was affected by the surface or thickness presented.
Because MA data included early low-level activity that may counteract observable
effects, a second approach was implemented that averaged 50 ms of muscle activity
amplitude prior to touch down (MA50).4, 5 MA50 was included to assess the degree of
muscle preparation at the moment of impact and was independent of onset determination.
To test differences due to thickness for each muscle (TA, LG, VM) x dependent
variable (D, MA, MA50) combination, a total of nine one-way repeated measures
ANOVAs were calculated. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) were
used to determine significant differences within the repeated measure (i.e., thickness).
First order polynomial contrasts were set a priori to test for linear trends over the
repeated measures. For inferences about patterns of means across conditions, withinsubjects confidence intervals are graphically presented on normalized scores for each
subject using the Masson and Loftus procedure according to Equation 1.19
𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑥𝐶

𝐶𝐼 = 𝑀𝑗 ± √

𝑛

(𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 )

(1)
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where n is the number of observations associated with each condition mean and
the degrees of freedom for the critical t-ratio is Subjects x Conditions error term (dfSxC).
All statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(IBM SPSS, v. 16; IBM Corporation, Sonoma, NY) with alpha level set a priori at α =
0.05. With an estimated correlation of 0.5 among the repeated measures and 10 subjects
in the multivariate model, this study had > 80% power to detect a large effect (0.40).
Unless otherwise noted, all values are reported as means (± SD).
Results
Landing Muscle Recruitment Strategy
All subjects were visually confirmed to make contact in a plantarflexed position
during the the unshod stepdown onto each surface (Figure 5). The most common (54%)
sequence of muscle pre-activation was: (1) LG (plantarflexion), (2) VM (leg extension),
then (3) TA (dorsiflexion) (Figure 6). The second most dominant sequence observed was
VM, LG, TA (42%).
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Figure 6. Ensemble averaged raw and RMS muscle activity data of subjects stepping
onto surface A: subject 10, representing the most common step down sequence–
LGVMTA (left), and subject 7, representing a second muscle contraction sequence
(VMLGTA) (right). Touch down is indicated by a solid line at 0 s.
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Pre-activation Duration
Average pre-activation durations were TAD= 209.14 (70.14) ms, LGD = 422.88
(101.10) ms, and VMD = 390.16 (62.91) ms (Figure 7). A main effect was not observed
for TA or VM muscle duration as a function of thickness. For LG duration, a main effect
(F4,36 = 5.89; p = 0.03; f = 1.98) and an increasing linear trend (F1,9 = 6.21; p = 0.03; f =
0.83) were observed. The increasing duration trend can be representatively observed in
subject 3’s data (Figure 8). Pairwise comparisons revealed that surfaces A (p = 0.02) and
B (p = 0.03), C (p = 0.02), and D (p = 0.01) caused shorter pre-activation duration than
surface E (Figure 7).
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% confidence interval.
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Figure 8. Ensemble averaged raw and RMS muscle activity data for subject 3 illustrating
an increasing trend for LG duration with surface thickness. Touch down is indicated by a
solid line at 0 s.
Pre-activation Mean Amplitude
Mean amplitudes from the entire pre-activation duration were TAMA= 6.07 (3.05)
mV, LGMA = 9.91 (3.64) mV, and VMMA = 4.55 (1.99) mV (Figure 7). No main effect
was observed for TA, LG, or VM mean amplitude. However, 6/10 subjects decreased
LGMA from surface A to surface E, and there was a linear decreasing trend in LG mean
amplitude (F1,9= 7.59; p = 0.02; f = 0.92).
Average 50-ms mean amplitudes were greater than overall mean amplitude, with
TAMA-50= 12.48 (5.78) mV, LGMA-50 = 23.74 (11.49) mV, and VMMA-50 = 10.43 (4.46)
mV (Figure 7). No main effects were observed for TA or VM. There was a main effect
for LG50 mean amplitude (F4,6 = 5.00; p = 0.04; f = 1.82) and a linear decreasing trend
(F1,9 = 5.24; p = 0.05; f = 0.76) indicating that 50-ms pre-activation amplitude decreased
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with increasing thickness. Pairwise comparisons revealed that A (p = 0.04), B (p = 0.01),
and C (p = 0.04) were greater than E.
Discussion
The present study utilized a single-leg, low knee flexion landing task onto
polyurethane foam slabs to determine if pre-activation duration and/or amplitude of select
lower extremity muscles was affected by varying foam slab thickness. The
implementation of a step-down task was a simplified model of shod running. Modifying
foam slab thickness rather than footwear and using a constant step-down distance allowed
us to vigorously control variations commonly observed in running and equate the
conditions between subjects of varying shoe size and stride length.
Landing Muscle Recruitment Strategy
Among several landing strategies observed in the literature,11, 16, 20-22 we
hypothesized that a distal to proximal muscle contraction sequence would emerge as the
preferred strategy for body deceleration during the step down task.20, 22, 23 The dominant
pre-activation contraction sequence was LGVMTA, with a secondary sequence of
VMLGTA (Figure 6). Although minor subject-to-subject variations in activation
were observed, relative muscle contraction sequencing did not appear to depend on the
thickness of the foam. The favored sequence of LGVMTA activated the
plantarflexors first to protect the ankle joint, which is the first major joint to absorb
landing forces. In other words, LG activated early in stance to counteract the initial
impact forces which dorsiflex the foot.16 However, strict adherence to this sequence was
apparently unnecessary for successful execution of the step-down task (Figure 6). Both
sequences were in agreement with other literature that observed similar contraction
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sequences for single-leg landings,16 two-footed landings,11, 20 and stair descent.21, 22 A
possible explanation for the emergence of a secondary landing strategy was that the
variability in onset time of LG was more variable than the other muscles (i.e., onset time
SDs were LG = 101.10, VM = 62.91, TA = 70.14 ms) The difference between LG-first
or VM-first strategies appeared to depend on when LG contraction occurred since VM
activity was relatively consistent and no differences were observed across thicknesses
(Figure 6). It is possible that the timing of LG was modulated to adjust the ankle joint
angle at touchdown,24 but we cannot conclusively make this determination as kinematics
were not assessed. As a result, we posited that two sequential or concurrent activities
occurred: the knee extensors contracted to decelerate the body and stabilize the knee,
while the gastrocnemius plantarflexed the foot to support the ankle joint. Nevertheless,
subjects were able to accompish the landing task regardless of the observed muscle
activation pattern.
Pre-activation as a Function of Foam Thickness
We hypothesized that the introduction of foam and the increase in foam thickness
would decrease loading rate, consequently decreasing D, MA, and MA50 for all three
muscles studied. These hypotheses were based on previous literature on foam hardness,
which reported greater amplitude or duration of pre-activation during high loading rate
landings (i.e., high drop height, high surface hardness).1, 11, 25 While the role of preactivation duration/amplitude and foam thickness was not well described in the literature,
we expected that decreasing foam thickness would provide an effect similar to increasing
foam hardness, i.e., that increasing the loading rate would subsequently increase preactivation duration and amplitude. Although no differences were observed for TA or VM
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muscles, our results suggested that foam thickness affected LGD and LGMA50. LG effects
were anticipated because the bi-articular muscle body contributes to overall ankle and
knee stability, and is responsible for controlling sagittal plane movements such as
deceleration while stepping down.26, 27 Specific results related to duration and amplitude
will be discussed in the following sections.
Pre-activation Duration. Deformation of a soft material is an accepted
mechanism for reducing loading rates because it increases impact duration.20, 28
Concurrently, researchers have shown that softer landing surfaces reduced the duration of
preparatory muscle activity.1, 11, 25 In our study, thicker foam was similar to softer foam
in that impact duration was increased, which may have subsequently decreased the
loading rate and peak force.28 Therefore, we expected the duration of preparatory muscle
activity to decrease as foam thickness increased. However, the duration of preparatory
LG muscle contractions increased as foam thickness increased. Differences existed
between soft and hard surfaces (A vs. B-E) and thick and thin foams (B vs. E), which
were unexpected and was likely a result of an interaction between the force (44.6 N)
needed to activate the foot switch and reductions in loading rates across increases in foam
thickness (Figure 9). In other words, the time between the actual surface contact (i.e.,
any force exceeding 0 N) and detection of the touch down event by the switch plate
(threshold of 44.6 N) was longer for the thick foam condition (Figure 9). Therefore,
duration of pre-activation falsely appeared to increase solely as a result of increases in
foam thickness. Notably, the time difference between the actual and measured foot
contact time would exist for any pre-activation study comparing sufficiently different
foam thickness or hardness, but the magnitude of the time difference would depend on
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the touchdown force threshold used. In the present study, mean LGD increased between
surfaces by a maximum of 50 ms, which was small relative to total LGD measured (~420
ms).

Figure 9. An example, hypothetical scenario in which pre-activation onset occurred at the
same time for surfaces A and E but measurement of pre-activation duration increased due
to the detection of touchdown (TD). Pre-activation duration is (TD – Onset), where TD
was measured by the switch plate (44.6 N force threshold). Since surfaces A and E
caused different loading rates, surface E’s duration was potentially inflated (TDE-TDA ~
50 ms).
A scenario similar to Figure 9 would suggest that pre-activation activity was
timed relative to the expected distance to surface contact, which was held constant, rather
than loading characteristics, which were likely altered by changing the foam thickness.
However, further research is needed to confirm whether the CNS bases the duration of
pre-contact muscle activity predominantly on visual distance of the surface, duration of
the impact event, or expectation of a loading rate (i.e., force-time profile). An alternative
hypothesis is that the thickness of surface E foam created a condition wherein the CNS
perceived a mechanically unstable surface, which subsequently required more preactivation duration to prepare for post-landing center of pressure movements.29
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However, based on the present measurement protocol yielding an estimated 50 ms
difference in pre-activation duration from surface A to E (Figure 7, LG duration), we
postulated that mean amplitude played a greater role than duration in landing
preparation.11
Pre-activation Amplitude. We found that LG MA50 decreased with increasing
foam thickness. Although MA results did not produce statistically significant differences
between thickness conditions, there was a linear trend for LG MA to decrease as foam
thickness increased. Our results supported previous reports that LG and VM preactivated to decelerate the body in the sagittal plane during landing.30 However, as more
force was attenuated by the foam’s increasing thickness, less pre-activation amplitude
was needed by the supporting LG musculature to control joint movement and limit
resonance during the landing task. Our results agree with previous literature, which
reported that aggressive landing conditions (e.g., high surface hardness, high drop height)
generated large pre-activation SEMG amplitudes.11, 12 Thus, changing the thickness of
foam generated an effect similar to changing the surface properties (i.e., hardness) of the
landing surface. The lack of significant MA differences was possibly due to the
aforementioned limitations of the MA measure, which encompassed the entire preactivation event including low level activity at onset.
Overall, we found that pre-activation mean amplitude was highest when subjects
stepped onto surfaces A-C, i.e., the more aggressive conditions in terms of deceleration
and subsequent plantarflexor work required during the forefoot landing strategy
employed. For the remaining, thicker foam conditions, a significant part of the
deceleration was performed by the collapse of the closed-cell polyurethane foam.14, 20 We
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posited that the work performed by the foam collapsing: (1) lengthened the duration of
contraction relative to detection of touchdown, and (2) decreased the preparatory
plantarflexion contraction amplitude or work needed by the LG to successfully decelerate
the center of mass upon landing.
Limitations
As with all foam studies, one limitation experienced was that repetitive impacts
compressed the foam and affected force attenuation,14 which may have altered the
subjects’ pre-activation.5 Sufficient foam recovery was encouraged by counterbalancing, randomizing subject assignment, and alternating between two foam sheets of
identical thickness between each trial. Furthermore, inferences regarding injury require
force-time information. It has been postulated that vertical impact force peaks during
running do not vary considerably as a function of midsole hardness, but that peak forces
do change as a function landing height or surface stiffness.4, 10, 23 Since forces were not
studied as a function of midsole thickness, constant force cannot be assumed for our
results and such measurement is suggested for future work.
Conclusions
We found that an increase in foam thickness helped reduce plantarflexor muscle
activity to complete an unshod step-down task onto foam surfaces. Our findings have
meaningful implications for choosing landing surfaces in clinical and research endeavors
because increasing foam thickness had a similar effect to decreasing landing height or
increasing surface compliance. An important clinical implication was that thicker foams
may improve energy economy or reduce muscle fatigue by decreasing muscle activity to
a greater extent than thinner foams. Although the foam reduced pre-activation activity, it
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is unlikely to be a good long-term strategy because foam material properties are known to
degrade over normal service lifetime (e.g., densification, reduction in energy absorption,
and increased loading rate).14 Foam thickness and surface compliance must be
considered carefully and additional work measuring force and EMG is warranted,
including the study of: (1) pre-activation to control balance versus force attenuation, (2)
foam thickness versus hardness, (3) pre-activation adaptations to foam degradation, and
(4) progression from drop landings to running.
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CHAPTER III
MOLECULAR-LEVEL CHANGES VIA UV, THERMAL, AND MECHANICAL
DEGRADATION OF COMMERCIAL ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE (EVA) FOAM
Abstract
An investigation into the nature of degradation of commercial ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) foam is warranted due to its wide utilization in an array of environmental
conditions and its unique application of energy absorption. Foam samples were subject
to UV irradiation, thermal degradation in air and inert environments, or mechanical cryogrinding. Following extensive ATR-FTIR measurements, the data was evaluated via
statistical analysis, spectral ratios, and spectral subtraction to determine the molecular
level changes caused by the different exposure conditions. UV weathered samples were
characterized by water uptake and hydrolysis that increased the hydroxyl content, Norrish
I reactions that yielded ketones and lactones, and potential Norrish II reactions that
caused small changes in unsaturation at the vinyl acetate units. Thermal degradation
caused pyrolysis and alcohol dehydration, and resulted in ketones, lactones, increased
unsaturation, and lowered hydroxyl content. Mechanical cryo-grinding differed from UV
and thermal treatments, as it induced chain scission, crosslinking, and subsequent
mechano-oxidation that resulted in ester or acid groups. All exposure conditions caused
crosslinking and chain scission, but samples subject to heating and mechanical cryogrinding exhibited greater unsaturation and oxidation, which disrupted the foam cell wall
crystallinity. Overall, the main contribution of this research was that the three
degradation conditions produced unique, quantifiable spectral differences. Future work is
warranted to further quantify and apply the mechanisms to additional formulations.
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Introduction
Poly (ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) (EVA) is a transparent random copolymer used
in many consumer applications.1 The versatility of EVA is evidenced by its applications
in sport mouth guards, adhesives, plastic wrap, and photovoltaic cell encapsulant.2, 3
Crosslinking EVA with peroxide coupled with chemical foaming via the blowing agent
azodicarbonamide (Scheme 1) imparts unique performance properties.4 EVA foam
provides buoyancy in flotation devices and energy damping in running shoes.5, 6 The
EVA degradation pathway has been studied via a variety of characterization techniques
and service life conditions such as thermal degradation,3, 7-16 accelerated
photodegradation,3, 11, 15, 17-19 natural and accelerated weathering,7, 15, 20 and mechanical
degradation.21-23 The common thread from previous works, predominantly supported by
data from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and attenuated total reflectance Fourier
infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), was that controlled thermal EVA degradation that
proceeded through a two-step pathway.8, 9, 15, 17, 18 Acetic acid, generated by degradation
of polyvinyl acetate (VA), volatilized at 345 °C, leaving unsaturated carbons in place of
VA groups. Degradation preferentially occurred at VA units in the amorphous region 17,
18

and was auto-catalyzed by the presence of evolved acetic acid,18 resulting in a chain

reaction of VA-unit elimination. In a second identifiable step around 450 °C, chain
scission was initiated at weakened bonds adjacent to unsaturated moieties,16 leading to
methyl or methylene end groups, and eventually additional low molecular weight volatile
compounds were evolved. Initial review of the literature might suggest that the complex
pathway of EVA degradation is well known, yet novel research is recent, forthcoming,
and necessary to tether molecular initiation and propagation events to macroscopic
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performance differences.13, 21 For example, adding oxygen, water, or irradiating with
ultraviolet (UV) light did not proceed as predictably as thermal ramping in an inert
atmosphere, resulting in a broad range of proposed mechanisms and side products.3, 7, 11,
15, 17-22

Chain scission competed with crosslinking10, 15, 17, 20, 24 and, in oxygen-rich

environments, oxidative hydrogenation generated hydroperoxides that further weakened
the main chain.10, 15, 20 Side reactions producing aldehyde, ketone, and lactone moieties
were also prevalent,12, 17-19 particularly in the presence of water.12

Scheme 1. Structures of EVA (left), azodicarbonamide (center), and dicumyl peroxide
(right).
Considering individual research efforts to understand single modes of degradation
for niche applications or polymer formulations, opportunities for gaining knowledge and
ultimately understanding the overall process have become evident. For instance, the
effects of different degradation modes have not been directly compared. UV and thermal
phenomena have been cited somewhat interchangeably in the literature with limited depth
or exploration of the likely mechanistic differences.10 The complexity of real service life
conditions warrants further understanding of the contributions of, and differences
between, thermal and UV stimuli. Literature review presented a myriad of FTIR peaks
and analysis methods without a comprehensive exploration of how each peak might be
used to quantify degradation. Furthermore, the molecular level breakdown of EVA foam
is not sufficiently understood. Due to its wide application as a commercial plastic, recent
work has focused on thermal,3, 7-16 accelerated photodegradation,3, 11, 15, 17-19 and natural
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and accelerated weathering7, 15, 20 of EVA by itself or in the presence of antioxidants,
additives, and other polymers. Since foamed EVA is widely used to manage impact
energy, the mechanical degradation pathway is relevant to researchers. However, studies
on mechanically-induced molecular-level degradation of EVA foam are elusive in the
literature. Whether mechanochemistry is detectable, and how it compares to thermal and
UV exposures, is not apparent. Information about mechanical breakdown is critical for
quantifying the efficacy of EVA in energy damping applications and understanding how
researchers might improve its characteristics in future development. The purpose of this
work was to investigate commercial EVA foam mechanochemistry and compare the
thermal, damp-heat UV weathering, and mechanical degradation. Quantifiable
differences in ATR-FTIR spectra were used to detect variations between service life
conditions to better understand the fundamental processes involved in the performance
deterioration of consumer EVA and polyolefin foams.
Methods
Materials
Slab stock sheets of Cell-flex 1200 EVA foam were purchased from Dertex®, a
supplier to athletic footwear companies. Unique material properties of the foam were
quantified in-house and were reported as an average of three trials (Table 1). Hardness
measurements were performed using a handheld Shore A durometer according to ASTM
D4420). Density was determined according to ASTM D297 by measuring sample weight
in air versus its weight immersed in deionized (DI) water (Mettler Toledo XS104,
Schwerzenbach, Switzerland). Furthermore, samples from each exposure condition were
subject to compression and void removal at 200 oC and 10 metric tons on a press (Carver,
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Inc., Wabash, IN) to calculate relative density. Foam cell size was approximated using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Sigma VP, Gena, Germany) and images
were processed in ImageJ software (v. 1.49f, U. S. National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to measure the glass
transition and melting temperatures (Tg, Tm). Typical EVA foam formulations have been
reported to include additives such as zinc oxide, zinc stearate, blowing agent
(azodicarbonamide), crosslinking agent (typically dicumyl peroxide), pigments such as
titanium dioxide, calcium carbonate, and other components that could participate in
degradation mechanisms (Scheme 1).4, 6, 19, 21, 25-27 The presence of zinc, titanium, and
calcium-based additives were detected from preliminary characterization using SEM
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) (Figure 10). An unreacted
crosslinking agent similar to dicumyl peroxide was observed via DSC by a characteristic
exotherm at 200 °C (Figure 11).28, 29 A distinct carbonate peak (attributed to calcium
carbonate) was detected at 875 cm-1 in the ATR-FTIR spectra (Figure 12), but was not
expected to change with the present treatments.6, 26, 27
Table 1
Foam material properties calculated from in-house density, SEM, and DSC
measurements performed on several (n = 3) samples.
Hardness
(Shore A)

ρfoam
(kg/m3)

Cell Size
(µm2)

ρfoam/ρpolymer

Tm
(oC)

Tg
(oC)

40

215

2000

0.20

40-100

-25

Note: ρ is density, Tm is melting temperature, Tg is glass transition temperature
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Figure 10. Scanning electron microscopy energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEMEDS) spectrum indicated the presence of inorganic additives, including Zn and Ti.
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Figure 11. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) plot of pristine foam demonstrated Tg
(-25 °C), Tm (40 – 100 °C), and exotherm (180 – 210 °C) characteristic of crosslinker
reaction. Heating rate was 10 °C/min.
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Figure 12. FTIR spectrum of pristine foam.
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Exposure Protocols
Foam samples (N = 40) underwent one of three main treatments: accelerated
weathering with UV irradiation (UV; n = 10); thermal ramping (Thermal; n = 20), and
mechanical degradation (Ground; n = 10). Ten pristine (Control) samples were also
analyzed. UV samples underwent weathering for either 24 hours or 3 weeks in a
QUV/Spray Q-Lab chamber following cycles of 4 h of UV radiation (irradiance 0.90
W/m2/nm at 340 nm) at 60 °C and 4 h of condensation at 40 °C (ASTM D4587). UV
weathering was chosen for simple comparison to the large contingency of literature on
solar cell encapsulation and because UV degradation of EVA footwear foam was
anecdotally expected but not quantitatively reported. Dark/light cycles and moisture
were included to better mimic footwear conditions in-use. Within Thermal exposures,
samples were heated to 250 °C in either air or inert nitrogen atmosphere (e.g., A-250
indicates heating in air to 250 °C) to characterize the oxidative contribution to thermal
degradation. Samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen and then ground into a fine
powder via cryogenic grinding using a rotary sander (Dremel®). Mechanical cryogrinding was chosen as a more aggressive technique based on our earlier findings that
mechanical exposure produced unexpected chemical changes.22 Grinding ensured
irreversible mechanical degradation with pronounced, definitive spectral changes and
allowed us to test the hypothesis that the nature of the service life exposure affected
mechanistic pathways.
Characterization
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (4000 - 650 cm-1, 32 scans, 2 cm-1 resolution; Nicolet
6700 ATR-FTIR, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Madison, WI) measured chemical
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differences produced by the UV, Thermal, and Ground treatments. ATR-FTIR data were
collected, baseline corrected, and analyzed using Omnic software (v8.2, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Madison, WI). Quantitative dependent variables of interest were peak
absorbance and area relating to ester, hydroxyl, alkane, expected side products, and
unidentified moieties.
For simplicity, we used ‘ester peaks’ to denote 1740 (C=O stretch), 1240 (C-O-C
ester ether stretch), and 1020 (O-CH stretch) cm-1.11, 24, 30 An ester C=O overtone was
also expected around 3400 cm-1,27 and1370 cm-1 has been attributed to ester CH3,10 but
the latter was not used due to its overlap with the polyethylene (PE) CH3.27
The ‘alkane peaks’ of interest, i.e., 2920, 2850, 1465, 1430, 1370, 730, and 720
cm-1, were monitored to detect previously reported chain scission, crosslinking, and
changes in crystallinity.10, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 27 Spectral absorbance at 2920 and 2850 cm-1
were attributed to asymmetrical and symmetrical CH stretch characteristic of PE,
respectively.27 Absorbance results from 1465, 1430, and 1370 cm-1 were three
overlapping peaks that have been attributed to: (1) 1465: PE CH2 methylene scissor, PE
CH3 methyl asymmetrical stretch, acetate CH3 methyl symmetrical stretch; (2) 1430:
acetate CH3 methyl a/symmetrical stretch; and (3) 1370: PE and/or acetate CH3 methyl
symmetrical stretch.27 As the 1430 cm-1 peak was uncharacteristically prominent
compared to previous reports that mentioned this peak as only a shoulder,8, 9, 12, 24 the
possibility that it could overlap with absorption of an unknown additive or degradation
product (e.g., ketone CH2 methylene scissoring, ketone CO-CH3, aldehyde CHO, or
secondary alcohol OH27) was considered during analysis. The peaks at 730 and 720 cm-1
have been reported as a doublet, where 720 cm-1 was related to long chain motions
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(CH2)n and 730 cm-1 to polymer crystallinity.27 Chain scission was monitored by increase
in methyl (1370) and decrease in methylene (2920, 2850, 1465, 720 cm-1) peaks,
particularly the long chain methylene (720 cm-1) peak.27 Crystallinity was monitored by
changes in the 730 cm-1 peak. The ratios of the peak at 1370 cm-1 relative to the peaks at
1465, 2920, and 2850 cm-1 were used to address chain scission, crosslinking, and
branching by monitoring the relative populations of methyl and methylene groups.21 The
side products of deacetylation were also monitored, including lactone (1780 cm-1), ketone
(1175, 1715 cm-1), and a region of unsaturation (1660-1600 cm-1).10, 12, 17-19 To account
for potential sample differences in contact with the ATR-FTIR KBr crystal, the hydroxyl,
ester, and unknown peaks were ratioed against methylene peak absorbance and area.
Analyses
Several statistical tests were utilized to quantify mean differences. Sixty
independent t-tests were conducted to verify differences between Ground and Control
samples. Sixty one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed for the UV
treatment, with three levels: Control, UV-24h, and UV-3w. Sixty one-way ANOVAs
tested differences between Control and the two levels of temperature/atmosphere
treatment (N2-250, A-250). In cases where results were unclear or contradictory, spectral
subtraction was also used as a visual aid to confirm the observed changes. To account for
multiple comparisons of Control samples with each of the treatments, analyses were
performed with alpha set according to an a priori Bonferroni correction of α = 0.05/3.
Results
UV, Thermal, and Ground exposures produced significantly different peak
absorbance, area, and ratios, resulting in different spectra (Figure 13). The statistical
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effect of each treatment is summarized in Table 2 – Table 4. In general, all peak
absorbance, areas, and ratio results were in agreement unless otherwise noted.

Figure 13. Ester, hydroxyl, and alkane spectra for UV, Thermal, and Ground samples.
Each line represents an average of all samples for that condition. Note differences in yaxes. *Indicates contributions to the spectra which likely reflect EVA foam additives or
other phenomena.
Table 2
Statistically significant differences observed from each UV treatment
Moiety

UV

Hydroxyl
UV-24h
UV-3w

3300
abs

3300
area

3300/2920
abs

3300/2920
area

3300/2850
abs

3300/2850
area

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Table 2 (continued).
Moiety
Ester

UV

UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w
Alkane
UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w
Other
UV-24h
UV-3w

UV-24h
UV-3w

1740
abs
+
1240
abs
nc
1020
abs
nc
-

1740
area
+
+
1240
area
+
1020
area
nc
-

1740/2920
abs
1240/2920
abs
1020/2920
abs
-

1740/2920
area
nc
1240/2920
area
nc
1020/2920
area
-

1740/2950
abs
1240/2950
abs
1020/2950
abs
-

1740/2850
area
nc
1240/2950
area
nc
1020/2950
area
nc
nc

2920
abs
+
nc
1465
abs
nc
+
1430
abs
nc
+
1371
abs
+
+

2920
area
+
1465
area
nc
+
1430
area
nc
+
1371
area
nc
+

2850
abs
+
+
1465/2920
abs
+
1460/2920
abs
nc
+
1371/2920
abs
nc
+

2850
area
+
1465/2920
area
nc
+
1430/2920
area
nc
+
1371/2920
area
nc
+

720
abs
+
1465/2850
abs
+
1430/2850
abs
nc
+
1371/2850
abs
+

720
area
+
1465/2850
area
nc
+
1430/2850
area
nc
+
1371/2850
area
nc
+

1660
abs
+
nc
1715
abs
+
+

1660
area
nc
nc
1715
area
+
+

730
abs
+
+
1175
abs
nc
+

730
area
+
+
1175
area
nc
+

710
abs
+
+
875
abs
nc
+

710
area
nc
+
875
area
nc
+

Note: Abs is peak absorbance. “+” indicates an increase, “-” indicates decrease, and “nc” indicates no change when the condition was
compared to control and/or other exposure condition.
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Table 3
Statistically significant differences observed from each Thermal treatment
Moiety

Thermal

Hydroxyl
N2-250
A-250

Ester
N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250
Alkane
N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250

3300
abs
-

3300 3300/2920 3300/2920 3300/2850 3300/2850
area
abs
area
abs
area
nc
nc
nc
nc
-

1740
abs
1240
abs
1020
abs
nc
-

1740 1740/2920 1740/2920 1740/2950 1740/2850
area
abs
area
abs
area
nc
nc
1240 1240/2920 1240/2920 1240/2950 1240/2950
area
abs
area
abs
area
nc
nc
nc
1020 1020/2920 1020/2920 1020/2950 1020/2950
area
abs
area
abs
area
nc
nc
nc
nc
+
+
+
+
+

2920
abs
1465
abs
+
+
1430
abs
+
+
1371
abs
+
+

2920
2850
2850
720
720
area
abs
area
abs
area
1465 1465/2920 1465/2920 1465/2850 1465/2850
area
abs
area
abs
area
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
1430 1460/2920 1430/2920 1430/2850 1430/2850
area
abs
area
abs
area
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
1371 1371/2920 1371/2920 1371/2850 1371/2850
area
abs
area
abs
area
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Table 3 (continued).
Moiety
Other

Thermal

N2-250
A-250

N2-250
A-250

1660
abs
nc
+
1715
abs
+
+

1660
area
nc
nc
1715
area
+
+

730
abs
+
1175
abs
nc
nc

730
area
nc
1175
area
+
+

710
abs
+
+
875
abs
+
+

710
area
+
+
875
area
+
+

Note: Abs is peak absorbance. “+” indicates an increase, “-” indicates decrease, and “nc” indicates no change when the condition was
compared to control and/or other exposure condition.

Table 4
Statistically significant differences observed from each Mechanical treatment
Entity

Ground

Hydroxyl
Ground

Ester
Ground

Ground

Ground
Alkane
Ground

Ground

Ground

3300
abs
-

3300
area
-

3300/2920
abs
-

3300/2920
area
-

3300/2850
abs
-

3300/2850
area
-

1740
abs
+
1240
abs
+
1020
abs
nc

1740
area
nc
1240
area
+
1020
area
-

1740/2920
abs
nc
1240/2920
abs
1020/2920
abs
-

1740/2920
area
1240/2920
area
1020/2920
area
-

1740/2950
abs
+
1240/2950
abs
nc
1020/2950
abs
-

1740/2850
area
+
1240/2950
area
+
1020/2950
area
nc

2920
abs
+
1465
abs
+
1430
abs
+

2920
area
+
1465
area
+
1430
area
+

2850
abs
+
1465/2920
abs
nc
1460/2920
abs
nc

2850
area
nc
1465/2920
area
nc
1430/2920
area
nc

720
abs
nc
1465/2850
abs
nc
1430/2850
abs
nc

720
area
+
1465/2850
area
+
1430/2850
area
+
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Table 4 (continued).
Moiety
Alkane

Ground

Ground

Other
Ground

Ground

1371
abs
+
1371
abs
1660
abs
nc
1715
abs
-

1371
area
nc
1371
area
1660
area
1715
area
-

1371/2920
abs
nc
1371/2920
abs
730
abs
1175
abs
-

1371/2920
area
+
1371/2920
area
730
area
1175
area
nc

1371/2850
abs
nc
1371/2850
abs
710
abs
nc
875
abs
+

1371/2850
area
nc
1371/2850
area
710
area
nc
875
area
nc

Note: Abs is peak absorbance. “+” indicates an increase, “-” indicates decrease, and “nc” indicates no change when the condition was
compared to control and/or other exposure condition.

UV Weathering versus Thermal Degradation
Most ester peaks and ratios decreased upon UV weathering, while new ketone
peaks that appeared at 1715 and 1175 cm-1 increased steadily. The lactone region (1780
cm-1) increased in absorbance, but a defined peak was not apparent. In the UV-24h
samples, peaks at 1740 and 1240 cm-1 resulted in inconsistent behavior, increasing
compared to control (Table 2, Table 3).
In several instances, UV weathering produced non-monotonic behaviors that were
confirmed by spectra from intermediate time points (Figure 14). For example, hydroxyl
content decreased slightly and then increased substantially (Figure 13). The 2920 and
2850 cm-1 peaks and the alkane peak absorbance and area at 720 cm-1 increased and then
decreased. Peaks at 1465, 1430, 1370, 875, 730, and 710 cm-1 all increased upon
irradiation. Absorbance in the region 1660 cm-1 slightly increased with UV but did not
develop into a new peak.
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Absorbance

0.25

1737 PA
1237 PA
1020 PA

0.08

3300 PA
3330_2920 PA
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0.36
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Figure 14. UV ester, hydroxyl, and methylene peaks exhibited non-monotonic behaviors
when additional time points (UV-1w, UV-2w) were included in analyses. Ester and
methylene increased then decreased, while hydroxyl decreased then increased.
Thermal degradation elicited a general decrease in ester peak absorbance and
area, which was more pronounced for A-250, and was accompanied by an increase in
ketone peaks (1175, 1715 cm-1) and increased absorbance around the lactone region
(1780 cm-1). Hydroxyl population decreased for both N2-250 and A-250 (Figure 13).
Alkene peaks at 1660-1600 cm-1 increased for A-250 only. Alkane results were mixed,
with decreasing methylene peaks (2920, 2840, and 720 cm-1) and increasing
methylene/methyl peaks (1465, 1430, 1370 cm-1). The 730 cm-1 peak increased in
absorbance for N2-250 and decreased in absorbance and area for A-250. Peaks at 875
and 710 cm-1 increased.
Mechanical Degradation
Mixed results were noted for ester moieties, which depended on the absorbance,
area, raw values, or ratios considered (Table 4). The ester peaks at 1740 and 1240 cm-1
increased in peak absorbance and area, and also when calculated as a ratio relative to
2850 cm-1 content. However, the 1740/2920 and 1240/2920 ratios decreased in area.
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The 1020 cm-1 peak decreased in area, all ratios of peak absorbance, and when expressed
as 1020/2920 and area.
Grinding the samples caused a detectable, universal decrease in hydroxyl content
(Figure 13). Alkane peaks at 2920, 2850, 1465, 1430, and 1370 cm-1 showed an increase
in absorbance. When expressed as a ratio, the changes were either not significant
(1465/2920, 1430/2920, 1430/2850 area, 1370/2920, 1370/2850 absorbance) or increased
(1465/2850 area, 1430/2850 area, 1370/2850 area). The alkane peak at 720 cm-1 increased
in area while the peak at 730 cm-1 (absorbance and area) decreased. There were no
prominent peak changes at the unsaturation region 1660-1600 cm-1, but the general
absorbance in that region decreased. Increases were observed for 875 cm-1 absorbance
and 875/2850 area, while 875/2920 absorbance and 875/1465 decreased. There were no
significant changes in peak at 710 cm-1.
Discussion
The degradation rate and service lifetimes of commercial EVA foams are affected
by its environment and use. The foam evaluated in this study was designed for running
shoe midsoles, which experience a temperature range spanning the polymer’s Tg (-25 - 0
°C), approaching its softening/melting temperatures (50 - 100 °C), and affecting
performance.31-33 In the intended application, physical property-altering thermal cycles
are accompanied by UV radiation, moisture from rain and sweat, and repetitive
mechanical impacts in excess of 1 kN.34 Furthermore, foam formulations include
additives that promote complex degradation pathways.19, 21, 28 The goal of this work was
not to analyze the foam’s additive content or understand each peak’s changes in detail,
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but rather to demonstrate how common degradation modes affected a commercial EVA
foam product, starting with carefully selected conditions related to existing literature.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study directly comparing the effects
of UV weathering, thermal degradation, and mechanical grinding of EVA foam. Prior to
this work, the effects of thermal and UV protocols were essentially described and cited
interchangeably,3, 7-22 while the mechanochemical effects of grinding foam were scantly
understood.21 Although EVA foam literature highlighted the macroscopic changes in
thickness and energy absorption as a function of fatigue loading, no suitable evidence has
been presented regarding the molecular level changes heirarchically responsible for
reduced performance.22 We focused on ATR-FTIR as the characterization technique and
adopted a thorough analysis approach to quantify all previously reported and/or
substantial peaks using statistical methods. In the following text, we describe in detail
the similarities and differences between the different degradation modes, propose
potential mechanistic reasoning for the results, and explain how the findings might be
applied to the ongoing utilization of commercial EVA foam.
UV Weathering versus Thermal Degradation
Literature suggested that UV and thermally aged samples decreased in ester
content via deacetylation, became unsaturated and/or oxidized with exposure, and
underwent a combination of crosslinking and chain scission events that generated
products such as poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and poly (ethylene-co-acetylene) (PEA).3, 10,
15, 17, 18, 20, 24

However, the circumstances promoting each pathway were not explicitly

described. While both treatments have been reported to yield PEA,16, 18, 21 we
hypothesize that UV weathering would favor PVA and hydroxyl formation by oxidation7,
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10, 24

and ester hydrolysis,7 while heating would result in the formation of PEA and

unsaturation by radical scission of the bond between the main chain and the acetate group
(i.e., pyrolysis, elimination).16, 18, 21
UV and thermal exposures caused degradative reactions that were related but not
interchangeable. The interaction of UV radiation with chromophoric substituents
facilitated deacetylation via Norrish I and II reactions, while analogous pyrolysis reactions
were due to thermal energy overcoming the bond dissociation energies (Scheme 2).35
Both UV and Thermal exposures reduced ester content 8, 10, 16-18, 20 (Figure 13), which
supported reports of preferential degradation at the VA units 17, 18 that resulted in
volatilization of acetic acid.10, 12, 15, 24 Ketones and unsaturation corresponding to Norrish
I/II type reactions were observed in the spectra10, 12, 17, 18, 27 (Figure 13). The increase in
the peak at 1740 cm-1 in UV-24h samples was perhaps partially due to the increasing
concentration of aldehyde C=O, which was reported to emerge at 1735 cm-1 as an outcome
of Norrish I degradation (Scheme 2).35 Deacetylation and formation of related products
were the most apparent changes in the spectra, which explained the interchangeable
mechanism assignments in the literature. However, the unique energetic origins of
Thermal and UV stimuli, along with exposure differences such as water and oxygen,
affected differences in hydroxyl, unsaturation, and alkane vibrational regions.
In addition to ester degradation at the VA units (Scheme 2), other results supported
aliphatic or impurity chemical changes on the PE backbone (Scheme 3). The Control
spectra indicated the presence of hydroxyl impurities that were possibly induced by
oxidation during manufacturing. Peroxide impurities, possibly from oxidation and
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Scheme 2. Thermal and UV induced reactions at EVA units which generated
unsaturation, acids, aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, and macroradicals.
unreacted crosslinker, were also present.35, 36 UV hydroxyl content initially decreased,
then steadily increased (Figure 13). The initial decrease was previously related to
annealing,18 or the volatilized acetic acid may have diffused to the surface,16 increasing the
detection of acetic carbonyls. The increase was attributed to a combination of: (1) water
uptake,27 (2) ester hydrolysis due to the presence of water (Scheme 2),7, 25 and (3)
oxidation, which yielded hydroperoxides and secondary alcohols (Scheme 3).8, 9, 16, 20, 35, 36
UV spectra did not exhibit strong changes in unsaturation, which suggested that hydrolysis
and Norrish I reactions dominated over Norrish II-induced elimination, or possibly that
conjugated species from Norrish II were consumed by oxidation or radical addition.35, 36
Conversely, the hydroxyl content of Thermal samples decreased due to alcohol
dehydration (Scheme 3), which was reportedly initiated above 200 °C and reduced pure
PVA by 50 wt% upon heating to 250 °C.37 Peroxide and radical reactions also likely
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occurred for A-250 due to air O2 and N2-250 due to impurities or the unreacted
crosslinker.35, 36 Compared to inert N2-250, the presence of oxygen in A-250 caused
competing reactions of hydroxyl gain and loss,10 greater unsaturation,35 and resulted in
more aggressive degradation.7, 10, 15, 20 In summary, hydroxyl content in UV samples
increased with no detectable change in unsaturation due to the domination of Norrish I and
ester hydrolysis, which was different than the decrease in hydroxyl and notable increase in
unsaturation in Thermal samples due to the combined effects of pyrolysis/elimination and
loss of water from alcohol dehydration/chain scission.

Scheme 3. Aldehydes, ketones, unsaturation, water, acids, and peroxides generated via
reactions at PE segments and presence of PE impurities.
Alkane spectra of Thermal and UV samples also showcased the presence of a
combination of similar and unique mechanisms. Both exposure modes ultimately
decreased CH stretching peaks (2920 and 2850 cm-1) and increased methyl and
methylene motion peaks (1465, 1430, and 1370 cm-1). Previous research used alkane
peak changes to defend the occurrence of crosslinking and chain scission, but these
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references did not adopt the present study’s level of reporting all peak changes.10, 15, 17, 20,
24, 38

Pre-existing and evolved oxidation and unsaturation in UV and Thermal samples

likely provided low energy reaction sites for peroxy- or alkyl- radical disproportionation
or recombination, resulting in additional chain scission or crosslinking.38, 39 Two
clarifying differences were observed among the treatments: (1) Thermal decreased
monotonically, but UV decrease was non-monotonic for 2920, 2850, and 720 cm-1, and
(2) UV crystallinity increased but A-250 decreased according to absorbance at 730 cm-1.
A potential interpretation was that annealing and/or crosslinking dominated at UV-24h
followed by chain scission at UV-3w.17-19 Incorporating additional time points into
analyses between 24 h and 3 weeks confirmed that several UV peaks exhibited nonmonotonic behavior (Figure 14). Support for the reported annealing effect of UV was
provided by the increase in 730 cm-1, compared to Thermal exposure in which the peak
decreased with the disruption of crystallinity due to unsaturation and/or oxidation. The
greater changes in unsaturation observed for Thermal than UV also supported previous
reports that deacetylation occurred most readily through elimination (Figure 13).16
Overall, both exposure conditions produced deacetylation, corresponding side
products, crosslinking, and chain scission. UV weathering was characterized by
hydrolysis, oxidation, and side reactions resulting in conversion to PVA, small detectable
changes in unsaturation, and high likelihood of crosslinking followed by chain scission.
Thermal degradation was dominated by the elimination of acetic acid and residual
alcohol groups for both exposures, as well as competing oxidation for A-250, which
increased unsaturation and disrupted crystallinity.
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Mechanical Degradation
We previously observed subtle, yet statistically apparent effects upon cyclic
fatigue loading of footwear foam that had not been explained by EVA literature.22
Decrease in hydroxyl content was speculated to reflect changes due to the crosslinker.
An increase in ester groups was described as an ambiguous finding because it
contradicted previous studies on UV and thermal degradation. In the present study, cryogrinding was employed as a more aggressive technique to ensure pronounced changes in
the spectra that allowed us to test the hypothesis that the nature of the service life
exposure affected mechanistic pathways. As previous results showed an increase in ester
absorbance,22 Ground samples were also expected to exhibit a similar increase if the
previous result was valid, or decrease similarly to A-250 due to the thermomechanical
nature of grinding.40, 41
As molecular level mechanical degradation of EVA foam has been scantly
reported, we first sought to relate it to the results of UV and Thermal exposure.
However, the ester spectral differences were variable (Table 4), the products of
conventional ester degradation processes were not observed (Figure 13), and VA-unit
absorptions that had been reported to increase in Thermal and UV samples at 1780, 1715,
and 1660-1600 cm-1 actually decreased in Ground samples. The lack of congruency with
UV and Thermal mechanisms indicated that deacetylation did not preferentially occur at
VA units and suggested an alternative mechanism related to chain scission, 11 followed
by macroradical oxidation, which increased the carbonyl content.35, 42, 43 The alternative
mechanism was supported by the increasing 1740 cm-1 peak, which was previously
reported to coincide with the formation of ester or acid groups from mechano69

oxidation.35, 42, 43 Increasing ester population was posited to occur by: (1) chain scission,
(2) macroradical oxidation, (3) peroxy- and alkyl-radical coupling, and (4) a concerted
reaction of dialkyl peroxide, resulting in ester formation43 (Scheme 3). To the best of our
knowledge, this explanation is the first of its kind for EVA foam and also validates the
results previously observed for mechanical degradation via cyclic compression fatigue.22
The decrease in Ground hydroxyl content was in agreement with Thermal results,
but the spectral profile of the Ground samples was similar to UV-24h samples, which did
not vary from the Control samples spectral profile (Figure 13). It is unclear whether the
decrease in hydroxyl content was due to UV-like annealing, thermal-like alcohol
dehydration, or peroxide/radical reactions that consumed the existing hydroxyl groups.
However, since UV-24h and Ground elicited similar changes in ester-related peaks
(Table 2 – Table 4, Figure 13), we postulate the occurrence of a similar annealing effect.
Alkane results resembled both Thermal and UV in that both CH2 and CH3 content
increased, which supported chain scission and crosslinking. The alkane peak at 730 cm-1
also decreased (Figure 13), which was consistent with chain scission, crosslinking, and
mechano-oxidation disrupting the crystallinity characteristic of EVA foam cell faces.27, 44
A similar result of decreasing crystallinity was observed in Thermal samples, which
supported the UV result because unsaturation was also expected to interfere with
molecular ordering.17
Overall, the results suggested that physical shredding of the foam caused chain
scission, mechanooxidation, and a decrease in hydroxyl content possibly initiated by
mechanical forces and/or frictional heat.21, 29 The radical species that were produced
participated in a number of reactions, including oxidation.29 Chain scission was a likely
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outcome of cryo-grinding due to the high strain rate and low temperature embrittlement,35
while oxidation was favorable because the grinding was performed in air. Ground
showcased a different mechanism than UV or Thermal. Cryo-grinding the foam altered its
molecular structure21 but favored chain scission and mechano-oxidation rather than
deacetylation, hydrolysis, unsaturation, and oxidation.
Limitations
Before concluding definitively that we were able to determine the mechanisms
associated with each treatment, it was important to investigate and address unexpected
outcomes to illustrate the complexity of the results and the limitations of the ATR-FTIR
technique. In addition to the crosslinking and chain scission reactions reported for
thermoplastic EVA formulations,10, 15, 17, 20, 24 we alluded that residual unreacted
crosslinker was an additional culprit of degradation (Figure 11). The example of dicumyl
peroxide (DCP), the most common crosslinker for EVA, illustrated possible reaction
dynamics. It has been reported that DCP undergoes thermal or UV homolytic degradation
to produce: (1) unstable cumyloxy or methyl radicals that abstract protons from the PE
chain or pendant VA units and (2) protected alcohols or acetophenone.28, 45 Radicals
resulting from peroxide homolysis terminate via macroradical coupling to create
crosslinks or chain scission by disproportionation, all of which are expected to alter EVA
macroscopic performance characteristics.28, 46 Since DCP is symmetrical (i.e., IR
invisible) and asymmetrical peroxides absorb wavelengths of 3560-3530 cm-1,27 which
overlaps with the broad 3300 cm-1 hydroxyl peak, the changes were challenging to
measure and we preferred analysis of alkane peaks to elaborate on crosslinking and chain
scission processes.
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Although the exact formulation of the commercial foam used in this study was
unknown, most peaks were identified from literature and experimental results of ATRFTIR, SEM-EDS, and DSC. The only unattributed peak was 710 cm-1, which did not
change substantially and was potentially related to the CH2 (similar to 730 and 720 cm-1).
To confirm present results with future work, foam with a known formulation and
constituent ingredient spectral analysis should be utilized prior to degradation, although an
accurate commercial foam directly from footwear application should be used.
Conclusions
The present study provided a side-by-side comparison of three commercially
relevant exposure conditions, and generated two important standalone results: (1) the
energetic origins and specific exposures of thermal and UV degradation produced unique
chemical changes, and (2) cryo-grinding elicited mechano-oxidation in sufficient
amounts to be detected by ATR-FTIR. The results revealed how mechanisms were
initially confounding, but careful attention to the resulting spectra provided major clues
as to which reactions dominated degradation. Investigation of thermal and UV
weathering was important to distinguish two common methods of evaluating polymer
performance. The cryo-grinding condition clarified a previously puzzling result that
carbonyl content increased with mechanical degradation. Detection of these changes
suggested that statistics were a favorable approach to enhance spectral quantification.
Future work is suggested to apply similar approaches to foams of known formulation.
Mechano-oxidation is an important degradation route that undoubtedly hinders the
mechanical properties of EVA foam used in energy damping capacities, and must also be
researched further to determine the extent of its effect on macroscopic performance.
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CHAPTER IV
BIOFIDELIC MECHANICAL AGEING OF ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE (EVA)
RUNNING FOOTWEAR MIDSOLE FOAM
Abstract
Simple manipulation of force-time input is a potential strategy to increase the
biofidelity of running footwear mechanical ageing (MA). The purpose of this study was
to compare a Dwell protocol which incorporated a recovery period characteristic of the
float phase of running, to traditional sinusoidal ageing. A second aim was to use the
protocol to compare the MA performance of foam, a halved commercial running shoe,
and a cylindrical plug cut from a running shoe to quantify effects due to testing geometry
and to estimate the contribution of midsole foam to shoe energy management. Dwell was
more biofidelic and less aggressive than Sine because: (1) net displacement and energy
absorption were greater than Sine, and (2) net displacement and energy absorption
decreased at a slower rate than Sine. Using a 60 mm diameter cylindrical plug to
estimate the performance of a halved shoe with 100 mm contact area caused a 20%
overestimation of energy absorption. Comparing the performance of a slab of foam and a
cylindrical plug cut out from a shoe, the midsole was estimated to manage 90% of the
energy. Differences between sample types were also related to stiffness, yield behavior,
and resulting hysteresis curve shapes, which revealed that the outsole improved sample
deformation and durability. Overall, results supported that Dwell improved the
biofidelity of MA, testing geometry is an important consideration in experimental design,
and most of the energy was managed by the midsole.
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Introduction
Running footwear is designed as a complex system between the dynamic athlete
and the wide variety of running surfaces.1 Running shoe midsoles, commonly composed
of chemically-blown ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) foam, deform to induce impact
attenuation.2 As a layered system, running shoes are marketed to enhance comfort,
increase performance, and prevent injury.3 However, footwear material degradation from
normal service-life use inevitably leads to equipment replacement. Tasks such as
quantifying the protection afforded by footwear or predicting reduced efficacy with wear
have proven challenging because the service lifetime of running shoes is subject to
variation in individual use characteristics and runner anthropometrics. Although
degraded footwear has been identified as a potential contributing factor to the rate of
overuse injuries that plague runners,4-7 researchers commonly rely on laboratory-based
models of mechanical ageing (MA) to develop new technologies and estimate shoe
service life.8-16 The nature or degree of degradation shoes have undergone with use—and
how degradation relates to injury—is unknown. As such, runners replace shoes when
pain is present or when visible wear of the shoe is apparent.17
Human running is variable, with factors such as sex,18, 19 preferred footstrike,20
and fatigue level21 reported to strongly influence kinematics and kinetics. When
compared to the cost of recruiting human subjects and relying on self-reported running
distance, MA has the advantages of being repeatable, controlled, and reproduced rapidly
with minimal investment. However, two major hurdles exist to using MA: (1) human
running inherently differs from traditional laboratory-controlled experiments and (2) it is
unclear which MA protocol to employ, since no procedure has been proven to be
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superior. For example, standard ASTM F1614 primarily assesses short-term performance
across 30 impacts22 and also underestimates human running impact duration and
frequency.16 Furthermore, many protocols employ a continuous sine wave impulse rather
than incorporating a dwell (i.e., recovery) period representative of float phase in
running.23 Differences between laboratory and actual service life parameters are
important because variables including characteristic frequency, loading rate, and recovery
time between impacts, are known to affect polymer degradation rates.24 MA has been
reported to cause more rapid material degradation than human running,8, 14 which
supported that it was too aggressive. Biofidelic MA protocols (i.e., informed by human
running kinetics) would serve to develop input parameters that better mimic human
impulse curve characteristics8, 13, 16 to deepen the understanding of shoe material
breakdown under realistic service life exposure. Although it is reported that commonly
used sine-wave MA protocols may be too aggressive,8, 25 it is important and additive to
the literature to compare, under experimental rigor, new and established MA protocols to
showcase the improved biofidelic response and to quantify the value gained from
employing an improved technique.
MA protocols may be applied to study footwear to quantify energy management.8,
10, 11, 13

Researchers often choose to study individual sole materials10, 13 or full-

construction shoes,11, 12 yet the application of test outcomes are limited by assumptions
regarding the midsole and testing geometries. For example, individual materials are
tested with the assumption that they represent shoe system performance10, 13 because
midsole deformation is posited to be the primary energy attenuation mechanism.1 Yet, the
midsole contribution has not been experimentally quantified and its performance may not
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predict the level of function within a shoe system. Conversely, the ability to ascribe
differences between full shoe constructions to specific shoe design parameters is limited
because too many variables are unknown.11, 12 Understanding the role of the midsole
would improve insight for material selection and comparing shoe designs. Another
logistical limitation is based on testing geometry, which falls into two categories: (i)
small diameter samples compressed with large platens to ensure uniform stress and
eliminate edge effects,16, 26, 27 or (ii) large diameter samples compressed with smaller
platens to better mimic a shod foot condition.11, 12 The effect of different testing
geometries on common footwear MA variables has not been reported and is warranted.
Employing biofidelic testing and quantifying the contributions of the midsole and testing
geometries to energy management will improve footwear testing. Thus, the objectives of
this study were to: (1) compare a traditional Sine to an enhanced Dwell MA protocol with
respect to energy management and degradation measures, and (2) compare the
progressive energy management of midsole foam, a shoe cutout of similar diameter, and
a full footwear construction sample types. Our hypotheses were two-fold: (1) the
enhanced Dwell protocol would manage more energy and degrade at a slower rate (i.e.,
more biofidelic) than Sine, and (2) the energy management would differ among the three
sample types (Foam, Cutout, Shoe).
Methods
Protocol
For development of MA protocols, step length was estimated at 1 m8, 28 and
human subject pilot testing confirmed stride frequency of 1.25 Hz.16, 29, 30 A single male
subject (88 kg, 175 cm) ran at a self-selected speed in his own footwear over a force plate
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(1080 Hz collection frequency; AMTI OR6 Series Force Plate, Watertown, MA). The
resulting bimodal heelstrike was deconvoluted into its constituent frequencies of 12 Hz
and 4 Hz using a Fast Fourier transform and a 5 Hz low pass Butterworth filter (Matlab,
The Mathworks®, Natick, MA) (Figure 15a).25 Due to the higher forces incurred during
propulsion (i.e., active peak), the lower frequency event was the primary focus of this
study. A Bose Electroforce 3300 mechanical testing unit (Eden Prairie, MN) performed
MA. Platens of 100 mm diameter applied one of two conditions: (1) Sine: 1.25 Hz sine
wave from 3 N to 1390 N; or (2) Dwell: (a) 250 ms of a 4 Hz sine wave from 3 N to 1390
N, followed by (b) 550 ms static hold at 3 N to secure the sample (Figure 15b-c). Test
duration was 18 hours (80,450 cycles) to approximate 160 km of continuous running.
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Figure 15. Force-time plots. Biomechanical data deconvoluted to heelstrike and active
peaks (a). Dwell and Sine protocols compared to forceplate data (b). Multiple cycles of
Sine and Dwell (c). Note differences in x-axes between three images
Sample Preparation
Three sample types were used in analyses: Foam, Shoe, and Cutout. For Foam,
slab stock sheets of EVA Cell-flex 1200 foam (Figure 16a) were purchased from
Dertex®, a supplier to athletic footwear companies. A foam sheet of 13 mm thickness
was selected to approximate the forefoot midsole thickness of traditional running shoes.
Cylindrical samples of 60 mm diameter were cut to roughly approximate the contact area
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of the forefoot and to accommodate test equipment. Samples were divided into two
groups: Sine-Foam (n=3) and Dwell-Foam (n=3). For Cutout and Shoe, three pairs of
men’s size 9.5 Asics Gel Kayano® 19 running shoes were purchased. Cutout samples
were prepared by removing the foam insert, cutting cylindrical samples of 60 mm
diameter, and dividing them into two groups: Sine-Cutout (n=3) and Dwell-Cutout (n=3)
(Figure 16b-c). Shoe samples were prepared by removing the foam insert and cutting the
shoes in half. The ‘heel’ halves were discarded and the forefoot samples were divided
into two groups: Sine-Shoe (n=3) and Dwell-Shoe (n=3) (Figure 16d). A total of 18
samples were used for MA analyses.

Figure 16. Samples for experimentation. Foam (a), Cutout top view of fabric interfacing
with insole (b), Cutout bottom view of rubber outsole (c), and Shoe (d).
Material Properties
Material properties of the pristine samples used in experimentation were
quantified in-house (Table 5). Hardness measurements were performed using a handheld
Shore A durometer according to ASTM D4420 by averaging three subsequent trials.
Hardness was measured at the lateral heel of the shoe or along the side edge of the
cylindrical Foam and Cutout samples. Density was measured according to the ASTM
D297 by measuring sample weight in air versus its weight immersed in deionized (DI)
water (Mettler Toledo XS104, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland). Foam density was
measured in DI water as-is, on three samples for each condition. To accurately measure
polymer density necessary for relative density calculation, three additional samples of
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each condition underwent compression and void removal at 10 metric tons on a 200 oC
heated press (Carver, Inc., Wabash, IN). Foam cell size was approximated using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Sigma VP, Gena, Germany) and images
were processed in ImageJ software (v. 1.49f, U. S. National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). SEM samples were taken from the homogeneous area in the center of
the midsole’s cross section to avoid the foam skin, which reportedly has different
structural characteristics than the bulk closed-cell material.1
Table 5
Sample conditions and foam material properties
Hardness
(Shore A)

ρfoam
(kg/m3)

Cell size
(µm2)

ρfoam/
ρpolymer

Tfoam
(mm)

Ttotal
(mm)

Foam
Shoe

40
35T
45B

215 (1)
178 (9)T
166 (16)B

2000
1300T
1800B

0.20
0.19T
0.18B

13
14

13
18

Cutout

35T
45B

178 (9)T
166 (16)B

1300T
1800B

0.19T
0.18B

14

18

Sample
type

Note: T is the top layer of foam; B is the bottom layer of foam; ρ is density; and T is thickness

Energy Management and Degradation
Force, time, and displacement data were recorded at 9 impact cycle time points
over the course of the 18-hour experiment corresponding to 0, 10, 18, 27, 35, 45, 90, 125,
and 160 km. At each time point, data from 5 cycles were averaged to ensure a reliable
behavior estimate for the sample. At 0 and 160 km, the first and last 5 cycles of the
experiment were used in analysis, respectively. The quantitative dependent variables
calculated at each time point were net displacement (ND, mm), energy absorbed (EA,
hysteresis area, J), and % EA (%) (Figure 17). ND was the minimum displacement
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subtracted from the peak displacement for a given ageing cycle. To ascertain EA, forcedisplacement hysteresis plots derived from MA were integrated (OriginPro 8, OriginLab
Corporation, Northampton, MA) according to Equation 2 where F is force and x is
distance. EA at each time point (EAm) was then normalized by the initial energy
absorption (hour 0, EA0) for each sample-waveform combination to calculate %EA
according to Equation 3, where m = 0, 10, 18, 27, 35, 45, 90, 125, and 160 km.
Energy Absorbed (EA) = ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝑥
%EA =

𝐸𝐴𝑚
𝐸𝐴0

(2)

𝑥 100%

(3)

Figure 17. Schematic image depicting the calculation of dependent variables net
displacement (ND) and energy absorption (EA) at the beginning (left) and end (right) of
ageing.
Force-displacement hysteresis curves have been used extensively to quantify
differences in energy input, return, and absorption.8, 10-13, 15, 16 The differences between
sample types also prompted a retrospective investigation of the constituent properties of
the hysteresis curves. Yield stress (σy), stiffness (k), and modulus (E) were calculated
from the hysteresis plots at 0, 45, and 160 km of mechanical ageing. Yield stress was
recorded when a concave-down slope change occurred during loading.31 Compressive
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stiffness (N/m) and modulus (kPa) were calculated via the slopes of the forcedisplacement and stress-strain plots at each time point, respectively. Overall, MA acted
as both a treatment and an observation of dependent variables.
For statistical analyses, several repeated measures analyses of variance (RM
ANOVA) were used to test hypotheses. Three 2 (Ageing Protocol: Sine, Dwell) x 3
(Sample Type: Shoe, Foam, Cutout) x 9 (Distance: 0, 10, 18, 27, 35, 45, 90, 125, 160 km)
RM ANOVAs were used to test for differences in ND, EA, and %EA. Differences in
stiffness and modulus were tested at three intermittent time points to characterize general
behavior across ageing using two 2 (Ageing Protocol: Sine, Dwell) x 3 (Sample Type:
Shoe, Foam, Cutout) x 3 (Distance: 0, 45, 160 km) RM ANOVAs. Post-hoc analyses on
Sample Type were performed via Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) tests. For
all analyses, alpha was set a priori at α = 0.05 and effect sizes were reported as Cohen’s
f. For inferences about patterns of means across conditions, within-subjects confidence
intervals are graphically presented on normalized scores for each condition using the
Masson and Loftus procedure.32
Results
Results were organized by objective and summarized in Table 6 and Table 7.
Results were reported as mean (±1 SD) unless otherwise noted. As a function of ageing
distance, mean ND decreased an average of 1.9 mm (F8,96 = 499.31, p < 0.01 , f = 6.52)
(Figure 18) and EA decreased an average of 1050 mJ (F8,96 = 4158.8, p < 0.01 , f =
18.23) or 57% (F8,96 = 5463.42, p < 0.01 , f = 22.34) (Figure 19). Stiffness decreased an
average of 106 N/mm (F2,4 = 45.97, p < 0.01, f = 1.38) and modulus decreased 451 kPa
(F2,4 = 43.04, p < 0.01, f = 1.34).
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Ageing Protocol
Net Displacement. Dwell mean ND was 1.6 mm greater than Sine (F2,12 = 294.83,
p < 0.01 , f = 7.00) (means in Table 6; Figure 18a). There was a distance-protocol
interaction (F8,96 = 37.75, p < 0.01 , f = 1.77), which indicated that Sine ND decreased at
a faster rate than Dwell (∆ column in Table 6).
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Table 6
Net displacement, energy absorbed, and percent energy absorbed overall means, means
at 0 and 160 km, and changes over ageing
Hypothesis
1

Variable

Condition

Mean

0 km

160 km

∆

ND

Dwell
Sine
Dwell
Sine
Dwell
Sine
Foam
Cutout
Shoe
Foam
Cutout
Shoe
Foam
Cutout
Shoe

6.5 (0.9)1
4.9 (0.9)2
1139 (337)1
737 (347)2
58 (17)1
47 (21)2
5.1 (0.8)1
6.5 (1.3)2
5.6 (1.2)3
929 (504)1
1032 (362)2
852 (273)3
42 (22)1
54 (17)2
62 (15)3

7.5 (1.5)
6.9 (0.9)
1998 (373)
1615 (364)
100 (0)
100 (0)
5.7 (0.2)
8.2 (0.5)
7.7 (0.8)
2180 (207)
1888 (236)
1351 (208)
100 (0)
100 (0)
100 (0)

5.9 (0.5)
4.1 (0.4)
954 (71)
560 (121)
49 (10)
37 (12)
4.5 (0.9)
5.5 (1.2)
4.9 (1.0)
667 (251)
868 (191)
737 (218)
30 (9)
46 (6)
53 (8)

1.7 (1.1)1
2.5 (0.6)2
1044 (379)1
1055 (414)1
51 (10)1
63 (12)2
1.2 (1.0)1
2.6 (0.8)2
2.9 (0.4)2
1512 (56)1
1020 (112)2
614 (41)3
70 (9)1
54 (6)2
47 (8)2

EA
%EA
2

ND

EA

%EA

Note: Superscripts: different (p<0.05) main between (Mean) and interaction (∆) effects.

Energy Absorbed. Dwell samples managed 402 mJ more EA than Sine (F1,12 =
677.65, p < 0.01 , f = 7.60) (Table 6; Figure 18b. Dwell samples managed 11% more
%EA than Sine (F1,12 = 205.81, p < 0.01 , f = 4.15) (Figure 18c). There was no distanceprotocol interaction for Sine and Dwell EA. However, there was a distance-waveform
interaction for %EA (F8,96 = 73.89, p < 0.01 , f = 2.48), which indicated that Sine %EA
decreased at a faster rate than Dwell (Table 6).
Hysteresis Curve Properties. Yield stress, modulus, and stiffness values are
presented in Table 7. Sine samples exhibited a higher stiffness (F1,24 = 5.34, p = 0.03, f =
0.47) and had a greater modulus (F1,24 = 5.44, p = 0.03, f = 0.48) than Dwell. There were
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no significant distance-protocol interactions. Stiffness (Figure 19) and Modulus (Figure
20) differences can also be observed in the hysteresis curve shapes.
Table 7
Foam compressive stiffness (k) and modulus (E) at 0, 45, and 160 km throughout ageing

Sample
Sine Foam
Dwell Foam
Sine Cutout
Dwell Cutout
Sine Shoe
Dwell Shoe

k
(N/mm)
0 km
620 (140)
600 (170)
50 (10)
30 (10)
40 (10)
30 (10)

k
(N/mm)
45 km
200 (4)
220 (1)
130 (1)
60 (6)
50 (1)
30 (1)

k
(N/mm)
160 km
180 (2)
190 (4)
180 (2)
90 (9)
60 (5)
40 (1)

E
(kPa)
0 km
2630 (650)
2920 (680)
390 (100)
320 (80)
100 (50)
60 (20)

E
(kPa)
45 km
910 (10)
990 (30)
980 (40)
450 (10)
150 (20)
80 (10)

E
(kPa)
160 km
870 (10)
870 (20)
1120 (10)
530 (30)
190 (10)
120 (10)

Note: Each entry represents the mean (1 SD) of 5 sequential cycles.
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Figure 20. Stress-strain curves of the first cycle for each sample illustrated differences in
contact area, compressive modulus, strain, and overall material response.
Sample Type
Net Displacement. ND changed as a function of sample type (F2,12 = 294.83, p <
0.01, f = 7.00) (Table 6) (Figure 18d). The highest average ND was observed for Cutout
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> Shoe > Foam (p < 0.05). There was an interaction effect between distance and sample
type for ND (F8,96 = 36.46, p < 0.01 , f = 2.47), which indicated that ND decreased at
different rates for the three samples. ND decreased at the greatest rate for Shoe ≈ Cutout
> Foam (p < 0.05) (Table 6).
Energy Absorbed. EA changed as a function of sample type (F2,12 = 45.47, p <
0.01, f = 2.75) (Table 6) (Figure 18e). The highest average EA was observed for Cutout
> Foam > Shoe (p < 0.05). %EA changed as a function of sample type (F2,12 = 232.65, p
< 0.01, f = 6.24) (Figure 18f). The highest %EA was observed for Shoe > Cutout > Foam
(p < 0.05). There were interaction effects for EA (F8,96 = 259.69, p < 0.01, f = 6.52) and
%EA (F8,96 = 85.19, p < 0.01, f = 3.76), which indicated that EA and %EA decreased at
different rates for the three sample types. EA decreased at the greatest rate for Foam >
Cutout > Shoe and %EA decreased at the greatest rate for Foam > Cutout ≈ Shoe (p <
0.05) (Table 6).
Hysteresis Curve Properties. Yield stress, modulus, and stiffness values are
presented in Table 7. A slope change indicating yield was only apparent for the Foam
samples at the 0 km time point, after which the curve shape narrowed and buckling
behavior was no longer apparent (Figure 20). Yield stresses were 177 (48) kPa for SineFoam and 216 (44) kPa for Dwell-Foam. There was no yield point observed for Shoe or
Cutout samples because the loading portion of Shoe and Cutout hysteresis curves were
concave up. There were differences in mean stiffness (F1,24 = 272.94, p < 0.01, f = 4.78)
and modulus (F1,24 = 300.25, p < 0.01, f = 5.03) among sample types. The highest
stiffness and modulus samples were Foam > Cutout ≈ Shoe (p < 0.05). There were
interaction effects for ageing distance and sample type which indicated that stiffness
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(F4,48 = 90.71, p < 0.01, f = 2.75) and modulus (F4,48 = 100.50, p < 0.01, f = 2.89)
decreased with ageing for Foam samples, but increased for Shoe and Cutout samples
(Table 7).
Discussion
Improved biofidelity of laboratory based running shoe testing is needed to further
understand the dynamic process of footwear material performance under real service life
exposure.8-15 Previous research served to progress MA protocols beyond the ASTM test,
but improvements have rarely been validated by comparing data to degradation from
human testing8, 16 and no approaches has been proven to be superior. Furthermore,
individual midsole materials are tested and different test geometries are used without
knowledge of how results relate to end-use performance. The ageing protocols were used
to degrade samples to: (1) demonstrate that Dwell is more biofidelic than Sine, and (2)
quantify how energy is progressively managed by three sample types employed in
footwear testing.
Ageing Protocol
Input parameters for the MA protocols were informed by human running
variables, including: (1) impact frequency and stride frequency, (2) test duration and
ultramarathon running distance as a reasonable ‘maximum’ distance to run continuously,
(3) loading rate, which was characteristic of the high force, low frequency active peak
component of heelstrike gait. The simplified uniaxial ageing test served as a model
which can be easily implemented and modified to suit other populations of interest (e.g.,
forefoot strikers). The force-time impact curve was the only parameter varied between
Sine and Dwell protocols. A dwell recovery period of 550 ms was introduced to
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determine if mimicking the impact-recovery scenario observed in real running would
reduce the overly-aggressive exposure of a traditional sinusoidal cyclic fatigue test.
Improved biofidelity of Dwell was demonstrated by higher performance and less rapid
degradation, which supported that Dwell was less aggressive.8
Net Displacement. Net displacement and energy absorption were expected to
decrease with ageing distance due to cell flattening.10, 11, 16 The decrease of ND with
ageing (Figure 18a), along with the shift of hysteresis curves to higher displacement
(Figure 19), have been reported to occur with foam densification due to multiple
degradative polymeric phenomena.10, 11, 16 The overall decrease in foam thickness with
cyclic loading was characteristic of permanent plastic deformation caused by the bending
and breaking of cell walls.1, 33 The literature suggested that the more aggressive Sine
protocol would permit additional cell face deformation via polymer flow and/or the
escape of air1, 33 due to the larger area under the force-time curve (i.e., impulse) and the
lower loading rate, which was expected to provide more polymer chain relaxation.34
However, the Dwell protocol induced a larger net displacement than Sine because Sine
allowed minimal foam recovery between cycles. Recovery was defined as samples
returning to 0 mm displacement during the unloading segment of each cycle (Figure 19).
The inability of the porous structures to recover back to original thickness was due to
insufficient time between compression cycles, effectively inducing a foam phenomenon
analogous to compression set.1, 35 The combination of permanent and recoverable strain
events was representative of elastic-plastic behavior, or creep.1 Conversely, the recovery
duration afforded by Dwell protocol (550 ms) was long compared to the impact event
(250 ms). Because Dwell foam recovery duration was longer than Sine, a larger percent
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of the starting thickness was regained between cycles, which improved the attenuation of
subsequent impacts. The lack of Sine recovery was observed as samples tended to
displace to equivalent maxima, but the degree of recovery (i.e., return to 0 mm
displacement) differed (Figure 19).
As the foams flattened, Sine net displacement decreased at a greater rate than
Dwell (Figure 18a). The differences in recovery duration elicited a cumulative effect of
greater densification for Sine, which supported that recovery was more predictive of
degradation rate than loading rate. Sine exhibited an additional 10 - 20 % reduction in
ND compared to Dwell, which supported that Dwell was a more biofidelic protocol.
Energy Absorbed. The decrease in EA and %EA with ageing distance was
accompanied by changes in curve shape and decreased hysteresis area (Figure 18b,
Figure 19). Energy absorption ranged from 0.4 – 2.5 J and energy loss was 35 - 75 %,
which compared well to previous work (Table 8).8, 10-13, 15, 16 Dwell EA was greater than
Sine (Figure 18b) and supported that higher net displacement corresponded to more
energy absorption (Equation 2). The longer recovery duration of Dwell increased ND
relative to Sine, which in turn increased the area of the hysteresis curve and
corresponding EA. Since Dwell EA was greater than Sine, %EA was also higher as
ageing progressed (Figure 18c). EA and %EA degraded more slowly for Dwell,8 which
indicated a more biofidelic response, but a significant rate difference was only detected
for EA (Table 6). Substantial loss in energy absorption occurred between 0 - 10 km, after
which EA and %EA values gradually stabilized (Figure 18b-c) [13, 19]. We posited that
the observed plateau behavior reported in the present study and in the literature8, 11
highlighted the ‘break-in period’ anecdotally associated with running shoes. The more
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consistent ND and hysteresis curve shape observed in Dwell facilitated greater foam
resilience compared to Sine and resulted in greater energy absorption capability. Overall,
the improved energy management of Dwell was attributed to longer recovery time, which
resulted in less compaction and greater net displacement across all sample types.
Table 8
Individual sample type net displacement, energy absorbed, and percent energy absorbed
overall means, means at 0 and 160 km, and changes over ageing

Variable
ND

EA

%EA

ProtocolSample Type
Mean
Condition
Sine-Foam
4.5 (0.6)
Sine-Cutout
5.5 (0.9)
Sine-Shoe
4.8 (0.9)
Dwell-Foam
5.7 (0.2)
Dwell-Cutout
7.4 (0.6)
Dwell-Shoe
6.4 (0.8)
Sine-Foam
708 (468)
Sine-Cutout
848 (306)
Sine-Shoe
655 (191)
Dwell-Foam 1150 (445)*
Dwell-Cutout 1217 (321)*
Dwell-Shoe
1051 (184)
Sine-Foam
36 (24)
Sine-Cutout
50 (18)
Sine-Shoe
56 (16)
Dwell-Foam
49 (19)
Dwell-Cutout
58 (15)
Dwell-Shoe
4.5 (0.6)

0 km

160 km

∆

5.8 (0)
7.7 (0.3)
7 (0.1)
5.6 (0.2)
8.6 (0.2)
8.4 (0.4)
1992 (6)
1682 (94)
1170 (51)
2367 (40)
2094 (52)
1532 (85)
100 (0)
100 (0)
100 (0)
100 (0)
100 (0)
5.8 (0)

3.7 (0.1)
4.5 (0.4)
4 (0.2)
5.4 (0.1)
6.5 (0)
5.7 (0.3)
438 (3)
699 (74)
543 (37)
895 (14)
1036 (16)
932 (62)
22 (0)
42 (7)
46 (3)
38 (1)
49 (1)
3.7 (0.1)

2.1 (0.1)
3.2 (0.7)
3 (0.2)
0.2 (0.1)
2.1 (0.2)
2.7 (0.5)
1554 (8)
982 (161)
627 (55)
1472 (52)
1058 (37)
600 (27)
78 (0)
58 (7)
54 (3)
62 (1)
51 (1)
2.1 (0.1)

Note: *Entries used to estimate the contribution of midsole foam to shoe energy management.

Sample Type
The second purpose employed a polymer engineering approach to quantify the
role of shoe components and the effect of testing geometry on sample performance
throughout MA. An individual midsole material—EVA midsole foam—was juxtaposed
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with cylindrical plug harvested from a shoe and a full shoe construction using the
protocols developed to satisfy the first purpose. To quantify the contribution of the
midsole to energy management, Foam and Cutout were compared under cyclic
compression with equal sample diameters, which minimized edge effects and intersample design elements such as curvature and foam thickness variation. Sample
dimensions were consistent with relevant literature of harvested midsole/insole
materials.10, 16, 36 Shoe and Cutout were compared to understand how platen and sample
diameters affected performance and degradation rates.26 As many researchers use MA to
compare commercial running shoes,8, 11-13, 15 the Shoe condition also served to extend
applicability of this research to other studies employing this approach. To our
knowledge, the present study is the literature’s first attempt to compare midsole material
to a shoe system in the context of a biofidelic protocol.
Net Displacement. Energy absorption of a given sample was enabled by its ability
to maintain high net displacement throughout multiple compression cycles (Equation 2).
Compliant foams were previously reported to undergo greater displacement than stiff
foams, resulting in higher energy absorption, but high compliance also resulted in rapid
densification and property degradation.13 Thus, Shoe and Cutout displaced more (i.e.,
higher average ND) than Foam, but ND decreased more rapidly (Figure 18d, Table 8)
because Shoe and Cutout were more compliant than Foam (Table 7). The difference in
behavior between samples was apparent in the loading slopes of the hysteresis curves
(Figure 19, Figure 20). On average, Shoe underwent slightly less deformation than
Cutout due to its high surface area, which decreased peak stress (Figure 20). However,
the fact that the substantial, layered shoe constructions was more compliant than midsole
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foam alone was counterintuitive and prompted further investigation because it could not
be attributed to material properties (Table 5).
Additional analysis suggested that the higher average ND and different hysteresis
shapes of Shoe and Cutout (Figure 20) were due to rubber outsole deformation upon
impact.37 Shoe and Cutout curve shapes resembled a hybrid combination of: (i) viscous,
concave-down Foam, which exhibited a distinct yield point at 0 km, and (ii) elastic,
concave-up footwear rubber, which was reportedly characterized by a small, elastic-like
hysteresis.37 The differences in hysteresis behavior coincided with unique, literaturesupported ageing patterns: Shoe and Cutout stiffness increased,10, 11 yet Foam stiffness
decreased with ageing (Table 7).1, 16
Since Shoe and Cutout did not fully recover between impacts, stiffness increased
and flattening occurred with ageing, which ultimately decreased ND (Table 6).
Conversely, Foam was initially stiffer than Shoe and Cutout due to the effect of cell face
buckling, which dictated the curve shape and restricted net displacement.1, 31 Foam
became more compliant as the yield point reduced with ageing (Figure 19, Table 7), in a
process best envisioned as reversible, ‘soft hinges’ forming on the cell faces.38 Foam also
recovered more readily, remained stiffer overall, and changed relatively little in ND
compared to the other samples (Figure 18d, Figure 19). Changes in hysteresis curve
shapes were previously attributed to air loss, polymer softening, or cell densification,
which in turn were affected by cell wall thickness, foam outer skin thickness,
formulation, and polymer diffusivity.2, 16, 33, 38 Essentially, concave down Foam was
stiffer and gradually became compliant, whereas concave up Shoe and Cutout were more
compliant and became stiffer with ageing. Additionally, the larger surface area of Shoe
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prevented ND compared to Foam and Cutout. Curve shape and stiffness of each sample
type affected both the mean and decay rate of ND in a complex manner.
Energy Absorbed. Shoe and Cutout were more compliant and displaced more
than Foam, which resulted in greater energy absorption (Figure 18e).13 Because Cutout
underwent higher stress than Shoe (Figure 20), it displaced the most and also absorbed
more energy. Although we reported in the Ageing Protocol section that high stiffness
prevented a rapid loss of ND,13 high stiffness was related to the rapid loss of EA observed
for Foam samples.2 The apparent contradiction may be reconciled by deconstructing how
Foam stiffness affected displacement versus hysteresis area and how each attribute
contributed to energy management (Figure 19).
Among the three sample types, Foam displaced the least, which would have
resulted in the lowest EA if deformation was the only factor in energy management
(Equation 2, Table 8). However, the characteristic yield behavior of Foam at 0 km
greatly increased its hysteresis area (i.e., EA) compared to non-yielding Shoe and Cutout
(Figure 19).31 As ageing progressed, Foam EA decreased more rapidly due to dramatic
changes in its curve shape. Foam stiffness decreased with ageing, which eliminated the
‘extra’ hysteresis area afforded by cell face buckling without causing substantial changes
in ND. Thus, the decrease in Foam stiffness affected the hysteresis area more than the
displacement. Conversely, Shoe and Cutout did not exhibit yield behavior due to rubber
outsole deformation, such that stiffness increased with ageing and EA was more affected
by the decrease in net displacement.
Calculating %EA exacerbated differences between Shoe, Cutout, and Foam
because the cell face buckling dynamics caused Foam to absorb the most energy at the
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beginning and the least at the end of MA (Figure 18e-f). The rapid hysteresis curve
shape changes of Foam were detrimental to its performance, such that the addition of a
rubber outsole dictated unique curve shapes and improved durability of Shoe and
Cutout.1, 37 Geometry was also exhibited by energy absorption. Although Cutout
absorbed more energy in absolute joules due to its higher displacement, Shoe displayed
the most durability by maintaining initial energy absorption and more closely represented
running shoe behavior under service-life conditions. Shoe maintained %EA above all
other sample types due to lower peak stress, greater compliance, and relatively high ND
compared to the other samples.
Overall, Foam and Cutout were compared to quantify the contribution of the
midsole to the performance of shoes, while Shoe and Cutout demonstrated the effect of
sample surface area. Foam and Cutout exhibited substantially different hysteresis curve
shapes and ND. However, the resulting EA curves were nearly overlaid (Figure 18),
which indicated: (1) initial hysteresis behaviors influenced initial responses, but not
overall performance, (2) using a Dwell waveform was more impactful for increasing
energy absorption than changing the sample geometry or stiffness, and (3) the rubber
outsole did not provide a large contribution to EA. Based on the discussed results, the
two sample types run with the more biofidelic protocol were suitable for cautionary
comparison because the two foams were not identical (Table 5). Taking the ratio of mean
EA of Dwell-Cutout to Dwell-Foam (Table 8) indicated that the contribution of the
midsole foam to shoe energy management may be conservatively estimated at 90%. The
EA and %EA results demonstrated that the rubber outsole increased EA by 10%, changed
the hysteresis curve shape, and enhanced shoe durability (Figure 19). In other words, the
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rubber outsole contributed to net displacement and hysteresis shape without a large
influence on mean energy absorption. Additionally, Shoe and Cutout were compared to
understand the effect of testing geometry on performance. The smaller surface area of
Cutout increased mean ND by 16%, which translated into 21% improved energy
absorption. While testing a flat cylindrical sample with larger platens may be effective
for simplified material studies, readers are cautioned that this approach overestimated
energy absorption compared to how the equivalent system functioned in a shoe geometry.
The improved durability of Shoe compared to Cutout was only revealed by statistically
non-significant ND and %EA degradation rates (Table 6) and EA.
Limitations
One notable limitation was that we studied energy management of the shoe
isolated from the runner. In biofidelic use, the shoe interfaces with a relatively soft foot,
a myriad of running surface exposures, and athletes with variable running gait. In order
to relate any MA experimentation to runner performance or injury, the energy absorbed
outside of the shoe (e.g., by the surface and the runner) must be quantified. Further
improvements would be produced by comparing the MA degradation to that produced by
human running. Another limitation was that the Shoe/Cutout and Foam overall thickness
were not exactly the same (Table 5). Up to 25% less energy absorption in TPE and
silicone materials occurred when thickness was reduced only 2 mm,10 which further
supported our findings that the midsole foam was the major contributor to energy
absorption. Foam thickness was kept constant rather than overall thickness because we
sought the foam contribution to shoe energy management and not how different foam
thicknesses performed. Variation existed in foam formulation additives, cell structure,
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and material properties (analyses performed in-house; Table 5) which may have affected
sample-type performance and the best Control was the pristine samples.
Conclusions
The main findings of this work were that: (1) Dwell was more biofidelic than
Sine, as exhibited by its lower degradation rate, (2) the midsole contributed an estimated
90% of energy absorption to the shoe, while the outsole served to change the hysteresis
curve shape and improved durability, and (3) testing a small sample diameter relative to
the platen size caused an approximate 20% overestimation of energy absorption
compared to full shoe construction performance. Changing the test waveform to include
recovery influenced performance more than sample type, presence of an outsole, or
sample geometry. The implication of the results for researchers testing footwear foams
was that efforts to match test parameters to real running conditions may be rewarded with
tests that facilitate improved service-life performance prediction to potentially reduce the
cost of undertaking multiple tests. Future work is warranted to compare test results to
human running to identify additional ways to improve biofidelity. Overall, the present
results informed future footwear testing protocols to better assess performance and
develop novel technologies.
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CHAPTER V
MECHANICAL AGEING PERFORMANCE OF MINIMALIST AND
TRADITIONAL FOOTWEAR FOAMS
Abstract
The aim of this study was to compare the material properties and efficacy of
energy management technologies of traditional (TS) and minimalist (MS) running shoes in
the heel (H) and forefoot (FF) regions (i.e., as a function of midsole thickness). We
hypothesized that ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) foam midsole material properties and
footwear degradation performance under a biofidelic mechanical ageing protocol would
differ as a function of shoe type and thickness. Attenuated total reflectance Fourier
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra indicated that the foam chemical compositions
were similar and confirmed that all midsoles were composed of EVA copolymer.
Differences in density and cell size were detected between shoes and thicknesses. MS was
uniformly distributed high density foam (ρMS = 240 kg/m3), while TS consisted of two comolded foam layers with FF density (ρTS-FF = 250 kg/m3) greater than H (ρTS-H =160
kg/m3). Relative density and cell size values were generally proportional and inversely
proportional to density, respectively. Degradation from mechanical ageing was greatest in
the first 2 km of ageing. Ageing to the total of 21 km resulted in an average 54% loss of
energy absorption. Regardless of shoe type or foam microstructure, thicker and softer H
foams absorbed 83% more energy but degraded at a 49% faster rate. The fact that H
degraded more rapidly than FF caused the drop to decrease at an equivalent rate for both
shoe types. Overall, thickness was a greater predictor of average performance than
microstructure variables for the present footwear conditions. However, the apparent
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drawback of thicker foam was exemplified by H samples, which underwent a 1.4 mm
greater loss of thickness and lost 550 mJ more energy absorption than FF samples.
Introduction
Running shoe midsoles comprised of chemically-blown ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) foam are largely responsible for attenuating impact forces via macroscopic
deformation.1 The repetitive impacts of running induce compressive mechanical fatigue
and reduce foam efficacy.2-4 Mechanical ageing (MA) can be used to replicate and
quantify midsole degradation in controlled laboratory settings. Previous studies have
demonstrated that footwear material deterioration commences immediately, yet stabilizes
within 15 km of ageing.2, 5-9 Footwear material deterioration manifests as reduced midsole
thickness, increased stiffness, and decreased energy absorption,6, 10-12 which are
hierarchical in nature and result from microscopic cell face buckling1, 13-15 and molecularlevel changes in polymer chemistry (Chapter III). MA approaches are fundamentally
valuable to understand the underlying mechanisms of midsole degradation, but more work
is required to evaluate emerging and proprietary footwear technologies.
The fact that EVA foam has been the footwear industry standard since the mid1970s16, 17 and has been researched and used extensively without a change the in rate of
overuse injuries18-21 are testaments to the challenges of quantifying, understanding, and
improving midsole degradation. Footwear companies have employed substantial research
to augment EVA foam technology with proprietary polymer blends, additive formulations,
and manufacturing processes which have enabled the creation of a myriad of available
running footwear designs.1 Modification of the midsole foam thickness has resulted in
three main shoe types: (1) traditional shoes with graded soles, (2) minimalist shoes with
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thin and/or non-graded soles, and (3) maximalist footwear with thick soles.22, 23 While
new footwear designs have broadened options for athletes, the understanding of shoe
degradation has factorialized. As such, the existing literature has not sufficiently validated
the efficacy of contemporary shoe types to withstanding the repetitive impacts associated
with running.24
Thickness and shoe type are two related topics which have been studied
extensively in recent years22, 25-28 due to the prevalence of minimalist footwear, which
employs little to no foam and/or has a lower difference in foam thickness between the heel
and forefoot regions (i.e., drop). Increasing thickness has previously been correlated with
improved force attenuation and energy absorption,29-32 but ultra-thick foams can
compromise lateral ankle stability,25 increase bending stiffness,26 or impair running
economy due to increased mass.27, 28 While human responses to different shoe types have
been studied,22, 25, 27, 28 an important aspect missing from the literature is the effect of foam
thickness on shoe degradation rates. The examination of contemporary footwear designs
and degradation factors is imperative not only for fundamental gains in cellular polymer
science but also because aged footwear is often cited as a contributing factor to the high
rate of running overuse injuries.20, 21, 33, 34 Furthermore, apart from the thickness of the
foam, any additional compositional, microscopic, or material performance differences
between traditional and minimalist midsole technologies are not apparent and should be
investigated.
Prior to assigning responsibility to footwear based on its consequences to human
biomechanics, it is important to distinguish how modern foam midsoles degrade in the
context of controlled MA tests that mimic the forces experienced in human running.12
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Literature has validated a methodological pathway to study the effective service life of
EVA midsole foam from macroscopic to molecular behavior.11, 12, 35 Thus, the aim of this
study was to quantify shoe degradation as a function of midsole thickness (heel versus
forefoot) in traditional and minimalist running shoes. We hypothesized that both shoe
foams would be composed of EVA, but that the cellular microstructure and degradation
performance would differ as a function of shoe type and thickness. Establishing the
baseline performance of two common shoe types and quantifying the effect of material
and design variables on impact performance also served the ultimate goal of relating
human biomechanics to footwear degradation.
Methods
Experimental Shoe Conditions
Two pairs each of two models of women’s size 8.5 New Balance® running shoes
were purchased: (1) traditional shoe model W880M13 (TS) and (2) minimalist shoe model
WR10WW2 (MS). Of the eight shoes available for testing, one of each model was
allocated to material testing and the remaining three were reserved for mechanical ageing
(total six shoes). Shoes of the same brand were purchased to limit potential variability
caused by inter-brand preferences for foam manufacturers. New Balance was an ideal
candidate for researching minimalist and traditional shoes because they manufacture and
market both types of footwear.
Material Properties
A razor blade was used to harvest samples of approximately 10 x 5 x 2 mm from at
least 2 mm into the medial forefoot and lateral rearfoot of the shoe to avoid the foam
‘skin’ which has a different microstructure character than the cellular interior.1 The TS
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shoe was comprised of two different colored foams—white and blue—which were layered
in the shoe. Samples were collected from both white and blue TS, as well as white MS
foam. The naming convention adopted to differentiate the samples consisted of shoeregion-color e.g., TS-FF-B was the blue TS foam harvested from the shoe forefoot. In
cases where forefoot (FF) and heel (H) were not differentiated in analyses, the region was
omitted (e.g., TS-B).
Chemical composition, foam density, relative density, and average cell size were
quantified for all conditions. Chemical composition was evaluated with attenuated total
reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR, Bruker Vertex 70,
Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). H and FF regions were not differentiated for
ATR-FTIR analyses, as each layer was apparently molded together. Five spectra of each
foam type (TS-B, TS-W, MS-W) were measured and averaged for comparison (n = 15).
ATR-FTIR data were collected, baseline corrected, and analyzed using Opus software
(v5.5, GmbH). Densities were measured using the Archimedes method and an industrial
melt press by techniques described previously in Chapters III-IV. Relative density (R)
was computed as the ratio of polymer and foam densities.1 Foam microstructure was
imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Sigma VP, Gena, Germany).
The thin (~2 mm) samples were sputter coated with silver prior to imaging. Average twodimensional cell size was approximated using pixel thresholding and area calculation
methods in ImageJ software (v. 1.49f, U. S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).
Three samples were imaged for each shoe-region-color combination (n = 18).
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Mechanical Ageing Protocol
A previously validated protocol11, 12 was modified to mechanically age three
samples of the H and FF regions of each shoe (n = 12). In summary, step length was
assumed to be 1 m,2, 36 pilot testing confirmed stride frequency of 1.25 Hz,9, 27, 28 and
human running over a force plate (1080 Hz collection frequency; AMTI OR6 Series Force
Plate, Watertown, MA) generated a characteristic force-time curve, which was filtered and
deconvoluted to focus on the 4 Hz active peak (i.e. propulsion). Mechanical ageing was
performed by MTS 858 Servo Hydraulic mechanical testing unit (Eden Prairie, MN). A
platen of 52 mm diameter/1 mm chamfer applied a dwell protocol consisting of two
phases per cycle: (a) 250 ms of a 4 Hz sine wave from 100 N to 1390 N, then (b) 550 ms
static hold at -100 N to secure the sample. Test duration was 2 hours to approximate 21
km of continuous running (9350 cycles) to compare sample performance because previous
studies demonstrated that performance leveled off after 15 km.2, 5-9
Although peak forces and pressures were reported to vary throughout running shoe
footbed regions 1 and as a function of footwear type,33, 37 an identical protocol was used
for all specimens to compare baseline material performance. Therefore, the test can be
considered pseudo-biofidelic because, in real human running, different force-time profiles
are applied to H or FF. The MA protocol was performed on three shoes of each condition,
on both the H and FF regions, resulting in four conditions which varied in shoe type and
foam thickness: TS-H (n = 3); TS-FF (n = 3); MS-H (n = 3); and MS-FF (n = 3).
Immediately before and after MA, the thickness of each region was measured using
calipers with a customized c-clamp style attachment to measure the shoe thickness. A
hole of 20 mm diameter was cut in the shoe upper directly above the metatarsal region to
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accurately measure the forefoot thickness and to allow the compression platen to access
the inner surface of the shoe.
Analyses
Material properties of interest included chemical composition, density, relative
density, and mean cell size. As a limited number of samples were harvested for general
characterization (also representing a limited number of locations within the shoes),
statistics were not computed on material property variables. Drop, calculated from
thickness measurements before and after MA, was defined as the thickness difference
between H and FF. The quantitative dependent variables calculated from MA at each time
point were net displacement (ND, mm), energy absorbed (EA, hysteresis area, J), and %
EA (%). ND was the minimum displacement subtracted from the peak displacement for a
given ageing cycle. To ascertain EA, force-displacement hysteresis plots derived from
MA were integrated (OriginPro 8, OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA) according
to Equation 2. EA at each time point (EAm) was then normalized by the initial energy
absorption (hour 0, EA0) for each sample-waveform combination to calculate %EA
according to Equation 3, where m = 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 21 km.
Differences in thickness were tested using a 2 (TS, MS) x 2 (H, FF) x 2 (Pre, Post)
repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA). Differences in drop were tested
using a 2 (TS, MS) x 2 (Pre, Post) RM ANOVA. Additionally, three 2 (TS, MS) x 2 (H,
FF) x 7 (0, 2, 3, 5, 10, 14, 21 km) RM ANOVA tested differences in ND, EA, %EA as a
function of ageing distance.11, 12 Additionally, independent t-tests were implemented to
compare the two shoe types under the same foam thickness (TS-FF and MS-H), and to
comment on the combined effects of thickness and microstructure (MS-FF and TS-H).
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For inferences about patterns of means across conditions, within-subjects confidence
intervals are graphically presented on normalized scores for each condition using the
Masson and Loftus procedure.38 Unless otherwise noted, results are reported as mean (± 1
SD).
Results
Material Properties
Differences in chemical composition were not evident from the ATR-FTIR spectra
(Figure 21). Material properties determined from SEM images and density measurements
are summarized in Table 9. Differences in microstructure (Figure 22), density, relative
density, and mean cell size (Figure 23) were exhibited between shoe types and as a
function of thickness. Within each shoe, cell size and density were generally inversely
proportional.
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Figure 21. Stacked FTIR spectra comparing chemistry of MS white, TS white, and TS
blue midsole foams.
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Table 9
Foam material properties calculated from density measurements and SEM images
Sample Type
TS-H
TS-FF
MS-H
MS-FF

ρfoam
(kg/m3)
147 (4)W
175 (4)B
187 (8)W
312 (56)B
232 (41)
248 (8)

ρfoam/ρpolymer
0.15W
0.18B
0.19W
0.32B
0.23
0.25

Cell Size
(µm2)
4600 (1700)W
5700 (740)B
4000 (180)W
3200 (490)B
2100 (390)
2800 (200)

Note: W is the top/white layer of foam; B is the bottom/blue layer of foam; n is number of samples; and ρ is density. Each entry
represents mean and standard deviation of n = 3 measurements.

Figure 22. SEM comparing microstructure of MS white foam and TS blue and white
midsole foams. In TS shoe, white foam was a layered above the blue foam. All images
were the same magnification.
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Figure 23. Relative density (a) and cell size (b) for three samples harvested from one
shoe of each condition. The TS shoe was layered with blue (B) and white (W) foam.
Error bars represent 1 SD.
Mechanical Ageing
All measures of performance significantly decreased throughout 21 km of
mechanical ageing. Means are presented in Table 10 and statistically significant
differences from the ANOVAs are summarized in Table 11. Thickness, drop, ND, EA,
and %EA differences were observed across conditions (Figure 24 – Figure 25). Hysteresis
curves were also different for each condition (Figure 26).
Table 10
Summary of MA dependent variable means
MA Dependent Variables
Dependent Variables
Thickness (mm)
Drop (mm)*
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)
Change in Dependent
Variables
∆ Thickness (mm)
∆ Drop (mm)*
∆ ND (mm)
∆ EA (mJ)
∆ %EA (%)

MS-FF

MS-H

TS-FF

TS-H

10.6 (0.8)
16.6 (1.6)
5.9 (0.8)
2.6 (0.3)
5 (0.6)
461 (180)
888 (367)
52 (20)
51 (21)1

15.9 (0.9)
27.4 (1.5)
11.5 (1.1)
4.9 (0.4)
9.9 (0.3)
810 (222) 1432 (414)
61 (17)
59 (17)

1.3 (0.1)
2.6 (0.5)
1.3 (0.5)
1 (0.1)
1.8 (0.2)
520 (15)
1074 (56)
58.6 (0.7)
61.1 (1.5)

1.2 (0.2)
2.7 (0.3)
1.5 (0.3)
1 (0.1)
1 (0.1)
644 (30)
1191 (65)
48.5 (0.9)
49.4 (1.8)

Note: *Drop is the difference in thickness between MS-H – MS-FF and TS-H – TS-FF.
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Table 11
Statistical results of MA dependent variables across shoe and thickness variables
Output Variables
Ageing
Thickness
Drop
ND
EA
PEA

Result

df

F

p

f

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease

1,8
1,4
6,48
6,48
6,48

452.76
67.83
1388.23
4569.14
13409

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

7.60
4.11
12.87
12.87
31.61

Thickness
Thickness
ND
EA
PEA

H > FF
H > FF
H > FF
FF > H

1,8
6,48
6,48
6,48

720.84
2459.81
1148.95
4569.14

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

9.48
18.23
11.91
1.09

Shoe Type
Thickness
Drop
ND
EA
PEA

TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS

1,8
1,4
6,48
6,48
6,48

615.29
140.27
2312.4
834.03
334.62

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

8.71
5.89
18.23
9.95
6.52

Thickness-Ageing
Interactions
Thickness
EA
ND
PEA

Greater Rate
Decrease
H > FF
H > FF
H > FF
H > FF

1,8
6,48
6,48
6.48

60.01
25.64
28.29
4.84

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

2.73
1.79
1.88
0.61

Shoe-Ageing
Interactions
ND
EA
PEA

Greater Rate
Decrease
MS > TS
TS > MS
MS > TS

6,48
6,48
6,48

72.6
479.67
135.29

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

3.02
7.84
4.12

Note: df is degrees of freedom; f is cohen’s f
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Figure 24. Thickness (a) and drop (b) before and after MA. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 25. Net displacement (a), energy absorbed (b), and percent energy absorbed (c) as
a function of ageing distance. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 26. Hysteresis curves for TS-H (a), TS-FF (b), MS-H (c), and MS-FF (d). First
three cycles of ageing (0 km) and 5, 10, and 21 km are displayed. The slope of the
loading portion and hysteresis area were used to estimate stiffness and area, respectively.
Note different x-axis for TS-H.
As a function of ageing mileage, thickness decreased (Figure 24). Comparing
across shoe-thickness conditions, it was found that TS thickness was greater than MS and
H was greater than FF. There was an interaction effect which indicated that thickness
decreased at a faster rate for H. Thickness was equivalent between MS-H and TS-FF. As
a function of ageing mileage, drop decreased. Comparing across shoe-thickness
conditions, TS drop was greater than MS. The change in drop was equivalent for both
shoe conditions (1.4 ± 0.4 mm).
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As a function of ageing mileage, ND decreased (Figure 25a). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, TS ND was greater than MS and H was greater than FF. There
was an interaction effect which indicated that ND decreased at a faster rate for MS and H.
There was no difference in ND between MS-H and TS-FF.
As a function of ageing mileage, EA decreased (Figure 25b). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, TS EA was greater than MS and H was greater than FF. There
was an interaction effect which indicated that EA decreased at a faster rate for TS and H.
MS-H absorbed more energy than TS-FF (t4 = 2.96, p = 0.04, d = 2.41).
As a function of ageing mileage, %EA decreased (Figure 25c). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, TS %EA was greater than MS and FF was greater than H.
There was an interaction effect which indicated that %EA decreased at a faster rate for MS
and H. MS-H absorbed more %EA than TS-FF (t4 = 12.13, p < 0.01, d = 9.90).
Discussion
The dynamic material properties of the heel and forefoot of two athletic footwear
types were quantified using a MA protocol, which was considered as pseudo-biofidelic
because the same protocol was applied to both TS and MS shoes in the FF and H regions.
The combination of macroscopic performance and a priori material characterization was
essential to connect the nature of changes in degradation performance to potential
chemical and structural origins. The study of microstructure and design parameters was
facilitated by TS and MS being representative of minimalist and traditional footwear,
respectively, yet having similar chemical composition and sharing one equivalent
dimension of foam thickness (TS-FF ≈ MS-H). Discussion will focus on the midsole
components (rather than outsole, geometry, or other shoe design factors) because the foam
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was likely the main contributor to energy absorption, under the assumption that the results
presented in Chapter IV also apply to the present conditions.
Material Properties
Regardless of foam color or shoe region, TS and MS ATR-FTIR spectra were
nearly identical. Results suggested that the foam chemical compositions were similar and
confirmed that all midsoles were composed of EVA copolymer (Figure 21).12 Footwear
labeling and the New Balance website 39 indicated that MS was composed of RevliteTM
foam, while TS included ActevaTM Lite foam and ABZORB® in the midfoot. The white
TS foam was embossed with the name Actevalite, but the TS blue and MS white foams
were not labeled. Additives or compounds unique to each formulation were likely IRinvisible, consumed during manufacturing, or present in amounts less than the detection
limit.40 Although chemical compositions appeared to be similar, material differences were
evidenced by unique cellular microstructures, which were possibly controlled by
formulation ingredients (e.g., blowing agent, crosslinker, additives)41-43 and processing
parameters.41, 44 As such, formulation has been used to influence microstructure, impact
behavior, and material properties.13, 14, 43, 45
Differences in density, relative density, and cell size were detected among shoe
and thickness conditions using SEM imaging and gravimetric methods (Table 9). SEM
images revealed that unique microstructures were apparent for each shoe-region-color
condition (Figure 22), which have been related to changes in performance.13, 14, 43, 45
Comparing the two shoes, it was found that MS was essentially a simple, single mold
construction of high density foam, while TS was comprised of two foam layers (Figure
22). Comparing the thickness conditions, FF density and relative density were generally
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greater than H, with two notable details: (1) the difference between H and FF regions was
greater for TS-B compared to TS-W or MS-W foams, and (2) MS-FF and MS-H were
essentially equivalent in density, relative density, and cell size (Figure 23). The cellular
polydispersity among foam types and shoe regions were likely due to the different
expansion volumes of the H and FF during injection molding.13, 41, 46 Whereas TS-H was
greater than TS-FF, MS-H and MS-FF were similar in volume because the drop was less
pronounced, which resulted in less differences in relative density between MS-H and MSFF. With respect to mechanical ageing, relative density will be the focus of discussion
because it was inversely proportional to cell size (Figure 23) and it has been reported to
play a large role in determining material properties.13, 14, 43, 45 For example, relative density
affected the shape of the hysteresis curve, which encompassed yield behavior, net
displacement, energy absorption, and recovery.1, 13, 47
Since foam density and mass are proportional, trade-offs have been reported
between durability and runner performance.1, 14, 26-28 Material durability has been shown
to improve with high density foam, but running economy was enhanced with low density
foam.1, 27, 28 However, increased thickness26 or relative density14 increased stiffness,
which is potentially unfavorable for distance running.26 Thus, the MS shoe with reduced
foam thickness (i.e., volume) could afford, and would essentially require, a higher density
microstructure with smaller cell sizes to maintain cushioning and durability.1 Since
humans tend to employ a rearfoot strike running pattern in traditional shoes,48 a thicker,
less dense heel in TS would serve to gradually decelerate the impact.13, 14 In summary, the
chemical compositions did not differ between shoes, but each foam type and shoe region
differed in cell size, density, and relative density. The three foams were comprised of
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unique microstructural properties which logically corresponded to the predicted function
of each shoe or region.
Mechanical Ageing
For all conditions, the majority of degradation occurred in the first 2 km of ageing,
after which the degradation rate rapidly decreased (Figure 24 – Figure 26). Since both
midsoles were composed of EVA (Figure 21), the macroscopic thickness and microscopic
cellular structure controlled performance. Foams that initially absorbed more energy also
exhibited greater degradation from MA (Table 10, Figure 24 – Figure 26),7, 42 which
suggested that overall performance and degradation rates were governed by separate
polymer foam phenomena. To investigate performance versus degradation, a sequential
comparison of the different shoe-thickness conditions revealed the individual and
combined effects of thickness and microstructure.
Thickness. Since TS and MS were commercial traditional and minimalist running
shoes, we posited that the microstructure and thickness were designed to suit the impulse
curves characteristic of running in each condition.37 Thick (H) and thin (FF) shoe regions
were compared to investigate the effect of thickness on overall energy absorption and
degradation.
Compared to the respective FF of each shoe, the additional 6 mm of MS-H foam
and 9 mm of TS-H foam resulted in twice as much deformation and energy absorption
(ND and EA in Table 10, Figure 25). The greater deformation (ND) permitted by thicker
foams increased overall energy absorption 83% compared to thin foams because EA was
computed as the integral of the force-displacement curve.1, 6, 10-12 However, the apparent
drawback of using thicker foam was that TS-H and MS-H lost an average of 49% more
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energy absorption compared to the corresponding FF samples. Compliant foams were
previously reported to absorb more energy and degrade more quickly than stiff foams,10
but an analogous effect for foam thickness and fatigue cycle accumulation has not been
sufficiently discussed in the literature. With respect to compliant and stiff foams, strain
recovery was influenced by viscosity and stiffness.10 However, examination of the
hysteresis curves of each condition revealed that foam thickness and compliance were
correlated (Figure 26). Therefore, we posit that thick and thin foam differences in strain
recovery were also related to stiffness, which affected degradation rates.10 The results also
demonstrated that thick foams displaced more than thin foams (Figure 25a), such that a
larger recovery distance was required to maintain the hysteresis area of the force-time
curve (Figure 26). For example, TS-H was compressed about 10 mm, whereas TS-FF was
compressed only 5 mm. To retain the same level of EA over multiple cycles, recovery
rates of 18 mm/s and 9 mm/s would have been required for TS-H and TS-FF, respectively.
Thus, thicker foams were more compliant with high average ND, but recovered less than
thin foams, which resulted in cell flattening and a greater decrease in ND and EA with
ageing (similar to results in Chapter IV).
In addition to overall thickness, heel-to-forefoot drop is a focal area of footwear
design. Footwear drop has been shown to alter foot-strike landing patterns,37 which
consequently affected the force-time impact curve associated with running.49 Traditional
shoes, by definition, have a greater drop than minimalist shoes. However, the fact that H
degraded more rapidly than FF caused the drop to decrease at an equivalent rate for both
shoe types (Figure 24). The present study mimicked the active peak (i.e., FF) forces from
an actual human heelstrike running gait to mechanically age both the H and FF regions for
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baseline material properties. Since the heelstrike impulse curve is bimodal, with peaks
corresponding to heelstrike and propulsion events,37 real running entails different impulse
curves applied to heel and forefoot. Therefore, future work is needed to establish whether
drop decreases when the different, biofidelic impulses corresponding to each region are
applied. Essentially, since soft or thick foams degraded faster than stiff or thin foams, we
postulate that drop may be affected by the unique loads placed on each shoe region.
Shoe Type. To focus on the effect of shoe type, TS and MS shoe conditions were
specifically chosen because TS-FF and MS-H thickness were statistically equivalent
(Table 10), but consisted of unique microstructure and design (Figure 22). Similar
dimensions allowed the performance of minimalist and traditional footwear foams to be
investigated without the confounding factor of thickness, which was shown to greatly
affect EA.29-32 An approximated average of TS-FFW and TS-FFB microscopic properties
was used to simplify inferences and discussion (Figure 23) because the effect of stacking
footwear foams has not been reported in the literature.
Microstructure aspects were isolated in analyses because cell size and relative
density were previously reported to affect polymer and gas compression properties.1
Microstructure was expected to affect stiffness, which would subsequently influence
deformation and energy absorption characteristics (Chapter IV). For example, TS-FF
(Figure 23) was expected to undergo more deformation and absorb more energy than MSH because TS-FF was less dense. However, microstructure differences were not sufficient
to affect the average ND (Table 10). Furthermore, MS-H EA was greater than TS-FF.
Similar to the thickness results, MS-H also degraded more rapidly than TS-FF, which
further supported that thickness was a greater predictor of average performance than
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microstructure variables for the present footwear conditions. However, ND and EA data
overlapped after 10 km, which indicated that the long term performance of TS-FF and
MS-H foams were essentially identical (Figure 25b) and that any initial improvements
afforded by microstructure or thickness were transient. Overall, despite different
engineering designs and foam microstructure, there were no apparent long term
advantages in energy absorption afforded by using the midsole materials of MS versus
TS.24
Combined Effects. MS-FF and TS-H were compared to demonstrate the combined
effects of changing thickness and material parameters. However, the comparison was
further illustrative of preceding results that major performance differences were due to
thickness rather than chemistry or microstructure. MS-FF was the thinnest condition (11
mm), comprised of foam with small cell size and high density. TS-H was the thickest
condition (27 mm), a 2-layer foam system with the largest cells and lowest density. TS-H
absorbed more than three times EA compared to MS-FF (Table 10). Both foams lost
~10% of overall thickness, which translated to substantially greater loss of EA for TS-H.
However, MS-FF lost a greater percentage of energy absorption because its starting
energy absorption was substantially lower than TS-H. The equivalent 10% loss in
thickness corresponded to a 50-60% energy loss in both conditions. At the end of ageing,
ND of TS-H was still substantially higher than the other conditions, but the difference
between MS-FFEA at 0 km and TS-HEA at 21 km was only 330 mJ. Over time, TS-H
energy absorption approached the initial energy absorbing ability of MS-FF, which further
supported that thicker foams suffer equal or greater degradation consequences than thin
foams.
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Ultimate evaluation of the two shoes with respect to recommendations for running
athletes was prevented by insufficient or conflicting literature regarding the role of
running shoe features and overuse injury.24 Consequently, an existing preference between
material property stability versus high cushioning was not evident. If average EA was the
most important variable in the context of a 21 km running bout, TS-H out-performed the
thinner, denser MS-FF foam condition. Conversely, if property stability was preferable
for injury prevention, then thinner MS foams prevailed. Future work is needed to
deconstruct human and material factors responsible for degradation and injury.
Limitations
In the testing and comparison of two different commercial footwear models, two
assumptions and limitations were afforded. There were possibly differences in energy
absorption between the two outsole geometries, which were assumed to be negligible for
the following reasons: (1) there was no indication from the manufacturer that the outsoles
were different, and (2) the presence of an outsole likely only managed 10% of energy
(Chapter IV), such that differences between midsoles would provide even lesser benefit.
A second limitation was that representative SEM images were not able to be taken of the
shoes that were tested in the study because harvesting samples would affect energy
absorption and degradation rates, which were the main focus of the study. Furthermore,
the cell size likely varied throughout each of the shoes that were imaged. To account for
this, foam samples were harvested from the same location of each shoe to provide a better
inter-shoe comparison. Future work is recommended to examine the microstructure
distribution among shoes.
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Conclusions
Material testing was employed on several dimensional orders of magnitude, i.e.,
macroscopic energy absorption, cellular microstructure, and molecular-level composition
were measured. Molecular level results indicated that the present foams did not differ
greatly in chemical makeup, which suggested that the performance of EVA footwear
foams available to consumers may not differ greatly based on chemistry alone. Fatigue
compression performance was more influenced by differences in foam thickness than the
cellular microstructure. However, microscopic differences were detected between
conditions which could potentially affect other aspects of shoe performance not tested in
this study, such as shear deformation or material recovery between running bouts.
Mechanical ageing demonstrated that greater foam thickness improved overall
performance but increased the potential for performance loss over time. If a replacement
material is to be designed for footwear, this study showcased that an improved material
would eliminate the tradeoff between overall performance and degradation rate by
focusing on strain recovery between impacts. Overall, results indicated that TS absorbed
more energy than MS. However, we anticipate that applying results to human running
would likely affect forces applied to each shoe region and between TS and MS. Future
work is suggested to bridge the gap between material and human performance by
measuring how unique running biomechanics might influence the degradation patterns of
each shoe and how deterioration may influence human parameters.
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CHAPTER VI
MECHANICAL AGEING AND FEMALE BIOMECHANICS OF
MINIMALIST AND TRADITIONAL FOOTWEAR
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to improve understanding of human-material
interactions by combining polymer engineering and biomechanics approaches. The
forefoot (FF) and heel (H) of traditional (TS) and minimalist (MS) running shoe types
were degraded using a mechanical ageing (MA) protocol to quantify: (i) the effects of
subject-specific degradation, and (ii) biomechanical effects due to decreased material
properties. Four recreational-level female subjects ran in the shoes pre-MA to inform the
ageing protocol input parameters and post-MA to evaluate the effect of degradation on
kinematics and kinetics. Initial biomechanics translated into different MA input
parameters among conditions: 500 greater number of impact cycles, 3.1 kN/s greater
loading rate, and 220 ms less recovery time for MS, 430 N higher peak force and 75 kPa
less peak stress for FF. From MA, the shoe types and regions lost 1.2 – 1.8 mm thickness
and 38 – 54 % energy absorption overall, while drop decreased 0.6 mm for TS only.
Samples degraded at different rates depending on runner-specific input parameters.
Human kinematics and kinetics were affected by both shoe type and ageing. Ageing the
shoes affected knee kinetics, caused ankle dorsiflexion to decrease 3 degrees, and vertical
loading rate to increase 4 BW/s. The results supported previous findings that running
shoes affected biomechanics and concurrently advanced footwear science because
biomechanics also influenced the shoe degradation rates, such that unique and intuitive
human-material interactions were quantified.
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Introduction
Significant engineering efforts have sought to advance footwear technology
through design or material development of the midsole.1-3 Running shoe midsoles are
usually composed of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) foam1 and function as the main energy
damping component of the shoe (Chapter IV). Modifications of the midsole cushion
profile have been associated with changes in running gait,4-7 as examined by studies on
three main shoe types: traditional, minimalist, and maximalist.7, 8 The main differences
between the shoe types are the overall thickness and ‘drop’, the difference in thickness
between the heel (H) and forefoot (FF). Chapter V employed an identical mechanical
ageing (MA) protocol to all traditional and minimalist H and FF regions. The pseudobiofidelic tests of Chapter V revealed that thick, compliant foam absorbed more energy
overall, but thickness and drop decreased with ageing because thick H foams degraded at a
faster rate than thinner, stiff foam. Therefore, we expected that biofidelic degradation of
the midsole appropriately matching the forces of each shoe-region condition would also
result in decreased drop and energy absorption, thereby potentially altering running gait.4-7
In summary, assessment of previous results alongside relevant human running and
polymer foam literature suggested that important interactions could be anticipated among
shoe type, degradation, and biomechanics.
Shoe degradation is known to occur9-16 and has been associated with an increased
risk for running injury,17 yet changes in shoe material properties with ageing and
consequential human running biomechanics have not been reported in parallel. One
previous study reported that subject-aged shoes affected running kinematics,18 but a major
limitation was that the degree of shoe degradation was unknown. Footwear material
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studies have reported that shoe degradation decreases thickness, compliance, and the
shoe’s ability to absorb energy.9-16 For the running athlete, a probable consequence of
reducing thickness and compliance is an increased loading rate,4, 19 which has been
reported as a risk factor for running overuse injuries.20, 21 However, there is no available
literature to relate shoe energy absorption to runner kinematics, kinetics, or work (i.e.,
energy) done by the joints.
Research-driven endorsement of shoe technology requires bridging polymer
science and biomechanics, which tend to occupy separate research silos. Consequently,
previous footwear research falls into two categories: (1) human biomechanics assessment
without reporting how properties of shoes changed over time,4-7 or (2) shoe MA under
nonspecific conditions of an ‘average’ runner excluding the interrelationship of
degradation and human biomechanics.9-15, 22, 23 Our goal was to combine previous
approaches, simultaneously investigating running biomechanics and footwear
degradation to quantify human-footwear interactions. The following hypotheses were
tested: (i) minimalist and traditional shoes promote unique kinematics and kinetics (i.e.,
MA input parameters), (ii) kinematics and kinetics control footwear degradation, and (iii)
changes in biomechanics occur from polymer degradation and differ between traditional
and minimalist shoes. The first hypothesis has been substantiated by previous work,4-7
but several gaps remain in the literature. The present study is the first to take the
multidisciplinary approach of concurrently relating footwear degradation and human
running biomechanics using established techniques and contemporary footwear
conditions.
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Methods
Subjects
Four female recreational runners with a mean ± SD age of 25.0±5.6 yrs, height of
1.69±0.07 m, and mass of 60.6±3.4 kg participated, self-reporting 21.0±4.2 km of
running per week and a typical pace of 5.7±0.4 min/km. Participants were excluded if
they had any illnesses that may affect balance, lower extremity injury in the past 6
months, or pregnancy. Subjects provided written informed consent and all procedures
were approved by Deakin University’s ethics board (see Appendix A for approval).
Experimental Shoe Conditions
Two New Balance® running shoes were purchased for each subject: (1)
minimalist shoe model WR10WW2 (MS) and (2) traditional shoe model W880M13 (TS).
To increase similarity between the two shoe models (e.g., thickness, bending stiffness),
the TS shoes were slightly modified: (i) the optional foam insert was removed, and (ii)
the hard plastic Stability Web® was carefully removed with a razor blade. A 20 mm
diameter hole was cut in the uppers of all shoes, directly above the metatarsal region of
the footbed, to facilitate accurate measurement of the forefoot region thickness with
customized calipers throughout testing and to permit the compression platen access to the
surface of the shoes during MA (Figure 27).
Footwear Mechanical Ageing (MA) Protocol
The experimental design consisted of a first round human subjects testing (Pre-MA),
mechanical ageing (MA), and a second round of human subjects testing (Post-MA)
(Figure 28). The shoes were mechanically aged by a modified version of a previously
developed protocol17, 24-26 using a MTS 858 Servo Hydraulic mechanical testing unit
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Figure 27. An exemplary MS sample in compression via the 20 mm diameter hole cut
into the shoe upper. Platen is not visible because it was inside the shoe in direct contact
with the footbed.
(Eden Prairie, MN) (PDIF tuning factors: 36, 6.4, 0, and 0). Platens with 1 mm chamfer
and 52 or 70 mm diameter applied forces to the H or FF shoe regions, respectively.
Specific input parameters of the MA protocols were based on deconvoluted bimodal
waveforms corresponding to the four subjects’ Pre-MA kinetics (see Human Testing
Protocol) such that the heelstrike peaks (F1) were applied to the H regions and the active
peaks (F2) were applied to the FF of each shoe. Therefore, four unique conditions were
tested: TS-H (n=8); TS-FF (n=8); MS-H (n=8); and MS-FF (n=8). Test duration and
number of cycles depended on the self-determined speed and gait of each subject in each
shoe condition, such that MA was personalized to each subject’s pre-ageing gait. Stride
length (m/stride) was estimated by dividing the treadmill speed (m/s) by the stride
frequency (strides/s). The stride length and force-time profile were then used to calculate
the number of impacts needed to age the shoes for 42 km (i.e., marathon).
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Figure 28. Schematic representation of the study design. The triangle vertices represent
data collection and analysis phases, while the sides indicate how the outcome of each
phase affects the next. Pre-MA human testing informed input variables entered into
mechanical ageing. Over 42 km, MA caused footwear degradation, which affected PostMA human variables.
Human Testing Protocol
Participants attended the gait laboratory on two occasions (Pre-MA and Post-MA)
to run in each of the shoe conditions (e.g., MS-Pre represented running in the MS shoe on
the first visit). Thirty-two retro reflective markers were attached to the pelvis and lower
limbs as per a previously validated musculoskeletal model.27 Markers were attached
bilaterally across 16 locations: iliac crest, anterior superior iliac spine, posterior superior
iliac spine, greater trochanter, lateral aspect of the thigh, anterior aspect of the thigh,
lateral epicondyle of the femur, medial epicondyle of the femur, anterior-proximal aspect
of the shank, lateral aspect of the shank, anterior-distal aspect of the shank, lateral
malleolus, medial malleolus, base of the third metatarsal head, base of the fifth metatarsal
head, and calcaneus. The same investigator performed the placement of retro reflective
markers on every participant. All markers were fixed using double-sided adhesive tape
and further secured with fixomull tape.28 Markers on the left and right epicondyle and
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medial malleolus were used only for calibration purposes and were removed prior to
running trials.
Data collection consisted of two five-minute running trials wearing TS and MS
footwear, with a 10 min rest between trials. The subjects ran on an instrumented
treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH). A digital video camera captured the sagittal view
during running trials. Kinematic and kinetic data were collected for a 20 second duration
during the final 30 seconds of the five minute run. The shoe conditions were
counterbalanced between subjects and sessions to eliminate ordering effects.
Kinematics and Kinetics
Sagittal plane kinematics of the right lower limb were measured using an eightcamera Vicon MX motion analysis system sampling at 250 Hz (Vicon, Oxford Metrics
Limited, Oxford, UK). Concurrently, ground reaction forces (GRF) were recorded by the
force plate embedded in the treadmill with a collection frequency of 1500 Hz. The
standard Vicon calibration procedure was followed such that positional data could be
processed using established musculoskeletal models and techniques.27, 29-32
For each movement trial, three-dimensional kinematic and kinetic data were
recorded, labelled, and low-pass filtered (20 Hz) with a cubic smoothing spline within
Vicon Nexus. All analyses were completed on the right limb. Any marker trajectory
gaps were filled using either a cubic spline or pattern fill method, which was selected
based on visual determination of the best fill trajectory fit. Data were then exported from
Vicon Nexus to Visual 3D software (C-Motion Rockville, MD). A kinematic model27, 30
consisting of seven skeletal segments (pelvis; right and left thigh; right and left shank;
and right and left feet) and 24 degrees of freedom (df) was defined within Visual 3D from
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the participant’s standing calibration trial. Positive values represented positions of knee
flexion and ankle dorsiflexion. Negative values represented positions of knee extension
and ankle plantarflexion. Joint kinetics were calculated from filtered data using a
standard Newton-Euler inverse-dynamics approach. Three-dimensional joint moment
was expressed as internal moments normalized to the product of body mass and height.33
Stiffness was calculated as the change in moment divided by the change in joint angle
from initial contact to the point of greatest joint flexion.5 Power was the product of the
net joint moment and corresponding angular joint velocity. The negative work done
during initial stance was computed for the knee and ankle joints by integrating the
absorption portion of the power-time curve. Both power and work were normalized to
body mass.
Analyses
The MA protocol input parameters calculated from each subject’s bimodal forcetime data were F1 and F2 peak forces (PF; N) and recovery time between impacts (t; ms).
From the input parameters and platen sizes, loading rate (LR; BWs-1) and peak stress
(σpeak; kPa) were also calculated. Throughout ageing, the main dependent variables from
the MA output were thickness, drop, net displacement (ND), energy absorbed (EA), and
percent energy absorbed (%EA). Drop was the measured thickness difference between H
and FF. ND was the displacement maximum subtracted by the minimum for a single
cycle. EA was the integral of the force-displacement curve for a single cycle (Equation 2).
Percent energy absorbed was calculated by Equation 3, where Y was a measurement time
point corresponding to 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, and 42 km.
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Temporospatial stride characteristics, joint kinematics, moments, power, and work
were extracted for statistical analysis using a customized MATLAB (Mathworks Inc,
Natick, MA) program. The data for each participant were averaged over the 20 s for each
trial, normalized to the stride cycle (0–100%) and plotted over the stance phase.
Dependent variables of interest included the peak sagittal plane kinematics, joint moment
and power profiles, joint stiffness, and work done at the knee and ankle joints during the
first phase of stance (absorption).
Differences between experimental conditions were examined using factorial
repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA). Hypothesis 1: To determine
whether minimalist and traditional shoes promoted unique MA input parameters, the MA
input variables were tested with five 2 (shoe type: TS, MS) x 2 (region: FF, H) RM
ANOVAs. Hypothesis 2: To determine whether kinematics and kinetics promoted unique
footwear degradation, five RM ANOVAs were used. For change in shoe thickness
throughout testing, a 2 (shoe type: TS, MS) x 2 (region: FF, H) x 6 (Time: Before/After
Human 1, Pre- and Post-MA, Before/After Human 2) test was used. For change in shoe
drop between TS and MS, a 2 (shoe type: TS, MS) x 6 (Time) test was used. For the shoe
material variables, three 2 (shoe type: TS, MS) x 2 (region: FF, H) x 7 (distance: 0, 1, 3, 5,
10, 25, 42 km) tests were used. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons were
implemented on the within subjects Time variable to find specific differences in thickness
and drop. Hypothesis 3: To determine whether changes in biomechanics and ageing
differed between traditional and minimalist shoes, eight (TS, MS) x 2 (Pre-MA, Post-MA)
RM ANOVAs were calculated on human kinetics (4 variables) and kinematics (4
variables).
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For significant post hoc findings, effect size was calculated using cohen’s d. The
α level was set a priori at 0.05. Bonferroni corrections of α were used to account for
multiple analyses of kinetic (0.05/4) and kinematic (0.05/4) variables. For inferences
about patterns of means across conditions, within-subjects confidence intervals are
graphically presented on normalized scores for each subject using the Masson and Loftus
procedure.34 We conducted an a priori power analysis to compute required sample size
given an α = 0.05; a large effect size (f = 0.40); and power (1-β) = 0.80 with a correlation
among the repeated measures of 0.05 which indicated that 8 subjects were needed to
adequately power this experiment. Results are reported as mean (± 1 SD) unless
otherwise noted.
Results
Mechanical Ageing Input Parameters
All input variables are summarized in Table 12 and significant statistics are
summarized in Table 13. Each marathon MA test lasted for 4.8 (0.1) hrs, or 23390 (406)
impact cycles. On average, MS underwent 500 more impact cycles than TS. Peak forces
were 430 N higher for FF (F2 force) than H (F1 force) (Figure 29). Peak stress (σpeak)
was 75 kPa greater for H than FF. The LRs were 3.1 kN/s and 13.7 kN/s greater for MS
and H, respectively. The shoe recovery times 220 ms were greater for H. The resulting
MTS force-time profiles closely resembled that of the subjects’ impulse curves (Figure
29).
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Table 12
Group mean (SD) of MA input variables across shoe and region variables derived from
MA input calculated from subject-specific running trials
MA Input Variables
Cycles (#)
Peak Force (N)
Peak σ (kPa)
Loading Rate (N/s)
Recovery Time (ms)

MS-FF
23629 (364)
1318 (94)
342 (24)
9048 (1007)
437 (4)

MS-H
23629 (364)
909 (127)
428 (60)
25443 (3552)
658 (18)

TS-FF
23125 (284)
1297 (111)
337 (29)
8660 (1196)
443 (8)

TS-H
23125 (284)
851 (104)
401 (49)
19608 (3124)
657 (16)

Table 13
Statistical results for MA input variables across shoe and region variables derived from
MA input calculated from subject-specific running trials
MA Input Variables
Cycles (#)
Loading Rate (N/s)
Peak Force (N)
Peak σ (kPa)
Loading Rate (N/s)
Recovery Time (ms)

Result
MS > TS
MS > TS
FF > H
H > FF
H > FF
H > FF

df
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

F
23.10
12.48
121.39
24.03
240.97
3517.98

P
< 0.001
0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

f
0.91
0.67
0.91
2.09
2.94
11.14

Note: df is degrees of freedom; f is cohen’s f
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Figure 29. Representative Pre-MA subject plots for TS and MS show similar bimodal
GRF response (a). MTS input for all shoe-region conditions demonstrated differences
between each condition (b). TS-H and FF regions plotted over 1.5 cycles demonstrates
different loading rates, peak forces, and recovery times afforded to each shoe region (c).
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Footwear Degradation
All MA output (i.e., dependent) variables are listed in Table 14 and significant
statistics are summarized in Table 15. As a function of human and MA testing, midsole
thickness decreased (Figure 30a). Pairwise comparison tests on thickness revealed that:
(1) all conditions decreased from Pre-MA to Post-MA and (2) all conditions decreased
from Human 1 to Human 2 testing (i.e., After Human 1 vs. After Human 2 in Figure 30a).
There were significant stages of degradation and recovery between trials (Figure 30a).
Comparing across shoe-thickness conditions, TS thickness was greater than MS and H
was greater than FF. There was an interaction effect which indicated that thickness
decreased at a faster rate for H and MS. As a function of ageing distance, drop decreased
(Figure 30b). However, pairwise comparison tests on drop revealed that: (1) MS drop did
not significantly change from any treatment, (2) From Pre-MA to Post-MA, TS drop
decreased 0.6 mm, and (2) there were no differences in drop measured from Human 1 to
Human 2 testing (i.e., After Human 1 vs. After Human 2 in Figure 30b). Comparing
across shoe-thickness conditions, TS drop was greater than MS. The overall change in
drop throughout testing was equivalent for both shoe conditions (0.5 mm).
As a function of ageing distance, ND decreased (Figure 31). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, it was found that TS ND was greater than MS and H was
greater than FF. An interaction effect indicated that ND decreased at a faster rate for MS
and FF.
As a function of ageing distance, EA decreased (Figure 31). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, TS EA was greater than MS, but there was no difference
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between H and FF. There was an interaction effect which indicated that EA decreased at a
faster rate for TS and FF. Hysteresis curves were visibly different (Figure 32).
Table 14
Group mean (SD) of average behavior throughout ageing and changes from 0 – 42 km
(∆) of dependent (i.e., output) variables across shoe and shoe region variables derived
from MA output
MA Output Variables

MS-FF

MS-H

TS-FF

TS-H

Mean Ageing Values
Thickness (mm)
Drop (mm)*
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)

11.1 (0.7)
16.1 (0.8)
5.0 (0.5)
2.5 (0.4)
3.2 (0.6)
447 (158)
469 (163)
57 (18)
73 (12)

15.7 (0.7)
28.3 (1.1)
12.6 (0.9)
4 (0.4)
6.5 (0.9)
648 (175)
734 (221)
64 (15)
70 (13)

Change from 0 – 42 km
∆ Thickness
∆ Drop*
∆ ND
∆ EA
∆ %EA

1.2 (0.3)
1.2 (0.2)
0.0 (0.3)
1.1 (0.1)
0.5 (0.1)
422 (77)
243 (90)
53.9 (1.5)
37.6 (8.1)

1.2 (0.4)
1.8 (0.4)
0.6 (0.6)
1.1 (0.3)
0.2 (0.1)
487 (63)
418 (135)
47.7 (1.0)
38.9 (3.7)

Note: *Drop is the difference in thickness between MS-H – MS-FF and TS-H – TS-FF

Figure 30. Thickness (a) and drop (b) measured before and after each human (Pre-MA,
Post-MA) and shoe (MA) testing phase. Decreases in thickness and drop represent
degradation, while increases indicate recovery. Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.
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Table 15
Statistical results of MA dependent (i.e., output) variables across shoe and shoe region
variables derived from MA output
MA Output Variables
Shoe Effects
Thickness (mm)
Drop (mm)
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)

Result

df

F

P

f

TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS
TS > MS

1, 28
1, 14
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

1703.44
618.66
117.45
26.60
8.26

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.01

7.91
6.74
2.28
4.88
1.14

Ageing Effects
Thickness (mm)
Drop (mm)
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease

5, 140
5, 70
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

136.65
4.73
522.30
520.06
2298.75

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

2.43
1.16
4.43
4.43
9.13

Region Effects
Thickness (mm)
Net Displacement (mm)
% Energy Absorbed (%)

H > FF
H > FF
H > FF

1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

1871.24
57.77
315.23

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

8.16
1.75
3.49

MS > TS
MS > TS
TS > MS
MS > TS

5, 140
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

4.37
14.54
12.79
2.31

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.04

1.08
1.23
1.21
1.04

Greater Rate
Decrease
H > FF
FF > H
FF > H
FF > H

5, 140
1, 28
1, 28
1, 28

5.65
154.57
13.91
54.45

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

1.10
2.56
1.22
1.71

Shoe-Ageing
Interactions
Thickness (mm)
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)
Region-Ageing
Interactions
Thickness (mm)
Net Displacement (mm)
Energy Absorbed (mJ)
% Energy Absorbed (%)

Greater Rate
Decrease

Note: df is degrees of freedom; f is cohen’s f
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Figure 31. Plots of net displacement (a), energy absorbed (b), and percent energy
absorbed (c) demonstrate that the dependent variables decreased as a function of ageing
distance for each shoe-region condition. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 32. Hysteresis curves for TS-H (a), TS-FF (b), MS-H (c), and MS-FF (d) for the
first three cycles of ageing (0 km) and 10, 21, and 42 km. Force-displacement slope and
hysteresis area represent sample stiffness and energy absorption, respectively.
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As a function of ageing distance, %EA decreased (Figure 31). Comparing across
shoe-thickness conditions, %EA was greater for TS and H. There was an interaction
effect which indicated that %EA decreased at a faster rate for MS and FF.
Human Kinematics and Kinetics
The means of all statistically significant dependent variables are summarized in
Table 16 and significant statistics are summarized in Table 17. Because subjects selected
treadmill speeds of either 2.4 (n=2) or 2.5 (n=2) m/s and ran at the same speed on both
visits (6.8±0.2 min/km pace), there were no difference in mean running velocity. Sagittal
plane knee and ankle rotations and velocities, and joint moments are plotted in Figure 33.
Table 16
Group mean (SD) of select peak kinematic and average or peak kinetic variables across
shoe (MS, TS) and ageing conditions (Pre-MA, Post-MA) derived from human testing
Human Testing Variables
Kinematic Variables
Peak Joint Angle (degree)
Knee Flexion
Ankle Dorsiflexion
Peak Joint Velocity (deg/s)
Knee Flexion
Knee Extension
Kinetic Variables
Peak Medial Force (BW)
Loading Rate (BW/s)
Knee Power (W/kg)
Knee Work (mJ/kg)

MS
Pre-MA

MS
Post-MA

TS
Pre-MA

TS
Post-MA

39.6 (4)
19.9 (3)

39.7 (3.1)
16.5 (2)

41.8 (3.7)
20.4 (2)

39.8 (2.5)
17.9 (1.2)

39.6 (4)
256 (17)

39.7 (3.1)
250 (19)

41.8 (3.7)
278 (10)

39.8 (2.5)
273 (22)

0.17 (0.06)
53 (11)
9.8 (3.0)
7.4 (1.5)

0.17 (0.03)
60 (13)
10.0 (1.4)
7.6 (0.8)

0.13 (0.04)
35 (6)
11.7 (2.6)
9.0 (1.5)

0.13 (0.05)
37 (7)
10.6 (0.9)
8.4 (0.9)
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Table 17
Statistical results of select peak kinematic and average or peak kinetic variables across
shoe (TS, MS) and ageing conditions (Pre-MA, Post-MA) derived from human testing
Human Variables
Shoe Effects
Knee Extension Velocity (deg/s)
Peak Medial Force (BW)
Vertical Loading Rate (BW/s)
Knee Work (mJ/kg)

Result

df

F

p

f

TS > MS
MS > TS
MS > TS
TS > MS

1, 3
1, 3
1, 3
1, 3

13.74
12.57
17.09
15.84

0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03

2.14
2.04
2.39
2.30

Ageing Effects
Peak Ankle Dorsiflexion
Knee Flexion Velocity (deg/s)
Vertical Loading Rate (BW/s)

Decreased
Decreased
Increased

1, 3
1, 3
1, 3

34.45
43.26
27.88

0.01
0.01
0.01

3.39
3.79
3.05

TS Pre*
TS Pre
TS Pre

1, 3
1, 3
1, 3

15.05
11.73
11.26

0.03
0.04
0.04

2.24
1.98
1.94

Shoe-Ageing Interactions
Peak Knee Flexion
Knee Power (W/kg)
Knee Work (mJ/kg)

*Note: Knee interactions due to TS Pre condition. df is degrees of freedom; f is cohen’s f. Bonferroni corrected α was set at 0.0125.

Comparing across MS and TS shoe conditions, subjects ran in TS with greater
peak knee extension velocity, greater knee work, less peak medial force, and a lower
vertical loading rate (Figure 34). As a function of ageing distance, ankle dorsiflexion
decreased, knee flexion velocity decreased, and vertical loading rate increased (Figure
35). There were shoe-ageing interaction effects for knee flexion, knee power, and knee
work, which indicated that TS was greater than MS before ageing, but the shoe
conditions were equivalent after ageing (Figure 36). There were no significant
differences in the other kinematics and kinetics.
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Figure 33. Group mean plots of sagittal plane knee (a-c) and ankle (d-f) rotations,
moments, and velocities for the four shoe-ageing conditions as a function of % stance.
Peak knee flexion and dorsiflexion values were statistically evaluated for each variable.
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Figure 34. Select peak ankle and knee angles and velocities demonstrate that ankle
dorsiflexion decreased with ageing (a), there was a significant shoe-ageing interaction for
knee flexion (b), knee extension velocity was greater for TS than MS (c), and knee
flexion velocity decreased with ageing (d). Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval
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Figure 35. Plots of variables from the force plate treadmill output demonstrated that
vertical loading rate was greater for MS than TS and increased with ageing (a) and peak
medial force was greater for MS than TS (b). Error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval.
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Figure 36. Plots of stiffness, power, and work for knee flexion (a-c) and ankle
dorsiflexion (d-f) in the landing phase of stance. There were shoe-ageing interactions for
knee power (b) and knee work (c). There were no differences in knee stiffness or ankle
variables. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
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Discussion
Our goal was to determine how traditional and minimalist shoes degraded and
simultaneously caused unique human biomechanics to evolve with material deterioration.
The study of human-footwear interactions was warranted because common understanding
suggests that running footwear protects the body by mitigating impact,24 yet no
epidemiological study has sufficiently demonstrated that shoes reduce the rate of overuse
running injury.3 Therefore, an appropriate step to addressing the apparent disparity was
to understand concomitant changes in footwear material properties and athlete running
biomechanics. Our hypotheses mirrored the expected human-material interactions, i.e.,
that degradation and biomechanics would interact in such a way to produce consistent
performance and running differences between traditional and minimalist shoes.
Mechanical Ageing Input Parameters
Foam material fatigue tests were previously described as more aggressive (i.e.,
increasing the degradation rate) when the recovery time between impacts was decreased
(Chapter IV) or when the number of cycles, peak force, engineering stress, or loading rate
were increased.35 As such, researchers utilizing MA tests in cellular plastics and
footwear engineering literature have employed rigorous constraint of input variables to
ensure equivalent performance comparisons among materials or shoes.9-15, 22, 23 While
input variable constraint is certainly best practice for material testing, the approach over
simplifies dynamic human biomechanics. The present results of statistically different
input parameters (Table 12 – Table 13) supported reports4-7 that the footwear cushioning
profile affected initial running kinetics. The complexity of human-footwear-input
variable interactions was exhibited by certain shoes or shoe regions yielding more
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aggressive input parameters, such as: (1) FF—higher peak force and shorter recovery
time, (2) H—higher stress and loading rate, (3) MS shoe—greater number of cycles and
higher loading rate. As a result, H and FF appeared to have ‘degradation tradeoffs’
which convoluted prediction of which region would deteriorate more rapidly.
Conversely, all MS input parameters were more aggressive than TS (Table 12 – Table
13), which supported the more rapid deterioration of MS. Thus, the quantification and
evaluation of MA input parameters revealed that each of the unaged shoe conditions
promoted different kinematics and kinetics.
Footwear Degradation
Input parameters in previous studies were estimated from running literature9-15 or
calculated from the kinetics of a single subject.16 The present ageing protocol improved
upon previous approaches by successfully matching individual subject- and footwearspecific input variables (Figure 29). Degradation was exhibited by decreases in thickness,
ND, EA, and %EA with ageing distance (Figure 30 – Figure 31) and indicated that the cell
walls underwent bending, breaking, and permanent plastic deformation1, 36 characteristic
of cell flattening, foam densification, and reduced performance.12, 15, 23 The loading region
of the hysteresis curves did not show a yield point (Figure 32), which supported previous
reports that the microscopic cell face buckling characteristic of polymer foams1, 37-39 was
masked by rubber outsole deformation.40 Over the course of ageing, some of the shoeregion differences in degradation were due to initial midsole foam thickness, as described
in Chapter V. For example, TS and H underwent more displacement and absorbed more
energy than MS and FF because the thicker foams were more compliant (Figure 32),
which resulted in a less aggressive loading rate, more deformation, and greater hysteresis
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area (Figure 29, Figure 31 – Figure 32). However, additional results indicated that the
subjects’ kinetics also influenced degradation.
Previous experiments in Chapter V applied equivalent MA force-time protocols to
evaluate baseline material performance and found that thicker foams absorbed more
energy, but the same foams also degraded more rapidly. ND, EA, and %EA were
previously reported to degrade faster for H and TS (compared to FF and MS,
respectively) due to four attributes of the thicker midsole foam conditions: (1) greater
compliance, (2) a greater viscous response,1, 15, 41 (3) greater strain recovery rates needed
to return to 0 mm displacement, and (4) lower foam relative density.37, 42, 43 Contrary to
material testing with constrained input variables, the present study found that thinner
conditions FF and MS underwent faster degradation (Table 14 -Table 15) because the
input parameters (i.e., force-time profiles) were more aggressive. The subjects ran with
higher peak forces and less recovery time on the FF region and with a greater number of
cycles and higher loading rate for MS shoes (Table 12 – Table 13). Another difference
compared to baseline material performance observed in Chapter V was average %EA,
which was greater for H due to the greater recovery time afforded compared to FF
(Figure 29). Results confirmed that input variables driven by subject- and footwearspecific kinetics produced degradation of traditional and minimalist shoes that were
mutually exclusive to differences caused by foam thickness.
Although ND, EA, and %EA decreased more rapidly for thinner-foamed
shoes/regions, thickness decreased more for H than FF (Table 14 -Table 15), which
decreased drop in agreement with previous pseudo-biofidelic ageing results from Chapter
V. We speculated that an ageing-induced decrease in drop would affect post-MA human
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kinematics and kinetics, since shoes manufactured with low heel thickness and drop have
been related to decreased dorsiflexion at landing, higher leg stiffness, lower contact time,
and potentially higher stride frequency.7 However, interesting results were revealed by
pairwise comparisons. Comparing Pre-MA and Post-MA, TS-H exhibited the largest
decrease in thickness (Figure 30a), such that ageing elicited a decrease in TS drop but no
change was detected for MS (Figure 30b). However, drop only decreased 0.6 mm from
MA, which may not be clinically relevant. Interestingly, a similar comparison between
Human 1 and Human 2 results revealed that thickness decreased for all conditions, but
drop did not significantly change. The results exhibited effects due to reversible and
plastic deformation commonly observed in foams1 and suggested that any kinematic or
kinetic changes were not related to changes in drop. However, other parameters such as
thickness or energy absorption may have played a role.
From the onset of the present study, we were particularly interested in relating
decreases in midsole thickness, drop, and MA dependent variables (ND, EA, %EA) to
changes in human kinematics and kinetics. However, interpretation of the shoe variables
was complex because the thickness results highlighted cycles of degradation and
recovery (Figure 30) which suggested that shoe material properties slightly changed
during the 5 minute running bouts of human testing. This was an interesting finding
which further supports the dynamic relationship between runner and shoe. However, it
was also possible that the decreases in thickness from Human 1 to Human 2 (∆ = 0.5 –
0.8 mm) or energy absorption loss quantified during MA (∆ = 240 – 490 mJ; 38 – 54
%EA) would also elicit biomechanical effects. Although energy absorption and thickness
are inextricably related, ageing elicited a proportionally greater loss in energy absorption
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compared to decreased thickness (with a larger effect size; Table 15), which seemed to
suggest that any changes in kinematics and kinetics would be more logically attributed to
the decreased energy absorption. The present study is the literature’s first attempt to
replicate individual subjects’ gait and report decreases in thickness, drop, and shoe
energy absorption concomitantly with human biomechanics.
Human Kinematics and Kinetics
Since humans have been reported to modulate impact characteristics via
kinematics2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 44-47 and muscle activation,22, 48-51 sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics
were incorporated to demonstrate how footwear material degradation manifested in
running. Previous researchers modified the cushioning profile or properties of athletic
shoes to alter the running gait,4-7 but they did not report whether changes were affected by
shoe degradation. A single notable study reported the effect of subject-aged shoes on
running kinematics,18 but did not relate degradation back to changes in shoe material
properties or identify other origins of the biomechanics changes. Thus, while
biomechanical differences have been reported between traditional and minimalist shoes,4,
7, 8, 45

the effect of shoe degradation and its interaction with footwear-modified gait have

not been sufficiently considered.
The present study was a prospective effort to develop a protocol to combine human
and material effects. There were seven results from the human subjects RM ANOVAs
that achieved p < 0.05, but did not meet the Bonferroni corrected alpha of 0.0125 (Table
17). The non-significant results indicated that statistical power was inadequate for
detecting a moderate effect size for comparing the groups with respect to the outcome
measures. Moreover, the achieved (not observed) statistical power for this study given a
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total sample size of 4 subjects was 0.40. In order to determine the reliability of the finding
of no difference between groups, additional replications that are more sensibly powered
are warranted. Therefore, we will report and discuss the observed effects that achieved p
< 0.05 with caution that further studies are needed to confirm the suggested results.
Kinematics and kinetics were affected by wearing traditional or minimalist shoes.
A review of the literature comparing low-cushioning conditions (minimalist shoe or
barefoot running) to traditional shod running supported two potential outcomes. In the
first scenario, footstrike moved distally to a midfoot or forefoot strike and was
characterized by a reduced or nonexistent impact peak,5, 6, 46, 47, 50 neutral or plantarflexed
landing,4, 6, 45-47, 50, 52 greater knee flexion at touchdown,6, 45 increased stride rate, 45, 46, 50, 52
decreased contact time,46, 50 and was often accompanied by decreased loads on the body
compared to traditional shod running.6, 46, 50 An alternate scenario resulted when subjects
maintained a heelstrike modality in the absence of cushioning, with slight kinematics
changes toward a midfoot strike, such that impulse curves were bimodal and loading rates
and peak forces increased.2, 5, 7, 8 The former scenario was promoted by either previous
barefoot/minimalist running experience by the participants6, 46, 47 or a prolonged
habituation to low-cushioning footwear.4 Therefore, in the present study, a substantial gait
change to forefoot or midfoot strike was not expected because the participants were not
instructed to change their natural, habitually-shod rearfoot strike gait. Comparison of
literature findings to the present results suggested that subjects did not substantially adapt
their running patterns to a more distal footstrike in MS. Increases in joint stiffness and
decreases in ankle dorsiflexion were not statistically significant (Figure 36), all impulse
curves were bimodal (Figure 29),6 and MS vertical loading rates were greater than TS
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(Figure 35)7 because the thinner MS-H foam was stiffer (Figure 32) and provided less
compression for deceleration during heelstrike, as discussed in Chapter V. Peak medial
forces were also higher when participants wore MS (Figure 35), which supported previous
claims that traditional shoes better controlled mediolateral motion of the foot associated
with excessive pronation.53 Although higher loading rates and peak medial forces have
each been related to increased rates of injury,53, 54 we could not conclude that MS was
deleterious to the subjects long-term since they did not receive gait retraining or other
guidance which would potentially catalyze less-injurious adaptations.4, 7 Furthermore, the
habitually-shod subjects likely lacked the necessary intrinsic foot muscle strength needed
to accommodate the MS condition.4 Although a heelstrike gait was observed in both MS
and TS conditions, knee extension velocity was significantly higher for TS and nonsignificant gait differences were observed (i.e., lower stride frequency, higher
dorsiflexion) which suggested that the subjects potentially ran with longer strides in the
traditional shoe.46, 47 Greater work was also calculated for TS during the absorption phase
of stance, which has not been reported in the literature and will be discussed later. While
differences in TS and MS were expected based on previous literature on minimalist
footwear,2, 5, 7, 8 the unique correlations between footwear degradation and changing
biomechanics warranted further discussion.
Previous research suggested that wearing degraded shoes increased the rate of
injury17, 24-26 and affected gait by increasing stance time, decreasing maximum ankle
dorsiflexion, and increasing plantarflexion at takeoff.18 However, the origin of these gait
changes and potential injury risk were unknown because the nature of shoe degradation
was not quantified and, furthermore, the effect of shoe degradation was potentially
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convoluted with simultaneous runner adaptation. Recruiting habitually shod rearfoot
striking runners and mechanically ageing the shoes for the present study improved our
research design by isolating the biomechanical effects due to footwear degradation rather
than human adaptation. Ageing has been reported to cause several shoe changes: (i)
increased stiffness, (ii) foam densification, (iii) reduction in thickness, (iv) reduction in
drop, and (v) reduction in energy absorption.19, 55-57 In the current study, shoes were
degraded for 42 km of MA such that foam thickness decreased 5%, energy absorption
decreased 32%, and the subjects significantly changed their running kinematics and
kinetics.
Ageing the shoes decreased ankle dorsiflexion and increased the vertical loading
rate. Ankle dorsiflexion has been used to describe the degree of heel strike enabled by the
thick soles of traditional shoes6 and was previously reported to decrease with footwear
ageing.18 Thus, we postulated that the decreased thickness and energy absorption of the
shoes caused subjects to change the degree of dorsiflexion because they could no longer
rely on the heel crash pads to dampen landing forces. However, changes in gait were
insufficient to attenuate the increased vertical loading rates. Non-significant increases in
knee and ankle stiffness were observed for both shoes with ageing (Figure 36), which
were previously related to kinematic adaptations to thinner, low drop shoes.7 Increased
vertical loading rates have been cited as a potential cause of injury54 and have also been
observed when subjects employed a heelstrike gait wearing minimalist shoe,7, 8 which
were stiffer and inherently absorbed less energy. It is reasonable to suggest that thickness,
energy absorption, and potentially drop decreased during each running bout and as a
function of ageing (Figure 30). Thus, present results suggested that, as the heel thickness
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and energy absorption decreased, subjects initiated ground contact with a more
plantarflexed foot. Interestingly, ageing reduced shoe thickness and elicited similar
effects (i.e., less dorsiflexion and increased loading rate)18 to those previously reported
when subjects ran with a heelstrike gait barefoot or in minimalist shoes.2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 44, 45
In addition to dorsiflexion and loading rate, ageing also decreased overall knee
flexion velocity. Upon further investigation, we found that the shoe-ageing interaction
was not statistically significant, and yet the TS shoe condition decreased more than MS
with ageing (Table 16 – Table 17). Thus, we posited that it was related to the other knee
ageing-shoe interactions we observed, including: (1) peak knee flexion, (2) peak knee
power, and (3) total work at the knee in the absorption phase of stance. For all four
variables, the TS-Pre ageing condition was the ‘outlier’ responsible for the interaction
effects at the knee (Table 16), which were investigated and sequentially related. In the
first part of stance, the knee flexed and the knee extensors (i.e., quadriceps) were
eccentrically loaded to absorb impact. Peak knee flexion occurred at mid-stance and there
were no significant differences in contact time between conditions. Since TS-Pre peak
knee flexion was greater than the other conditions, the velocity needed to achieve this
greater flexion was higher and consequently knee stiffness was slightly, non-significantly
lower. The high TS-Pre knee peak power was attributed to the high angular velocity,
which resulted in large area under the power-time curve (i.e., work). For MS-Pre, MSPost, and TS-Post, substantially less knee flexion was observed, which consequently
affected all other reported interactions.
The results may seem contrary to the minimalist/barefoot running literature, which
has reported increased knee flexion as an adaptation to the increased loads of barefoot
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running45 or stiffer shoes.58 However, other studies have demonstrated that traditional
shoes can elicit lower knee flexion at touchdown yet higher peak knee flexion compared
to a barefoot condition accompanied by a heelstrike or midfoot gait.44, 52 Therefore, the
results further supported that reducing cushioning via mechanical ageing reduced peak
knee flexion, flexion velocity, power, and work. Since subjects maintained a heelstrike
gait in all conditions, we posit that the graded heel of TS-Pre caused subjects to be in a
higher knee flexion and more dorsiflexed position than MS at mid-stance. After ageing,
the midsole thickness and energy absorption of the shoe decreased (Table 14 – Table 15).
As a result, TS-Post mid-stance knee flexion and dorsiflexion decreased, and subjects
adopted a more upright stance characteristic of what would be observed in transition to
midfoot style running.6, 59 An alternative hypothesis was that knee flexion decreased to
increase landing stiffness, which has been reported to help balance the metabolic and
mechanical costs associated with landing,58 but much debate is associated with this topic45,
47, 60, 61

and metabolic costs were not measured presently.
An interesting literature contribution of this study was that the work performed by

the shoe midsole in compression throughout ageing, as well as the sagittal plane knee and
ankle work, were all calculated and presented in the same units of energy (Joules). The
knee and ankle contributions to energy absorption were calculated by manipulation of
kinematic and kinetic factors: (1) multiplication of the angular velocity and joint moment
to calculate power in Watts, (2) integration of power-time curve during the absorption
phase of stance to yield work, or energy absorption in Joules. Several studies have
highlighted the decrease in shoe energy absorption over time,9-12, 15 but future studies
should aspire to quantify and characterize human-material energy transfer during running.
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Limitations
One limitation was that the outsole geometry and shoe design were different
between shoe conditions. Previous work in Chapter V demonstrated that uniaxial energy
absorption was similar between shoe conditions, but did not test bending stiffness,
torsion, or other factors. Apart from customizing our own footwear samples, which
would defeat the applicability of this work to commercial running shoes and injury, a
thorough review of available options revealed these two conditions to be the best
approximation of similarity. A second limitation was that the actual shoe thickness could
not be measured during human testing and needed to be estimated. Since kinematic and
kinetics data were captured in the last 30 s of the subject running trials (last 30% of total
running time), the best thickness estimates were ‘After Human 1’ and ‘After Human 2’
because thickness was measured immediately after the subjects removed their shoes.
However, thickness and drop were likely dynamic properties during each running bout.
A third limitation was that only knee and ankle sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics
were reported. Therefore, the intuitive assumption that human-generated energy
absorption would increase in response to shoe wear was an oversimplification. The
mechanical work of different body segments, movements in frontal and transverse planes,
and metabolic cost47, 51 must be considered in future approaches.
Conclusions
The most important result was that interactions were revealed between testing
input parameters, footwear degradation, and human biomechanics. From a testing
perspective, input parameters affected degradation rates. The higher input parameters of
the thinner forefoot region caused faster footwear degradation, which contrasted previous
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experiments that applied identical impulses to each shoe and found that thicker foams
degraded more rapidly. In other words, runner kinematics and kinetics affected
degradation. Furthermore, the results suggested that traditional material tests essential
for baseline comparisons do not sufficiently consider human interactions and, as a result,
may not accurately reflect how a shoe ultimately performs. Additional interactions were
apparent between shoe type, input parameters, and human effects. Throughout testing,
changes in thickness, drop, energy absorption, kinematics, and kinetics were more
pronounced in the traditional shoe, which suggested that the degradation and recovery
rates of shoe material properties should be investigated as a source of injury risk.
Overall, the present study succeeded in initiating substantial, valuable consideration
bridging the disparate fields of polymer engineering and biomechanics. Future work
should build upon present protocols and seek out sources of energy management at the
human-material interface, such as the inclusion of electromyography to evaluate preactivation, development of additional measures of shoe material properties, and measures
of metabolic cost to quantify efficiency and total work.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary
The purpose of this dissertation was to quantify impact energy management
through various human, material, and interfacial mechanisms across traditional and
contemporary minimalist shoe conditions, through the following five objectives:
Objective 1 (Chapter II): determine the effect of increasing foam thickness on
human muscle recruitment strategies and pre-activation duration and/or amplitude
Objective 2 (Chapter III): compare the molecular-level effects of thermal, dampheat UV weathering, and mechanical degradation on commercial EVA foam
Objective 3 (Chapter IV-VI): develop protocols to mimic and quantify relevant
body and shoe parameters with a replicable series of characterization methods
Objective 4 (Chapter IV-V): quantify the effects of the midsole, testing geometry,
foam thickness, and shoe type on energy management and degradation
Objective 5 (Chapter VI): characterize the interactions of subject-specific
biomechanics and biofidelic degradation of traditional and minimalist shoes
In Chapter II, the human energy management mechanism of pre-activation was
quantified for 10 active females stepping down onto polyurethane foam slabs of varying
thickness (0 – 50 mm). We observed a dominant muscle recruitment strategy of
LGVMTA, which showcased the importance of plantarflexion in step-down landing.
Furthermore, LG pre-activation amplitude decreased with increasing foam thickness due
to foam energy attenuation, which reduced the need for preparatory muscle activity.
Increasing foam thickness generated an effect similar to changing the surface properties
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(i.e., hardness) of the landing surface. Our findings had meaningful implications for
choosing landing surfaces in clinical and research endeavors.
In Chapter III, we observed how EVA manages energy on a molecular level by
comparing degradation undergone by thermal, UV, and mechanical exposures. UV
weathered samples were characterized by water uptake and hydrolysis, Norrish I
reactions, and potential Norrish II reactions. Thermal degradation caused pyrolysis and
alcohol dehydration and differed from UV. Mechanical cryo-grinding differed from UV
and thermal treatments, as it induced chain scission, crosslinking, and subsequent
mechano-oxidation. All exposure conditions caused crosslinking and chain scission, but
samples subject to heating and mechanical cryo-grinding exhibited greater unsaturation
and oxidation, which disrupted the foam cell wall crystallinity. Overall, the important
findings were that the three degradation conditions produced unique, quantifiable spectral
differences, and that cryo-grinding elicited mechano-oxidation in sufficient amounts to be
detected by ATR-FTIR. Furthermore, detection of these changes suggested that
statistical intervention was an appropriate approach to enhance spectral quantification.
In Chapter IV, we introduced and substantiated a biofidelic footwear midsole
‘Dwell’ mechanical ageing protocol informed by human running input variables. The
protocol allowed us to quantify macroscopic energy management of the shoe with the
hysteresis curve. We compared how energy was managed differently under different
ageing protocols (Sine, Dwell) and using different samples types (Shoe, Cutout, Foam).
Since samples aged with the Dwell protocol did not degrade as quickly, we concluded
that Dwell was more biofidelic than Sine. Using a 60 mm diameter cylindrical plug to
estimate the performance of a halved shoe with 100 mm contact area caused a 20%
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overestimation of energy absorption. Comparing the performance of slab of foam and a
cylindrical plug cut out from a shoe, the midsole was estimated to manage 90% of the
energy. Overall, (1) using a Dwell protocol improved sample energy management, (2)
using biofidelic sample geometries affected how energy was managed, and (3) most of
the energy was managed by deformation of the foam midsole.
In Chapter V, the material properties and efficacy of energy management
technologies were compared among traditional (TS) and minimalist (MS) running shoes in
the heel (H) and forefoot (FF) regions (i.e., as a function of midsole thickness). All
midsoles were composed of EVA copolymer and no differences were detected by ATRFTIR. However, differences in density and cell size were detected between shoes and
thicknesses, wherein MS was uniformly distributed high density foam and TS consisted of
two co-molded foam layers with higher FF than H density. Samples lost 54% of energy
absorption capability over 21 km of ageing. Regardless of shoe type or foam
microstructure, thicker and softer H foams absorbed more energy but degraded at a faster
rate, which caused the drop to decrease for both shoe types. Overall, thickness was a
greater predictor of average performance than microstructure variables for the present
footwear conditions.
In Chapter VI, the FF and H of TS and MS running shoe types underwent
mechanical ageing using a modified version of the protocol developed and used in
Chapters IV-V. Four recreational-level female subjects ran in the shoes to inform the
ageing protocol input parameters and to evaluate the effect of degradation on kinematics
and kinetics. Initial biomechanics translated into different MA input parameters among
conditions. The shoe samples decreased in thickness, energy absorption, and drop, but
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samples degraded at different rates depending on runner-specific input parameters.
Human biomechanics were altered by unique degradation patterns induced subject- and
footwear-specific mechanical ageing the shoes. Kinematics and kinetics at the knee and
ankle were altered by shoe type and ageing. Ultimately, interactions were revealed
between testing input parameters, footwear degradation, and human biomechanics.
Overall, this dissertation improved multidisciplinary protocols, contributed data
informed by end-use conditions, and incorporated body and shoe variables
simultaneously, which is critical to future studies correlating energy management to
running injuries.
Future Work
This multidisciplinary dissertation lends itself to future work extending in several
directions regarding polymer science, kinesiology, and at the human-material interface.
From the polymer science perspective, ATR-FTIR was presented as a possible
technique to track EVA degradation in Chapter III. We suggest that it should be refined
for use in future experiments on mechanically-aged1 and human-aged shoes. The Dwell
mechanical ageing test that was developed in Chapter IV and used throughout Chapters
V-VI also holds promise. However, to validate its use as a truly biofidelic protocol, the
degree of footwear degradation must be compared to human ageing in a similar, yet more
extensive manner than Cook previously employed.2 Results suggested that the dwell
protocol was more biofidelic than a sine waveform, but there may be other parameters to
modify to achieve better mimicry. An additional future direction would be to utilize the
protocol to test many more conditions, such as different brands, models, and types of
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shoes and shoe materials to see whether the degradation results of Chapter IV, V, and VI
are consistent across other shoe conditions.
From a kinesiology standpoint, the study in Chapter II should be extended to
human running. However, two major hurdles to achieving a sufficiently controlled test
are inter-subject variability and that shoe properties change. Therefore, special attention
should be paid to blocking for specific types of runners (i.e., we recommend heelstrike
distance track athletes that train together and have no recent injury) that should be
outfitted with a single brand and model of shoes. At a minimum, the degradation of
shoes can be monitored before and after testing by measuring the thickness, which largely
predicts energy absorption (see Chapter V).
At the human-material interface, the capstone study of Chapter VI should be
extended with additional human subjects. Furthermore, the chapters of this dissertation
showcased how studies within polymer science must consider kinesiology, and viceversa, to bridge the gap between fields, design and characterize better footwear, and
further understand the relationship of shoe degradation and overuse injury. Cooperative
work is needed to understand this multidisciplinary issue.
In addition to the suggested work above, two sets of preliminary data will be
presented in the next two sections that we believe show promise and should be expanded.
Section I: Polymer Techniques with Potential to Quantify EVA Degradation
Before ATR-FTIR was found to be the most conducive to yielding a nondestructive, reproducible output for EVA degradation (presented in Chapter III), other
potential characterization techniques were screened. Techniques included differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), and fluorescence.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). DSC was suggested as a technique to
quantify crystallinity, glass transition temperatures, crystalline melting point(s), and
crosslinking. A previous author used DSC to characterize running shoe foam, but did not
report how the thermogram changed after the samples underwent mechanical
degradation.3 Another group used DSC on bulk EVA to demonstrate that the enthalpy of
crosslinking (exotherm around 200 °C) disappeared upon a second heating cycle, which
confirmed that the entity was consumed.4 Essentially, we expected that if localized
heating and/or differential strain distribution could be qualified and quantified, any
temperature change could be correlated with possible differences in the aforementioned
DSC thermogram.
In a brief experiment, we mechanically aged a size 9 women’s Asics shoe for 560
km using an adapted displacement-control version of the Chapter IV Sine protocol. Using
a razor blade, we harvested samples for modulated DSC before and after ageing and
compared the resulting thermograms. We did not observe qualitative or quantitative
differences (Figure 37). However, DSC may be viable as a technique for future analyses.

Figure 37. Exemplary modulated DSC thermogram of unaged (asicsprehit1) and aged
(asicsposthit1) samples from a women’s Asics shoe.
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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA). DMA was suggested as a method to
quantify the crystal melting temperature, storage and loss moduli, tan delta, Tg, and
molecular weight between crosslinks (Mc).4, 5 In a single group of experiments, a
temperature sweep was performed from -90 °C – 100 °C. We were able to identify a
mechanical Tg of -2 °C using DMA in tension (Figure 38). However, performing DMA in
compression was a challenge because the sample underwent compression set under
elevated temperatures and did not maintain sufficient contact with the DMA platens,
producing a noisy signal in multiple samples (Figure 39). Future work is suggested to
refine and utilize this technique to quantify the effects of ageing. In advance of analyses, a
method should be engineered to adhere the top and bottom foam sample surfaces to the
platens to obtain better DMA curves in compression.

Figure 38. DMA in tension (top) revealed a glass transition temperature around -2 °C.
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Figure 39. DMA in compression (bottom) yielded a noisy spectrum due to sample
relaxations.
Fluorescence Techniques. Fluorescence is a telltale indicator of EVA degradation
under ultraviolet light because the unsaturation produced by thermal and UV degradation
(Chapter III) acts as a chromophoric moiety.6 As such, various methods to measure
fluorescence have been substantially used to characterize degradation of the encapsulants
of solar cells.7 We were able to detect fluorescence in EVA foam using a confocal
fluorescence microscope (Zeiss LSM 710, Oberkochen, Germany) using an excitation of
405 nm. As evidenced by our ATR-FTIR spectra (Chapter III, Figure 12), pristine EVA
also has detectable levels of unsaturation. However, using the confocal, we did not
observe differences in fluorescence between pristine and mechanically aged samples
(Figure 40). We also used a plate reader (TECAN infinite M1000 Pro, Mannedorkf,
Switzerland), with an excitation of 410 nm and emission of 425 nm, to measure cylinders
of Dertex® EVA foam after MA experiments performed in Chapter IV, and initially found
differences between aged and pristine samples (Figure 41). However, upon accounting for
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differences in the z-direction distance between the sample surface and the detector, the
fluorescence effects were no longer evident. Furthermore, ATR-FTIR results in Chapter
III confirmed our findings that unsaturation did not develop upon mechanical ageing,
since most degradation occurs via mechanical chain scission of the main polyethylene
chain. Therefore, future fluorescence work is suggested as a possibility for tracking
degradation with ageing for EVA foams. However, the technique may only be useful in
some instances because differences in fluorophore content can only be anticipated with
UV or thermal ageing.

Figure 40. Confocal microscope images of EVA foam before mechanical ageing (left)
and after (right) did not show any visible difference.

Figure 41. Plate reader results before and after mechanical ageing for samples at different
distances from the detector (left) and equal distances from the detector (right) illustrated
the possible misinterpretation that mechanical ageing generated unsaturated fluorophores.
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Section II: EMG Onset Method Selection Affects Reliability Estimates
Introduction. A second opportunity for future work is to determine the reliability
of methods to calculate muscle contraction onset from surface electromyography (EMG).
All methods used to determine EMG onset are subjective and inherently susceptible to
measurement error. Simple methods are desirable for both singular contractions and
complex movement tasks to limit computational effort required and promote ease of use.8
Literature supports the use of simple methods when the signal to noise ratio is sufficiently
high.9, 10 However, limited peer-reviewed data exists on how measurement properties of
criterion scores, statistical outcomes, and inferences will be affected by EMG onset
method selection.
Processing is used to prepare the signal for onset determination using methods
such as visual determination11 or computer-aided methods including regression line12 and
threshold.11, 13-15 Previous researchers used Pearson’s r,10, 13 paired t-test,10, 11, 14 analysis
of variance (ANOVA),11, 14 and coefficient of variation (CV)11, 13 to compare onset
methods. Used alone, these statistical methods provide insufficient information about the
criterion score. The following analyses are suggested: (1) intraclass correlation (ICC),
which ascertains both test-retest reliability and whether different raters of the same class
(i.e., measurements of EMG onset) correlate via a ratio, R,16 (2) standard error of
measurement (SEM), which uses standard deviation and R from the ICC to approximate
the absolute error of a specific measurement,17 and (3) coefficient of Variation (CV) which
is a measure of relative dispersion in a data set. Levene’s F test for homogeneity of
variance compares CVs via an ANOVA on absolute deviation adjusted scores.18, 19
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Methods. The overall approach is summarized in Figure 42. The EMG data from
Chapter II, wherein 10 female subjects stepped down onto surfaces of 0 – 50 mm
(Surfaces A – E), was used for analyses. Pre-activation onset was determined by the
following methods: (1) regression line (RL), (2) visual inspection (V), and (3) threshold
method (TH). For the TH method, data was first filtered with a 6th order elliptic low pass
filter at 50 Hz in MATLAB® (v2012b, The MathWorks, Natick, MA).13 Onset was
considered the first data point of second 50 ms sliding window (every 1 ms) that exceeded
mean + 1SD of a 50 ms baseline window before stepdown occurred. For RL method,
baseline and contraction best-fit lines were calculated in Origin (OriginPro® 8, Originlab
Corp., Northampton, MA) and onset was defined as the intersection of the baseline and
contraction best-fit lines using the equations generated by Origin from each line. Visual
onsets were based on a single experienced examiner’s analysis based on a change of slope.

Figure 42. EMG onset methods were evaluated with reliability estimates and the
statistical outcomes using each technique using data collected from three lower extremity
muscles.
Onset duration was calculated from determined onset time to the point of
touchdown (ttouchdown = 1 s in figures), which was determined by a 44.6 N switch plate.
Comparison of the three methods is shown below (Figure 43). Reliability estimates
included: (i) CV, (ii) ICC via (2,1) and (2,k), and (iii) SEM. CV was calculated on all 50
waveforms yielding 50 criterion scores and compared using Levene’s F test. ICC and
SEM were calculated on a subset of 30 waveforms (surface A only of TA, LG, VM)
yielding a total of 270 (3 repeats x 3 methods x 30 waveforms) criterion scores. To
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evaluate the effect of onset method choice on statistical outcomes and interpretation, 18
separate multivariate one-way repeated measure ANOVAs across the three muscle
conditions comparing foam thickness examined differences in: (1) pre-activation duration,
and (2) mean RMS amplitude. Alpha was set a priori at α = 0.05.

Figure 43. Examples of the three methods used for determining onset. Threshold method
(left), regression line (center), and three methods compared (right).
Results. CV ranged from CVRL=18 - 69% (35 ± 11%), CVV = 24 - 37% (29 ± 4%),
and CVTh=18 - 47% (27 ± 11%), non-uniformly across muscles or thicknesses (Figure 44).
ICC(2,1) values ranged from RRL = 0.13 - 0.55 (0.40 ± 0.2), RV = 0.53 - 0.70 (0.59 ± 0.1),
and RTH = 0.47 - 0.99 (0.8 ± 0.3). ICC(2,k) comparing the three onset methods yielded
RTA = 0.08, RLG = 0.75 and RVM = 0.77. SEM values ranged from SEMRL = 84 - 99 ms (89
± 10 ms), SEMV = 51 - 72 ms (61 ± 10 ms), and SEMTH = 7 - 66 ms (30 ± 30 ms).
Statistical outcomes were: (1) RL produced a statistically significant decreasing trend in
LG mean amplitude with increasing thickness (p = 0.02), (2) V indicated a decreasing
trend in LG mean amplitude (p= 0.02), as well as a within effect (p = 0.04) and increasing
trend (p = 0.02) in duration, and (3) no significant differences for TH (Table 18).
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Figure 44. CV by onset method (left), ICC for TA/LG/VM, surface A only (center), and
SEM for TA/LG/VM, surface A only (right).
Table 18
Statistical outcomes and reliability measures from the three onset methods
Measure
Duration
TA

LG

VM
Mean Amplitude
TA
LG
VM

Interpretation

Reliability
(poor-good)
CV
ICC
SEM

Visual

Regression Line

Threshold

None
Within (thickness)
p = 0.04;
Linear contrast
p = 0.02;
Surface A < E
p = 0.02;
Surface B < E
p = 0.04;
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
None
None
Linear Contrast
Linear Contrast
None
p = 0.02
p = 0.02
None
None
None
There are differences
There may not be
There are no
in onset as a function differences in onset
differences in onset
of foam thickness for as a function of foam as a function of foam
LG only and
thickness and
thickness and
reliability is fair
reliability is poor
reliability is fair-good

Fair (29 ± 4%)
Fair (0.59 ± 0.10)
Fair (61 ± 10 ms)

Fair (35 ± 11%)
Poor (0.38 ± 0.20)
Poor (89 ± 8 ms)
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Fair (27 ± 11%)
Good (0.80 ± 0.30)
Fair (32 ± 32 ms)

Summary and Conclusions. Overall, the reliability estimates did not unanimously
favor an onset technique. All methods remained highly subjective due to baseline and
filter selection. Reliability estimates (CV, ICC, and SEM) did not agree in identifying a
preferred method. Moderate to substantial measurement error can be expected across
onset methods.
CV sensitivity was insufficient to distinguish between EMG onset methods (RL,
V, and TH) and is not recommended as a standalone technique for evaluating onset
method reliability. Reliability estimates (ICC, SEM) were highest for TH and lowest for
RL. As LG did not follow this trend, recommended onset method may vary with muscle,
but further work is needed to understand the possible implications. Remaining thicknesses
and additional conditions should be evaluated. EMG onset method choice led to different
statistical and interpretive outcomes. To avoid inferences biased by onset method
selection, a multifaceted approach is recommended in determining EMG onset and
quantifying criterion score reliability.
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